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ABSTRACT

Currently, quality control and quality assurance (QC/QA) of earthwork is based

on spot tests, with moisture and density being the most common quantities tested.

However, the transition to mechanistic-empirical pavement design has fueled a desire to

perform QC/QA with devices that measure mechanistic soil properties. Further, there is

also a desire to increase the coverage of QC/QA testing beyond what is currently

provided by spot tests (e.g. one test for every 1000m3 of soil). One approach to assess

mechanistic soil properties in a continuous fashion (i.e. with 100% coverage) is roller

based monitoring. The estimation of soil properties during and after compaction via

integrated vibratory measurement systems onboard roller compactors is gaining

acceptance in the U.S. earthwork design and construction community and it is likely that

roller integrated measurement will become commonplace in the next decade. However,

before continuous compaction control can be fully implemented in the U.S., several

research needs must be addressed. The meaning behind the stiffness values measured by

the rollers is not well understood. Further, it is not clear how these roller measured values

(MV s) vary with drum vibration amplitude and frequency. Another area of uncertainty is

the measurement volume of the roller. It is well know that a given roller MV is a

composite measure ofa 3D bulb of soil under the drum. However, the extents of this bulb

(vertically and horizontally) are not well known and how they vary with vibration

amplitude and soil type is not well understood. This thesis presents the methods and

results from several field studies aimed at addressing these research needs. The

development and deployment of a roller vibration monitoring system is discussed.

Results from vibration monitoring during compaction yield important insights into roller
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behavior during compaction and operation on compacted soil. Further, the development

and deployment of an in-ground instrumentation system to measure soil stress and strain

are discussed. Results yield valuable information about soil response to complex roller

compactor loading, and allow insights into the measurement volume and depth of the

instrumented roller.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Since the introduction of the moisture-density curve by Proctor in 1933, density

and moisture states have been shown to be important indices of compacted soil strength

and deformation - to varying degrees for cohesive and cohesionless soils. As important

as moisture and density are to current quality control and quality assurance (QCIQA),

they remain indices or surrogates for the strength and deformation parameters used in

design. As the design of earth structures has become more mechanistic (e.g., AASHTO

2002 Pavement Design Guide), the civil engineering community has shifted practice and

research efforts towards the direct or indirect measurement of mechanical soil properties,

e.g., modulus, shear strength. In a related fashion, there has been a desire to decrease

reliance upon spot test based QCIQA because it results in testing a very small percentage

of the earthwork. There is a desire for more thorough QCIQA where a greater percentage

of the earthwork area is tested. One approach to assess mechanistic soil properties in a

continuous fashion (i.e. with 100% coverage) is roller based monitoring.

Vibration based monitoring of roller compactors has been used during earthwork

construction projects in Europe for nearly 30 years. Early research showed that various

indices incorporating drum acceleration amplitude and the amplitude of its harmonics

(i.e., multiples of the excitation frequency) could be correlated to soil density and

underlying.stiffness (Forssblad 1980). This approachforrned the basis of many onboard

compaction "meters" in use today (Thurner and Sandstrom 2000, Sandstrom and

Pettersson 2004). Lumped parameter vibration theory and wave propagation theory have
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also been used as the underpinning for vibration based monitoring. Y00 and Selig (1979)

demonstrated the efficacy of a two-DOF lumped parameter model in representing salient

roller compactor-soil behavior in the vertical direction. The soil is modeled with a linear

spring and viscous dashpot. Simplifying to a I-DOF modeling approach, Anderegg and

Kaufmann (2004) extracted soil stiffness from measured drum acceleration and phase

difference between the drum response and eccentric force (frame inertia is neglected).

Using the theory of a cylinder acting on an elastic halfspace, this stiffness and knowledge

of roller geometry can be used to estimate a soil modulus (Lundberg 1939, Krober et al.

2001, Anderegg and Kaufmann 2004).

The estimation of soil properties during and after compaction via integrated

vibratory measurement systems onboard roller compactors is gaining acceptance in the

U.S. earthwork design and construction community. Coupled with on-board global

positioning systems (GPS), vibratory roller integrated measurement provides real-time

assessment of soil properties over the entire earthwork area. It is likely that roller

integrated measurement will become commonplace in the next decade in U.S. earthwork

practice. Furthermore, the development of so-called intelligent compaction (IC), where

the roller automatically adjusts its operating parameters (e.g., vibration amplitude and

frequency, speed, path) to improve compaction is in its infancy and will continue to

evolve over the coming years (Mooney & Adam 2007). However, before continuous

compaction control can be fully implemented in the U.S. and before IC can move beyond

infancy, several research needs must be addressed.

The meaning behind the relative stiffness values measured by the rollers (roller MVs)

is not well understood. It is not clear how these values might relate to the soil properties
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used in M-E design, e.g., resilient modulus M,. (AASHTO T-307). There would be a

considerable payoff if roller measured parameters were strongly tied to soil properties

used in M-E analysis and design. To do this, the in situ stress strain field caused by a

roller mustbe characterized and evaluated with respect to roller MVs. Additionally,

stress-strain paths must be studied to fully characterize the soil's response to the loading

imparted by the roller. In addition, the relationship between roller measured force-

deflection (i.e. roller MV s) and soil behavior must be investigated.

Further, it is not clear how roller measured values (MVs) vary with drum vibration

amplitude and frequency. Numerical simulations using linear elastic material to represent

soil have shown MVs have only minor dependence on vibration amplitude (e.g. Adam &

Kopf 2004, Kopf & Erdmann 2005). However, other research and the author's experience

have shown that in reality, MVs can vary with amplitude (Mooney & Rinehart 2007).

Another area of uncertainty is the measurement volume of the roller. Due to the

3D propagation of the stress and strain imparted by the roller (e.g. Rinehart & Mooney

2008a) it is well known that a given roller MV is a composite measure of a 3D bulb of

soil under the drum. Due to the layered nature of pavement systems, the measurement

depth - the depth to which a given roller MV is representative - is of particular interest.

This depth is not well known and how it varies with vibration amplitude and soil type is

not well understood. Further, the measurement depth of the vibratory roller is likely

different than that of common spot test devices currently in use in highway construction

QCIQA (e.g. nuclear density gage, light weight deflectometer).

This thesis presents the methods and results from several field studies aimed at

addressing these research needs. The development and deployment of a roller vibration
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monitoring system is discussed. Results from vibration monitoring during compaction are

interpreted via a two degree-of-freedom lumped mass model and yield several important

insights into roller behavior during compaction and operation on compacted soil (i.e.

measurement for QA purposes). Further, the development and deployment ofan in-

ground instrumentation system to measure soil stress and strain are discussed. Results

yield valuable information about soil response to complex roller compactor loading and

are presented for several soil types and from rollers with varying static weight and

excitation strategies. Accepted soil mechanics and dynamics as well as contact mechanics

theories are used to interpret results wherever possible. Deep field test beds (>2m) were

created to investigate the measurement volume and depth of the instrumented rollers. In

some instances, in-ground instrumentation was used and helps explain the results.

In addition to producing valuable results that further the state-of-the-art of both

CCC and IC, the research presented here reveals several areas where further research is

needed. Recommendations for further research are made throughout the text.

This multipart thesis is divided into five related chapters:

• Chapter 2: Instrumentation of a roller compactor to monitor vibration

behavior during earthwork compaction

• Chapter 3: Field monitoring of roller vibration during compaction of

subgrade soil

• Chapter 4: Measurement of static and vibratory roller compactor induced

stress and strain .

• Chapter 5: Relating in-situ soil stress strain response to vibratory-based

roller-integrated soil stiffness measurements
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• Chapter 6: The measurement volume of vibratory roller-integrated soil

stiffness measurements

Chapters 2 and 3 are published works (references given in the references cited section).

Chapters 4-6 have been prepared for publication and will be submitted for review shortly.

Chapter 7 presents the conclusions from this thesis and makes recommendations for

further research. Additional, supplemental material is provided for Chapters 2-6 in

Appendices A-D, respectively.
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CHAPTER 2

INSTRUMENTATION OF A ROLLER COMPACTOR TO MONITOR VIBRATION
BEHAVIOR DURING EARTHWORK COMPACTION

This chapter is published in the January 2008 issue of Elsevier Publishing's

Journal of Automation in Construction (Rinehart & Mooney 2008). A full citation is

given in the references section.

Intelligent soil compaction involves the continuous monitoring and identification

of soil properties and employs feedback control of one or more of the following:

vibration frequency, force amplitude, and forward velocity to optimize the compaction of

soil and to prevent damaging over-compaction. The development of a robust model

structure for feedback control and/or soil parameter identification for continuous quality

control/quality assurance requires comprehensive information about the machine's

behavior. In the case of vibration monitoring of soil compaction (e.g. Anderegg &

Kaufmann 2004, Mooney et aI. 2005), continuous information about the salient vibration

characteristics of the roller during operation is critical to model development, parameter

estimation, and intelligent soil compaction.

This paper describes the development and deployment of a comprehensive

instrumentation system to monitor the vibration of a roller compactor. Specific issues

addressed in this paper include the selection and placement of accelerometers to capture

the three dimensional response of critical roller components, and the measurement of the

rotating eccentric mass position within the drum to reproduce the input force time history.
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Experimental data is presented to explain the nature of vibration response observed and

performance of the instrumentation.

2.1 Instrumentation

The vibratory roller compactor instrumented for this investigation was an

Ingersoll-Rand DD-138HFA double smooth drum roller (see Figure 2.1). The

instrumentation design and operation are directly applicable to all single drum and

padded-foot rollers. The DD-138HFA has a machine mass of 13,752 kg and a drum mass

of2,638 kg. Each drum is 1.4 m in diameter and 2.1 m in length. Within each drum, an

eccentric mass configuration rotating about the drum axle (see Figure 2.2) provides the

vibratory or eccentric force in the vertical direction:

(2.1)

where OJ is the circular frequency (rad/s), rno is the eccentric mass, and eo is the

eccentricity. The eccentric force amplitude is the product of rnoeo and oJ. The frequency

of vibration m or more commonly FoY2rc, is computer-controlled by the operator and

can vary from 0-70 Hz, though the more common range of frequency used in practice is

20-50Hz. The eccentric mass mae« has eight settings varying from approximately one kg-

m to more than two kg-m, and must be changed manually (described below).

An overview of the instrumentation system is illustrated in Figure 2.1. For

explanation purposes, forward travel is shown in Figure 2.1 d, and would be considered to

the right in Figure 2.1a and to the left in Figure 2.1e. The right side and left side of the

machine are taken with respect to the operator as he/she is traveling in the forward

direction. Drum and frame vibration was monitored in three-dimensions using

accelerometers. As shown in Figure 2.1, the drum-frame connection configuration is
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different on the right and left sides. As such, drum vibration was monitored on the right

side only where there was access to a non-rotating mount (see Figure 2.ld). Frame

acceleration was monitored on both the right and left sides. The position of the rotating

eccentric mass was monitored on the left side of each drum using Hall Effect (HE)

sensors.

All data was acquired from the sensors via a l o-bit, 200-kHz data acquisition

system (DAS). The DAS, manufactured by IOTech, Inc. (Cleveland OH,

www.iotech.com) is equipped with an Ethernet port which provides continuous data

streaming to a laptop PC onboard the roller compactor, and has 16 programmable input

voltage ranges. The DAS uses a multiplexer to sample analog inputs from the sensors

Forward~

J
(I)

(d) eccentric pol:ilion. accelerometer.

Figure 2.1. (a) The Ingersoll-Rand DD138HFA roller compactor viewed from the
right, (b) the drum and frame accelerometer mounts on the right side, (c) the roller
compactor viewed from the front, (d) a plan view schematic summarizing all sensor

locations, (e) the roller compactor viewed from the left, and (f) the frame
accelerometer mounts on the left side, and the hand wheel used to adjust the vibration

amplitude and monitor the position of the rotating eccentric mass
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installed on the roller compactor and therefore signals are not sampled simultaneously.

However, the 5 us delay between adjacent channels is much less than the sampling period

(e.g. 1.25% for a sampling frequency of 2.5kHz). Past research has shown that up to the

fourth harmonic of the excitation frequency is of interest, ard given that the maximum

excitation frequency possible with the DD138 is 70Hz, the highest frequency of interest

is 280 Hz (Mooney et al. 2005). The multiplex delay of 51.ls is 0.14% of one period of

280 Hz vibration and was therefore considered to be negligible.

Anti-aliasing hardware (i.e. hardware implemented low pass filters), in

conjunction with an appropriate sampling frequency,fs, ensures that the wave form being

acquired by the DAS does not contain any energy from high frequency noise sources (e.g

electronic noise, high frequency vibration of roller compactor components). In the case of

the DAS employed in this research, anti-aliasing is achieved with a 3-pole Butterworth

low pass filter (LPF). The filter has a hardware programmable cutoff'frequercy.jij-»,

which is set by varying a resistor-capacitor module in the hardware. An example

configuration used in this study is/LPF equal to 500 Hz andfs equal to 2.5 kHz. Based on

• Accelerometer
• Eccentric Position Sensor

z

Figure 2.2. Schematic of the front drum and frame showing axis orientation, six
degree-of- freedom motion, and sensor locations
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the Nyquist sampling theorem, this combination ensures that the sampled signal is free of

aliased components, and that the highest frequency signal allowed to pass through the

filter is well resolved (e.g. Lindler 1999).

In addition to the accelerometers and Hall Effect (HE) sensors described in detail

below, the DAS acquired information from the roller compactor's vehicle network.

Parameters of include eccentric excitation frequency and forward velocity which can be

acquired at the same sampling frequency as the rest of the signal from the accelerometers

and HE sensors.

2.1.1 Vibration Monitoring

Due to asymmetry in the machine and the potential non-uniform soil conditions,

each roller drum and its surrounding frame assembly will potentially experience six

degree-of-freedom motion (see Figure 2.2). To capture such motion, ICSensors triaxial

translation accelerometers developed and manufactured by Measurement Specialties

(Hampton VA, www.msiusa.com/icsensorsl) were placed at the drum and frame locations

shown in Figure 2.2. The specifications of the ICSensors model 3140 accelerrmeters

employed are summarized in Table 2.1. The accelerometers used are piezoresistive type

sensors. The sensing element is a micro-machined silicon mass suspended by multiple

beams from a silicon frame. Piezoresistors located in the beams change their resistance as

the motion of the suspended mass changes the strain in the beams.

The critical accelerometer specifications included range, sensitivity, noise floor,

frequency response, nonlinearity, transverse sensitivity, and temperature error. Typical

drum acceleration amplitudes observed during testing (x and z directions) range from
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Parameter Drum

Table 2.1. Accelerometer Specifications

Frame
Range
Sensitivity
Bandwidth
Non-linearity
Temperature Error
(-20 to 85°C)
Transverse Sensitivity
Output Noise

± 10 g
200 mV/g
0-400 Hz
0.5 % span

2.0 % span

1.0 % span
0.5 mV p-p

±5g
400 mV/g
0-300 Hz
0.5 % span

2.0 % span

1.0 % span
0.5 mV p-p

±0.5 g at 20 Hz vibration to ± 9 g at 70 Hz vibration. Due to the rubber mounts that

connect each drum to its frame, frame acceleration amplitudes are typically IG-20% of

the drum acceleration and hence can range in amplitude from ±0.05 g to ±2 g (x and z

direction). Given this range and the need to accurately capture accelerations between

peaks, a high sensitivity and low noise accelerometer was desired. For example, with a

sensitivity of 200 mV/g and a noise of 0.5 mV pop, the signal to noise ratio at a drum

acceleration amplitude of ±0.5 g would be 400. A significant bandwidth was needed to

capture both the 0 Hz (DC) response and vibration up to 300 Hz. The DC capability

provides assistance during installation to ensure that the accelerometers are truly oriented

in the x, y, and z directions, i.e., at 0 Hz on a horizontal surface the z acceleration should

read I g. The high end of the bandwidth permits the capture of harmonics, i.e., multiples

of the eccentric frequency, in the vibration response. Harmonic content provides a

measure of system and soil nonlinearity and forms the basis of the compactor meter value

used on many roller compactors (e.g. Thurner & Sandstrom 2000). Harmonic content as

high as 300 Hz has been observed during vibratory compaction (Mooney et al. 2002,

Mooney et al. 2005).
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Due to the large range of accelerations observed during testing, a high degree of

linearity was required. And, due to the potential fluctuations in temperature on job sites, a

low temperature-induced drift of the sensitivity was required. Temperature can very

easily vary by 30°C on a construction site during the day.

In order to quantify the sources of noise present in the instrumentation system,

including the DAS, several studies were performed. One such study involved acquiring a

signal from a stationary accelerometer using different methods to supply power to the

sensor and the DAS. The results of this study revealed that a DC battery, such as a deep

cycle marine battery, is a very clean power source and is preferable to a standard DC

power supply. Powering the accelerometers and the DAS directly from a DC battery led

to noise levels being controlled by the noise floor of the accelerometers themselves (see

Table 2.1), rather than external noise sources.

Other sources of noise include electromagnetic interference from overhead or

buried power lines and onboard electronics, interference from radio and cellular phone

waves, seismic vibrations from nearby traffic or from other equipment, and high

frequency vibrations from the engine or drive motors. Electronic interference was

mitigated by ensuring that all elements within the instrumentation and the DAS were

properly encapsulated with foil shielding. Higher frequency signals are eliminated via the

anti-aliasing hardware described earlier. With the machine on a construction site, but

turned off (and therefore stationary) several samples of accelerometer data were acquired.

Analysis of these samples revealed that the noise floor (one standard deviation) under

normal operation is approximately 10-15 mg.

13



2.1.2 Eccentric Force

Knowing the location of the rotating eccentric inside the drwn enables the

determination of the forcing function that the roller compactor inputs to the soil, as well

as important machine-soil system parameters including the phase lag of drum

displacement with respect to eccentric force. The amplitude adjustment hand wheel

shown in Figure 2.1 f and in more detail in Figure 2.3 is rigidly connected to the eccentric

mass, and therefore its rotation outside the drum is directly related to the rotation of the

eccentric inside the drwn. Taking advantage of this machine characteristic enables the

position of the eccentric to be monitored. To this end, magnets were placed on the hand

wheel itself in ten locations evenly spaced at 3S'±lo intervals. Side by side magnets were

used at one location to provide a reference to a known location (i.e. a reference to 0").

The HE sensor was mounted to a fixed bracket as shown in Figure 2.3.

The HE sensor outputs a high voltage (8.0 - 8.2 V) and is considered "on" when a

magnet is sufficiently close, and outputs a low voltage (0.0- 0.2V), and is considered

"off' when a magnet is not in range. Due to sensor latency and high sampling

<a)

7"'l ~(l c" 0Ief<t..,.,.. Sensor
~, ..'..n. Center of

:-. ,/ ,>-qGravily
o .~., " Fixed mass
: • "'"Adjustable
Q ,!~\mass

-. .,.0 Magnet
(b) 0"··0"

Figure 2.3. (a) Eccentric amplitude adjustment hand wheel with magnets and Hall
Effect sensor, and (b) sensor and magnet setup with adjustable eccentric mass and its

center of gravity
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frequencies, it is possible for a sample point to exist between fully off and fully on.

Therefore the raw HE sensor data acquired by the DAS is approximately a discrete square

wave (see Figure 2.4a). For convenience and accuracy the raw HE sensor output was

convolved with a thresholding function such that any sample point at or above 0.5 V is

set to 1.0 and any sample point below 0.5 V is set to 0.0. This thresholding process is

illustrated in Figure 2.4.

Once the HE sensor data has been resolved into a discrete square wave, it is

possible to re-create the forcing function produced by the rotating eccentric mass. Note

that here we are only concerned with the vertical force. Using the I0 magne~ pulses per

revolution of the eccentric along with the knowledge of the position of the eccentric's

center of gravity with respect to vertical (see Figure 2.3b) the position of the eccentric

can be determined at 10 locations per revolution. Given the rotation of the eccentric, it

~ lrr.
bl

. '.
"50.8
'J
3:: 0.6
~ 0.4~.

~ 0.2
f-

)"8LV 0085 1l.09
Time (sec)

0095 0.1

Figure 2.4. (a) Raw Hall Effect sensor data, and (b) Hall Effect sensor data after the
application of the threshold filter
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was expected that the forcing function would be of a sinusoidal form. The maximum

vertical force, see (I), occurs when the eccentric is in the downward position, whereas the

vertical force is zero when the eccentric is horizontal. Accordingly, as shown in Figure

2.5, a sinusoid is fit to the series of known eccentric locations using a least squares

approach. The results of this fit confirm that the forcing function is sinusoidal, an

important aspect to know when evaluating harmonic content. However, due to hydraulic

control of the eccentric mass, the frequency varies slightly with time (e.g. ±0.25 Hz for

10 seconds of 20 Hz vibration).

2.2 Field Data Reduction

During field operation, the instrumented roller travels at a constant forward (or

reverse) velocity that can range from 0.5 to 2 mls. Given the typical operating frequency

range of 20-50 Hz and assuming a forward velocity of I mis, a I-m length of underlying

soil will experience 20 to 50 cycles of compressive vibratory loading, producing an

.16i~--'-~- --T·--.--......,~

.12f
Z .Rli~
~ -41
£ 0
.2
§ 4
=6·
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I

81 ---- I121' • MC,aSllrcd Points
-r--Bcst FIt16 .. ..._._.__..__ . ._. -.l'- ._~....__._...l._ ..:._ .._.l.._. .--' --'--- _

o 0,01 0020030.04005 O,Oc>0,07 0.08 0.09 0.1
Time (sec)

Figure 2.5. The least squares best fit solution to the calculated forcing function data
for two periods of eccentric rotation
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impact spacing of 2-5 cm. Figure 2.6 presents some sample accelerometer data,

specifically vertical drum acceleration collected at a sampling frequency of 1500 Hz

during 20 Hz vibration (75 samples/cycle) and 2.0 m/s forward velocity. Given the

positive down sign convention and knowing that acceleration and displacement are 180'

out of phase, a positive drum acceleration peak occurs when the drum is in its highest

position whereas a negative drum acceleration peak occurs when the drum is in its lowest

position. Given the 0-300 Hz accelerometer bandwidth, higher frequency response is

spurious noise and was filtered. The acceleration of gravity is subtracted from the vertical

acceleration data. The spatial variation in acceleration response shown in Figure 2.6, up

to 400 mg, is much greater than the noise (10-15 mg as described in Section II), and is

indicative of the traveling nature of the roller compactor, variation in underlying soil

conditions, and transient vibrations. For time history analysis, peak values were gleaned

from the data (filled circles in Figure 2.6). It is common to analyze raw data as presented

in Figure 2.6. However, in some cases, a windowing approach to average acceleration

05 1.5 2 25 3 3.5 4
Distance (m)

Figure 2.6. Filtered vertical drum acceleration data with peaks identified, illustrating
the averaging window used to smooth time domain acceleration data
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peaks was then employed to smooth some fluctuations in response. The length ofthe

window can vary; in Figure 2.6, the window length is 2 m or I.Os. If longer wavelength

features are of more interest, windowing can be useful to smooth transient roller

compactor response resulting from shorter wavelength subsurface heterogeneities. The

choice of window size may depend on the anticipated feedback control rate and for

quality control purposes, the precision with which the position of the machine is known.

Owing to the nonlinear nature of the coupled roller/soil system, the drum and

frame acceleration response is not purely sinusoidal. The nonlinearity is manifested by

harmonics of the excitation frequency, OJ that yield the difference between peak positive

and negative accelerations in Figure 2.6. To this end, displacement amplitudes as

determined by -a/oJ provide only an approximation of the true displacement. Figure 2.7

illustrates the x, y, z front drum (right side) and front frame (right side) displacement

response determined over a broad range of excitation frequencies. As mentioned earlier,

it is possible to change the excitation frequency of the DD138 in real time. The data

presented in Figure 2.7 is from a single pass in which the frequency was stepped up in

regular intervals. Figure 2.7a illustrates the significant z drum displacement response, the

somewhat lower x drum displacement response, and the fairly negligible y drum

displacement response. The right side frame response (Figure 2.7b) exhibits comparable

x, y, and z displacements across the frequency domain, though due to the rubber isolators,

much less than drum displacement.

A sample of the vertical.fecc time history is shown in Figure 2.8 together with the

front right vertical drum displacement response (approximated by -a/oJ). Positive force

represents downward eccentric position and positive displacement is downward. This
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response is representative of 20 Hz vibration which would be considered slightly below

the z-translation and rocking resonant frequencies. The damped nature ofthe coupled

system causes the drum displacement to be out of phase with the eccentric force. More

specifically, soil damping causes vertical drum displacement to lag the vertical eccentric

force excitation. As illustrated in this particular sample set, the drum displacement lags

the eccentric force by 80°. This phase lag is a function of the frequency ratio (excitation

frequency (natural frequency) and the damping ratio - both of which change during the

compaction of soil- and thus is a very useful measure of changing soil properties.

If one were to model the roller compactor as a 2-dof lumped parameter system

(e.g, Yoo & Selig 1979, Anderegg & Kaufmann 2004), the force transmitted to the soilftr

would be determined as:

~.0.8,-=. 7D"1::'um'=-.Z'-'ce.. ~=r<::;=-::c:===-:c-~-~ W
50.6

......•. ,.'ol)-. '

20 25 .30 35 40 45 so

~ 0.15,--c::::--~-:r--~---=~----:cl
--+-' Frame-z .,,~.-.Frame-y -&-- Frame-x (b)

""
~ 0.1
<V

~
'Ji 0.05

is

.#- ..
...4 \. ,.0

. .0- __ ,0.,.,,_'0 ,,_.

o ';--;:;:---;;c;:--::::---:;,;:--:,:::---,~-=,15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Frequency (Hz)

Figure 2.7. (a) Drum displacement versus frequency, and (b) frame displacement
versus frequency (note that displacement are approximated by -alai)
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(2.2)

where Fe is the force amplitude due to the eccentric (moeool), to is the excitation

frequency, md and mlare the mass of the drum and frame respectively,g is acceleration

due to gravity, and a, and zfare the acceleration of the drum and frame respectively. lff,r

> 0, then the drum and soil are in contact; otherwise, iff,r < 0, the drum is not in contact

with the ground and is considered to be in partial loss of contact operation. It should also

be noted that modes of operation other than contact and partial loss of contact exist at

higher amplitudes and frequencies than are presented here (e.g. jumping, chaos).

Operators typically avoid these modes as they accelerate machine wear aid often lead to

loss of machine maneuverability (Adam & Kopf2004). Figure 2.9 illustrates a segment

of the four force components in (2) for a data set with an excitation frequency of 2IHz,

and low eccentric force amplitude, Fe, (positive force plotted downward). As shown in

Figure 2.9, the static weight of the front drum of the DD-138HFA is 70.65 kN andfecc

. -0.75

-0.5

-025~

() ~
5
u

"0.25 ~
i:5

Figure 2.8. Phase difference between the vertical eccentric force and the vertical drum
displacement
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oscillates between ± 18 kN. The drum inertia is significant, varying between 22 kN and-

19 kN, and due to the phase lag, is only partially additive with the eccentric force. The

frame inertia is considerably smaller than the other three forces. As a result,ft, for this

particular data set oscillates between 41 and 103 kN, indicating the the drum and soil

remain in contact during operation.

Conversely, Figure 2.10 presents a segment of vibration data illustrating partial

loss of contact operation. The data, with excitation frequency of 27Hz and high eccentric

force amplitude, F" has a relatively high phase shift (-17rt) which results in the drum

inertia and feee being in opposition and partially canceling each other out. feee oscillates

between ±66 kN, drum inertia varies between 127 and -II 0 kN, and frame inertia, varies

between I and -17 kN. The resulting z; oscillates between -0 and 170 kN, withft, '" 0

indicating loss of contact between the drum and the soil.

0.52 0.54 0.56 058 06 062 0.64

Figure 2.9. (a) The four components of force transmitted to the soil due to the roller
compactor and (b) the resulting transmitted force for contact operation
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2.3 Concluding Remarks

Realizing intelligent compaction wherein the machine parameters are adapted

through feedback control to improve the compaction process for all soils and

stratigraphies is a complicated problem. Feedback control and system identification both

require effective models of the coupled system, which in turn requires comprehensive

continuous information about the machine's behavior. Providing this information via

triaxial accelerometers mounted to both the drum and frame as well as monitoring

eccentric position via HE sensors has been herein proven effective. The instrumented

roller compactor presented here provides comprehensive data regarding the machine's

vibration characteristics and about the eccentric forcing function. When selecting

accelerometers, it is important to consider the anticipated levels of drum and frame

acceleration as well as the frequency range of interest. In addition, noise levels,

transverse sensitivity, and temperature effects must also be considered. This

instrumentation system and subsequent data analysis has revealed two different

---DnUll Inertia ·...."Frame Inertia
~- 'Eccentric Force -r-Static Weight

-50 .~ 0g 50
1:l 100·

~ i~8l5-()~5i"--('54-('560:58----((6--()62-d'4
Time (sec)

Figure 2. IO. (a) The four components of force transmitted to the soil due to the roller
compactor and (b) the resulting transmitted force for loss of contact operation
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fundamental vibration modes, namely translation about the z-axis and rocking about the

x-axis, As such, accelerometer locations on both the drum and frame are important and

can be chosen to emphasize (or de-emphasize) a given fundamental mode. Finally, the

measurement of eccentric position and the determination of phase lag was found to be

very important in properly characterizing the contact force between the drum and the soil

and in understanding fundamental roller and soil responses.
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CHAPTER 3

FIELD MONITORING OF ROLLER VIBRATION DURING COMPACTION OF
SUBGRADE SOIL

This chapter is published in the March 2007 issue of ASCE' s Journal of

Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental Engineering (Mooney & Rinehart 2007). A full

citation is given in the references section. In addition, supplemental material is provided

in Appendix A.

Since the introduction of the moisture-density curve by Proctor in 1933, density

and moisture states have been shown to be important indices of compacted soil strength

and deformation - to varying degrees for cohesive and cohesionless soils. As important

as moisture and density are to current practice, however, they remain indices or

surrogates for the strength and deformation parameters used in design. As the design of

earth structures has become more mechanistic (e.g., AASHTO 2002 Pavement Design),

the civil engineering community has shifted practice and research efforts towards the

direct or indirect measurement of mechanical soil properties, e.g., modulus, shear

strength, etc.

A number of point-based devices, e.g., Soil Stiffness gage, dynamic cone

penetrometer (DCP), falling weight deflectometer (FWD), lightweight deflectometer

(LWD), seismic analysis of surface waves (SASW), etc. have been developed to either

directly or indirectly assess earthwork modulus or shear strength (e.g., Siekmeier et al.

2000, Hoffman et al. 2004, Nazarian et al. 2003). For cohesionless soils, vibration

monitoring of roller compactor response has been employed to provide information about
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the underlying stiffness and moduli (Anderegg and Kaufmann 2004, Mooney et al. 2005,

Sandstorn and Pettersson 2004). Vibratory compaction monitoring is particularly

appealing because it provides continuous information over 100% of the earth structure

compared with spot-testing devices that typically assess much less than I% of the earth

structure. Furthermore, the integration of monitoring with the compaction operation

enables so-called "intelligent compaction" wherein the vibration frequency and amplitude

can be modified per real time feedback to improve and possibly expedite compaction.

Vibration based monitoring has been used during earthwork construction projects

in Europe for more than 20 years. Early research showed that various indices

incorporating drum acceleration amplitude and the amplitude of its harmonics (i.e.,

multiples of the excitation frequency) could be correlated to soil density and underlying

stiffness (Forssblad 1980). This approach forms the basis of many onboard compaction

"meters" used today (Thurner and Sandstom 2000, Sandstom and Pettersson 2004).

Lumped parameter vibration theory and wave propagation theory have also been used as

the underpinning for vibration based monitoring. Y00 and Selig (1979) demonstrated the

efficacy of a two-DOF lumped parameter model in representing salient roller compactor-

soil behavior in the vertical direction. The soil is modeled with a linear spring and

viscous dashpot. Simplifying to a I-DOF modeling approach, Anderegg and Kaufmann

(2004) extract soil stiffness from measured drum acceleration and phase difference

between the drum response and eccentric force (frame inertia is neglected). Using the

theory of a cylinder acting on an elastic halfspace, this stiffness and knowledge of roller

geometry can be used to estimate a soil modulus (Lundberg 1939, Krober et al. 2001,

Anderegg and Kaufmann 2004).
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Possibly because of the proprietary impetus of vibratory monitoring efforts,

published research results regarding roller vibration behavior during soil compaction are

limited. In addition, vibration based monitoring dnring earthwork construction presents

some complex issues: (I) The underlying soil is transformed from a loose conglomeration

undergoing significant plastic strain to a stiff load-bearing stratum; (2) the soil stresses

induced by the roller are large and extend the soil into the nonlinear deformation range;

and (3) soil types and stratigraphy often vary within a construction site, e.g., near surface

bedrock can cause particularly irregular roller response. This paper presents the results

from a detailed investigation of vibration monitoring during compaction of a granular soil

under worksite construction conditions. A fully instrumented vibratory roller was

operated on numerous homogeneous and heterogeneous test beds. The vibration

characteristics and roller-measnred soil stiffness are presented and discussed.

3.1 Experimental Methods

The following sections briefly describe the instrumentation of a roller compactor

to capture drum and frame response. Field test beds are described. The force transmitted

to the soil is described based on a two degree-of-freedom lumped mass model, and

various roller operating modes are discussed.

3.1.1 Instrumented Roller

An Ingersoll-Rand double smooth-drum (DD-138HFA) vibratory roller (see

Figure 3.1) was used for this research study. The total weight of the compactor is 134.9
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kN, with the static weight under the front and rear drums equal to 70.6 kN and 64.3 kN,

respectively. Each drum is 1.4 m in diameter and 2.1 m in length and house eccentric

mass configurations that provides circular excitation over a frequency range of ().70 Hz.

Eight manually set eccentric configurations provide eccentric static moments (moeo)

ranging from just less than I kg-m to over 2 kg-m. Each drum is isolated from the

machine frame via multiple rubber mounts. Three-dimensional drum and frame vibration

was monitored using ±5g and ±IOg accelerometers. The position of the rotating eccentric

mass was monitored using Hall effect sensors. All data, including excitation frequency

and roller travel velocity from the central vehicle computer, was captured via a 16-bit

data acquisition system and laptop computer on board the compactor.

Figure 3.1. Ingersoll-Rand DD-138HFA vibratory roller compactor (Photo courtesy
Ingersoll-Rand)
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3.1.2 Test Beds

Data collection was carried out at the I70-C470 interchange construction site near

Denver, CO where earthwork involved placement and compaction of granular soil with

thicknesses ranging from 0.3-3.0m. As shown in Figure 3.2, six test beds were designated

for data collection. The fill soil for each of the six test beds was deposited in varying

thickness, then watered and graded by the contractor. The fill material compacted

throughout this study was characterized as poorly graded sand (SP per USCS; A-I-b per

AASHTO). The grain size characteristics of the SP material are as follows: D50=0.5Imm,

percent passing the #200 sieve=4.97, C,=6.91 and Cc=0.91. According to ASTM 0698,

Figure 3.2. Aerial photo highlighting the test beds at the I7G-C470 work site (Aerial
photo courtesy of Colorado Department of Transportation)
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the standard Proctor maximum dry unit weight was found to be 20.1 kN/m3
, and the

optimum moisture content (wop,) was 10% (see Figure 3.3). Construction specifications

called for compaction to 95% standard Proctor and wop,±2%, though as is typical for

granular soil, the compacted density is not strongly affected by molding moisture content

(see Figure 3.3). For each test bed, fill placement was followed by multiple passes of the

instrumented roller. Table 3.1 summarizes the pertinent data for each test bed. Within

each pass, the roller was operated at constant forward velocity (ranging from 0.5-1.5rn/s);

the eccentric static moment m.e; was sometimes varied from pass to pass and excitation

frequency was sometimes varied within a single pass. The length of the test beds ranged

from 70 to 260m (see Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.3. Standard Proctor moisture-density curve for the SP material used at the
worksite
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Table 3.1: Summary of test beds and passes
Test Bed I - 160m Test Bed 2 - 50m Test Bed 4 - 70m Test Bed 5 - 65m longlong long long
Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex.

Pass Preq, Freq. Freq, Preq.
# (Hz) rn.,e, LOCi (Hz) m;e, LOC (Hz) rn.,e, LOC (Hz) moeo LOC

20,
Low 20 Low 70 Low ,( 10-50 Low30

2 20, Low 20 Low 20 Low 20,40, Low ,(70)
30 70

3 20, Low 20 Med 45 High ,( 10-30 High30

4 20, Low 20 Med 45 High ,( 28-45 High30

5 20, Low 45' High ,( 45 High ,( 20,40, High
,(40,

30 45 45)

6 20, Low 45' High ,( 70 Low 10-50 Low
30

7 20, High ,(30) 20 Med 20 Low 13-33 High30

8 20 Med 0 NA 20,40, High
,(40,

45 45)

9 20 Low 10- Low 10-70 Low70

10 20 Low 20,40, Low ,(70)
70

[ LOC. - Loss of contact
2 Data was not collected, L.G.C. is assumed

3.1.3 Transmitted Force

An individual drum and surrounding frame assembly can be effectively

represented with a lumped parameter model (e.g. Y00 and Selig 1979, Pietsch and Poppy

1993, Anderegg and Kaufmann 2004). Considering vertical motion only, the two-DOF

model in Figure 3.4 includes drum and effective frame masses (md and mfrespectively),

and a spring and dashpot to represent the rubber drum-frame vibration isolation mounts.

Note that no assumption about the soil model has been made at this time. The time

varying force transmitted to the soillf,) can be readily determined via force equilibrium

(Figure 3.4b) and is expressed as:
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(3.1)

where Fe is the vertical force amplitude due to the rotating eccentric (moeooJ), W is the

eccentric excitation frequency (radls), g is acceleration due to gravity, and a, and Zfare

the acceleration of the drum and frame respectively. Downward is considered positive

kinematically. Therefore, iff, ~ 0, the drum and soil are in contact and the drum is

compressing the soil; otherwise, if Ii= 0 the drum is not in contact with the ground as it is

not possible for the drum to impart tensile forces at the surface the soil. Another

indication of drum-soil decoupling is when the maximum soil force Is is greater than

twice the static load under the drum, 141 kN for the roller drum used here.

The components oif, are presented for both contact and partial loss of contact

operation in Figure 3.5. During 25 Hz low-amplitude excitation.j', oscillates between 30

and 110 kN and thus the drum remains in contact with the soil (Figure 3.5a). Frame

inertia is much smaller than drum inertia and the drum inertia partially counteracts the

-mrtr(t)
ksusp

mdzitJ

Fecos(wt)

zit) (md+mr)g
t f,(t)(a) (b)

Figure 3.4. (a)Two degree-of-freedom, lumped mass parameter representation of the
roller compactor, and (b) free body diagram of the drum atop soil
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eccentric excitation force due to the phase difference (drum inertia lags eccentric force by

approximately 1300 in Figure 3.5a). In contrast, at 22 Hz high-amplitude excitation, the

drum exhibits periodic loss of contact with the soil asis oscillates between 0 and 170 kN

(Figure 3.5b). Again, frame inertia is much smaller than drum inertia and the drum inertia

partially counteracts the eccentric excitation force due to the phase difference

(approximately 1400 for the data in Figure 3.5b). It is of interest to note that the wave

shapes for both drum inertia and is appear to be non-sinusoidal for the partial loss of

contact data of Figure 3.5b. This implies that non-linearity is introduced into the roller-

soil system as a result of partial loss of contact operation. While of key interest with

respect to modeling the roller-soil system with the intent of extracting soil properties

from vibration data, a full discussion of the implications of this non-linearity is outside

the scope of this paper. As illustrated in Table 3.1, the majority of the passes performed

involved contact behavior.
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Figure 3.5. The components of and the resulting transmitted force for (a) full contact
operation (25 Hz excitation, low ffioeo),and for (b) partial loss of contact operation (22

Hz excitation, high ffioeo)
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3.2 Results

The following sections describe the results from roller operation on the field test

beds. Vertical vibration behavior and the extraction of soil properties from the vibration

response are discussed in detail. In addition, the effects of soil heterogeneity on drum

response and the use of the instrumented roller as a proofroll device are discussed.

3.2.1 Vertical Drum Response

The compaction of test bed 5 (300 mm of placed SP soil overlying> 10m of

prior-compacted fill) was accomplished with 10 passes with the instrumented roller-

some using low eccentric static moment and some with high eccentric static moment (see

Table 3.1). Excitation frequency was sometimes swept from low to high frequency during

a pass and sometimes stepped up, e.g., 20-40-70 Hz, each over 1/3 the length of the test

bed. The peak vertical drum acceleration amplitudes observed during passes 2 and 10 are

presented in Figure 3.6 for 20, 40 and 70 Hz eccentric excitation. The noise floor (to one

standard deviation, SD) for the data in Figure 3.6 and elsewhere in this paper is 10-15

mg. Following a positive down sign convention, peak positive acceleration is downward

and occurs when the drum is in the highest point in its trajectory (point C in Figure 3.7).

Conversely, peak negative acceleration is upward and occurs when the drum is at its

lowest point, i.e, during rebound (point B in Figure 3.7). As test bed 5 was transformed

from its placed state (near pass 2) to a compacted state (pass 10), vertical drum

acceleration decreased 30-35% during 20 Hz excitation, increased slightly (2-6%) during

40 Hz excitation, and remained essentially unchanged during 70 Hz excitation (changes

are represented by "" in Figure 3.6). These results occur due to soil stiffening as illustrated
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Plan View of Test Bed 5
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Figure 3.6. Test bed 5 data showing vertical drum acceleration peaks, percent change
in up, down, and peak-to-peak (P-P) acceleration, percent difference between up vs.

down acceleration peaks, and phase lag for (a) 20Hz, (b) 40 Hz, and (c) 70 Hz
operating frequencies (Note that the acceleration peak plots depict raw data while the
percent change and down minus up plots show data smoothed by a running average

filter for clarity)

by dynamic cone penetrometer (DCP) data taken at two locations along test bed 5 before

and after compaction (see Figure 3.8). Figure 3.8 shows dynamic penetration index (DPI,

mm/blow). As illustrated in Figure 3.8, DPI decreased by more than 50% to a

compaction depth of 150-200 mm, below which very little change was observed.

Also note that the upward (negative) drum acceleration Zd."P exceeds the

downward (positive) drum acceleration Zd,d" significantly during 20 Hz excitation and
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slightly during 40 Hz excitation (see Figure 3.6). At 70 Hz excitation, downward drum

acceleration slightly exceeds upward drum acceleration. The difference between peak

upward and downward drum acceleration is a measure of system nonlinearity due to

numerous aspects, e.g., inelastic soil behavior, machine nonlinearity, curved drum acting

on the soil surface, and possible drum de-coupling from the soil. This nonlinearity is

described in detail elsewhere (e.g., Mooney et al. 2005, Brandl et al. 2005) and is beyond

the scope of this paper.

The phase difference between the vertical excitation force and drum displacement

(hereafter phase lag, 1jJ) for these same passes is also presented in Figure 3.6 (SD :s 2°).

During pass 2, the phase lag was approximately 1000 during 20 Hz excitation,

approximately 1700 during 40 Hz excitation, and approximately 1800 during 70 Hz

excitation. The phase lag decreased significantly during 20 Hz excitation, slightly during

40 Hz excitation and negligibly during 70 Hz excitation. Further discussion on the

meaning of these results will follow.

A B A CO(00)
- I i . i '

: . i -r--Displacement
r---"".-----T------- --C:--'-Acceleration

+

Figure 3.7. Schematic illustrating locations of peak positive and negative drum
displacement and acceleration
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Figure 3.8. Dynamic Penetration Index (DPI) vs, depth from test bed 5 (a) 20 Hz zone
and (b) 40 Hz zone

3.2.2 Extracting Soil Parameters

It is useful to refer to 2-DOF lumped parameter vibration theory to interpret these

test results and extract soil parameters. Here the soil is represented by a spring stiffness

and viscous dashpot (e.g., Yoo and Selig 1979, Anderegg and Kaufmann 2004). With the

known roller compactor drum and frame masses, suspension characteristics, and

excitation frequency, soil stiffness and damping can be determined via a least-squares

best fit match to the observed response of test bed 5 passes 2 and 10. Resonant

frequencies were determined experimentally by creating a discrete frequency response

function from the frequency sweep passes I and 9. These resonant frequencies were

determined to be 22-24 Hz and 26-27 Hz, for passes 2 and IO respectively, and were

confirmed by analyzing the 20 to 40 Hz transition during passes 2 and 10.

The best fit frequency response functions for passes 2 and 10 are illustrated in

Figure 3.9 (note that the drum accelerations presented here are upward peaks). Best fit

model soil stiffness ks increased 51% from 37.5 MN/m during pass 2 to 56.5 MN/m
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during pass 10. The soil damping c,was found to be 220 kN-s/m for pass 2 and 255 kN-

s/m for pass 10, resulting in a significant damping ratio of approximately 33% for the

system. The system's energy loss is dominated by radiation (geometric) damping;

therefore, substantive changes in material damping that might occur during compaction

were found to be masked in the radiation damping. The model corroborates the key

experimental findings, namely: (l) increased soil stiffness from pass 2 to 10; (2)

increased drum-soil natural frequency due to greater soil stiffness; (3) a decrease in drum

vibration amplitude on the left side of resonance consistent with increasing k.; and (4) an

increase in drum vibration amplitude on the right side of resonance consistent with

increasing k,.

In addition, the lumped parameter model predicts both the magnitude of ¢i and the

10
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c. 6 - .; ModelPass 1o". a Pass 2 .,,;p 4 ¢Pass 102o (a)
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Figure 3.9. Test Bed 5 (a) peak upward acceleration, (b) peak upward displacement,
and (c) phase lag data overlaid by 2-DOF lumped mass parameter model data with

least square best fit soil parameters
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decrease in I/Jwith soil stiffening (see Figure 3.9). In a highly damped system values of I/J

at the resonant frequency are greater than 9f1'. This behavior is observed in the

experimental data and confirmed by the model. The decrease in I/Jiscaused by the

increase in the drum-soil natural frequency. Hence, as the soil stiffens, the frequency

response function shifts to the right (see Figure 3.9) and the phase lag decreases. Lastly,

as is well known from vibration theory, the drum response is most sensitive to changes in

soil stiffness near resonance and insensitive to soil stiffness changes far from resonance

(e.g., excitation frequency>50 Hz). The typical operating range of a roller compactor (25-

36Hz) will most often (though not always) coincide with operation on the right side of

resonance and therefore with increases in drum acceleration amplitude and decreases in

phase lag with increasing soil stiffness.

The aforementioned approach is successfully able to fit model behavior to

experimental data from multiple vibration frequencies with the assumption that one

stiffness and damping combination is representative over the frequency spectrum. A

different approach is needed to provide real-time soil parameter estimation where data

from only one frequency is available. The transmitted ioicef, in the viscoelastic spring-

dashpot model discussed and utilized above is given by Equation (2) where k, is the soil

stiffness and Cs is the soil damping constant.

(3.2)

Anderegg and Kaufmann (2004) proposed an approach wherein the soil stiffness is

solved for at the point where the drum is in its down-most position (where Zd = 0). This

approach reduces the problem to a single variable and allows for a real time solution for

k; This approach assumes that any effect on the drum due to the frame inertia is
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negligible. While this assumption is satisfactory for single drum rollers where the ratio of

the drum mass to the frame mass is typically between 1.5 and 2, it is less valid for

tandem rollers, where the ratio of the drum mass to the frame mass can be lower (e.g.

approximately 0.6 for the Ingersoll-Rand DD-138HF A). In the case of the Ingersoll-Rand

DD-138HFA the inclusion of the frame mass results inks changing by as much as 20-

30%. The direction of the change (i.e. increase or decrease) depends largely on the phase

shift, and therefore on the operating frequency and soil stiffness. Soil stiffness can be

determined analytically by combining Equation (I) and Equation (2), resulting in

Equation (3.3):

Evaluating Zd' Zd and Zf at Zd = 0 in Equation (3) results in Equation (4). If Zd is

determined as Zd/(-OO)2 and restating Zd = Zd = 0 under static weight, Equation (3.4)

reduces to Equation (3.5).

(3.4)

(3.5)

Applying Equation (5) to test bed 5 data yields an increase in roller-determined k, during

20 Hz excitation from 35.8 MN/m (SD=1.4 MN/m) for pass 2 to 42.4 MN/m (SD=3.9

MN/m) for pass 10. During 40 Hz excitation, k, increased from 30.0 MN/m (SD=4.8

MN/m) in pass 2 to 38.5 MN/m (SD=4.0 MN/m) in pass 10. The lower k, observed

during higher amplitude excitation is analyzed further in the next section.
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3.2.3 Eccentric Force Dependence of Roller-determined Soil Stiffness

The effect of m.e; on roller-determined k, is illustrated via multi-pass data from

test beds 3 and 5 in Figure 3.10. The progression offour 20 Hz passes employing low,

medium or high m.e; is shown for each test bed (see Table 3.1 for pass information). The

drum acceleration data was normalized by moeool (resulting in units of mmlkg-m) in

order to directly compare different excitation force amplitudes. The measured phase lag ¢

and calculated stiffness k, are also shown in Figure 3.10. As described below, this data

shows that the roller-determined stiffness, and to a higher degree, normalized drum

displacement and phase lag are m.e; dependent.

The drum-soil natural frequency of test bed 3 (Figure 3.1Oa)was slightly less than
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20 Hz (i.e. the roller operated right of resonance) and therefore as expected, the

normalized drum displacement increased from pass to pass with increasing underlying

soil stiffness. Conversely, as described earlier, the drum-soil natural frequency of test bed

5 (Fig lOb) was greater than 20 Hz (i.e. the roller was left of resonance); hence,

normalized drum displacement decreased from pass to pass with increasing underlying

soil stiffness. The high m.e; passes (Passes 5 and 8) have noticeably greater normalized

displacements than the low m.e., passes (Passes 2 and 10). Phase lag was also found to be

significantly greater for medium and high m.e; than for low m.e; (discussed below).

Consequently, roller-determined k, is lower for higher values of m.e.;

It is well-known that soil modulus and soil stiffness are stress and strain

dependent (e.g., Andrei et al. 2004). Specifically, modulus and stiffness decrease with

increasing cyclic shear or deviator stress levels. The observed decrease in roller-measured

k, while operating at higher eccentric forces is consistent with the shear stress-dependent

nature of soil stiffness/modulus. It should be noted that higher eccentric and contact force

levels engage more soil, i.e., at higher m.e; the roller measures deeper and the resulting

value of k, is representative of a deeper depth (Brandl et al. 2005). Theoretically then, the

lower values of roller-determined k,could be caused by underlying material that is less

stiff than the surface material. There was no evidence of underlying soft zones in testbeds

3 and 5; rather, DCP profiles revealed increased stiffness with depth (though only to the

measured depth of approximately 1m). The relationship between measurement depth,

eccentric force and drum vibration amplitude is a topic of on-going research.

Phase lag was found to be significantly greater for medium and high m.e.; As

described earlier and shown in Figure 3.9, under constant m.e.; ¢decreases as the soil
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stiffens, regardless of excitation frequency. This decrease in ¢, illustrated by path (a) in

Figure 3.11 is caused by the increase in drum-soil natural frequency due to increasing k;

Figure 3.11 can also be used to explain the increase in ¢with higher eccentric force. The

natural frequency of the drum-soil system decreases with increasing eccentric force due

to two factors. First, as described above, k, decreases with increasing m.es. Second, an

increase in m.e; engages more soil and effectively increases the mass of the system. This

reduction in drum-soil natural frequency and consequential increase in ¢ is illustrated by

path (b) in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: (a) Phase lag decrease due to increase in soil stiffness and drum-soil
natural frequency, and (b) phase lag increase due to increased vibration amplitude and

lower drum-soil natural frequency
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3.2.4 Heterogeneity

Heterogeneity presents a significant challenge to vibration based assessment of

soil properties. A number of factors can influence roller vibration behavior including soil

density and moisture, transition to a different soil type, lift thickness, and the stiffness of

material underlying the compaction lift. It is important to note that, as discussed above,

roller response and the k, determined from Equation (5) reflect soil properties over a

certain measurement depth, often on the order of I-2m (Brandl et al. 2005). This

measurement depth is much greater than the 0.2-0.3m compaction lift thickness.

Therefore, any stiffness variation in underlying compacted lifts or variable near surface

bedrock will be reflected in the roller response and determined k;

Figure 3.12 presents the peak drum acceleration, phase lag and roller-determined

stiffness for passes 2 and 7 of test bed 4, situated in a cut section with variable-depth near

surface weathered bedrock. The near surface bedrock coupled with both lift thickness and

moisture content variability created a very heterogeneous test bed. As illustrated in

Figure 3.12, the changes due to compaction (i.e., from pass 2 to pass 7) are on the same

order of magnitude as the spatial variation due to heterogeneity (e.g., from x=30 to 50 m)

for vertical drum acceleration, phase lag, and determined soil stiffness. For example,

during pass 2 a k, variation of 100% was observed (i.e., 20-40 kN/m). This spatial

variation in k, increased during pass 7 to 140% (20-55 kN/m). The phase lag varies from

a low of 70° to a high of 150° suggesting that the drum-soil natural frequency was greater

than 20 Hz (the excitation frequency) for some portions of test bed 4 and less than 20 Hz

for other portions.
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Figure 3.12. Test bed 4 (a) peak vertical drum acceleration, (b) phase lag, (c) soil
stiffness for passes 2 and 7, and DPI vs. depth profiles for (d) x=33m, and (e) x=68m

DCP testing was performed before pass I and after pass 9 at x=33 and 68m during

compaction of test bed 4 (see Figure 3.12). It is reasonable to assume that little

compaction was done in passes 1 (70 Hz, low amplitude), 8 (no vibration), and 9 (l0-70

Hz, low amplitude) and therefore the DCP results from before pass 1 and after pass 9 are

considered fairly representative of the soil conditions during passes 2 and 7 at these two

discrete locations. As shown in the DPI profiles, slight stiffening occurred in the top 50

mm at x=33m. A greater amount of stiffening occurred at x=68m to a depth of 20Qnm.

The roller data corroborates the DCP data at these two locations, with little or no change

in roller parameters and DP I at x=33m, yet a more pronounced change in roller

parameters and DP I at x=68m.

Because the roller-determined k, is a composite measure of material to a depth of

1-2 m, the solution is non-unique, i.e., numerous combinations of stiffness profiles can
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yield the same k; This non-uniqueness is illustrated by comparing roller determined k,

and DPI profiles at x=33m and x=68m. Pass 2 k, is essentially the same at both locations;

however, the DPI and M, data illustrates a much stiffer upper 400mm at x=33m.

Presumably, though DCP data was not collected to verify, the underlying material at

x=68m is much stiffer to a depth of 2m than is the underlying material at x=33m.

3.2.5 Proof Roll

Many states utilize proof-rolling for earthwork compaction acceptance testing.

Static proof-rolling involves driving a heavy truck (e.g., loaded water truck or dump

truck) at walking speed along the alignment. Quality assurance agents walk alongside the

truck looking for signs of inadequate compaction such as cracking and excessive

settlement. Problem areas are identified and re-worked until the acceptance criteria are

met. In this study, static proof rolling with a loaded water truck was employed along the

entire alignment depicted in Figure 3.2. No cracking or rutting was observed; hence, the

alignment was deemed to have met the acceptance criteria. A single pass with the

instrumented roller (i.e., a vibratory proof roll) was conducted over the entire alignment

following the static proof roll. In addition, DCP tests were performed along the alignment

to profile soil stiffness with depth.

Figure 3.13 presents the upward and downward vertical drum acceleration peaks,

phase lag and roller determined k, for the vibratory proof roll. The roller was operated on

the right side of resonance given an excitation frequency of35 Hz and lowmoeo. Values

of k, varied from 15 MN/m to 60 MN/m along the alignment. Consistent with results

presented throughout, a decrease in acceleration amplitude and an increase in phase lag
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Figure 3.13. Test bed 6 (a) peak vertical drum acceleration, (b) phase lag, and (c)
soil stiffness, and DCP results for (d) x=60, 92m, and (e) x=150, 185m

indicates lower soil stiffness when operating at frequencies greater than resonance (see

Figure 3.13). Significantly lower k, values were observed from 80-100m and from 170-

220m along the alignment, areas where multiple thick lifts of soil (O.S-lm) were observed

being deposited. DCP testing confirmed the weakness of these zones. As shown in Figure

3.13, the DPJ profiles at two soft spots, 92m and 185m, reveal much softer material than

the soil at 60m and 150m. Unfortunately, DCP testing was not performed at 207m, the

weakest spot according to the instrumented roller.

The static and vibratory proof rolls were performed approximately one-week after

earthwork compaction was completed. Given the hot and dry summer climate in

Colorado, the surface had dried and become somewhat artificially hardened enough to

pass a static proof roll test. The vibratory roller compactor that measures to a depth of 1-2

m, on the other hand, seemed to effectively identify soft spots along the alignment.
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3.3 Conclusions

Drum vibration characteristics (e.g. vertical drum acceleration, phase lag) were

found to be sensitive to changes in underlying soil stiffness. Drum acceleration increased

with increasing soil stiffness when excitation frequencies were greater than the drum-soil

natural frequency. Conversely, drum acceleration decreased with increasing soil stiffness

when operating at excitation frequencies lower than the system's drum-soil natural

frequency. With constant m.e.; phase lag always decreased as the underlying soil

stiffened. The drum-soil natural frequency varied from approximately 15 Hz to 27 Hz

throughout the construction site as soil was compacted. As would be expected, the

sensitivity of these vibration characteristics was greatest near resonance. Away from

resonance, e.g., 70 Hz excitation frequency evaluated here, roller vibration characteristics

were insensitive to underlying soil stiffness. Two degree-of-freedom lumped parameter

vibration theory with a viscoelastic soil model was found to be a good predictor of roller-

soil response with the exception of slightly under-predicting phase lag. The roller-

determined stiffness k; corroborated trend-wise with DCP test results.

Roller-determined soil stiffness k, values were found to be eccentric static

moment dependent; ks generally decreased with increasing m.e; owing to the stress-

dependent nature of soil stiffness and possibly changing measurement depth. This has

important implications for using roller-determined stiffness and modulus for

performance-based quality control/quality assurance (QC/QA). Ideally, the roller-

determined stiffness (and modulus via halfspace theory described in the introduction) will

be related to soil M; to make the direct connection between design and construction and

to enable performance-based QC/QA. However, as shown here, the excitation force and

the measurement depth must be considered in the relationship.
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The vibratory roller compactor was found to be an effective proof rolling

instrument. Providing a continuous record of underlying soil stiffness, the roller

uncovered soft spots (verified with DCP testing) that were missed by traditional static

proof rolling. Finally, heterogeneity of the underlying material (e.g., moisture or lift

thickness variability and near surface bedrock or stiff layers) presents a significant

challenge to roller based measurement. As shown here, heterogeneous conditions will

render the interpretation of the stiffness records difficult without other information such

results from spot tests.
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CHAPTER 4

MEASUREMENT OF STATIC AND VIBRATORY ROLLER COMPACTOR
INDUCED SOIL STRESS AND STRAIN

The evolution towards mechanistic-empirical (M-E) pavement design and its

associated quality assurance have fueled considerable attention on field techniques that

can measure soil properties pertinent to M-E design. A majority of the attention has been

placed on the development of in-situ spot test devices (e.g. Siekmeier et aI. 2000,

Hoffman et al. 2004, Nazarian et al. 2003). Increasing attention has been brought to

roller-measurement of soil properties, a technique that has been around in some form for

30 years (Mooney & Adam 2007).

Vibratory rollers are soil (foundation) stiffness measuring devices. By monitoring

vertical drum vibration and other pertinent machine parameters (e.g. position of eccentric

mass, vibration frequency) and assuming a functional model for the roller-soil system, it

is now possible to measure relative soil stiffness or modulus (e.g. Krober et al. 200 I,

Anderegg & Kaufmann 2004, Mooney & Rinehart 2007, Van Susante & Mooney 2008).

The development of machine control technology (variable vibration amplitudes and

frequencies), availability of inexpensive sensors and onboard computing, and the ubiquity

of GPS based positioning have further accelerated the use of these rollers as precise

measurement devices.

The meaning behind the relative stiffness values measured by the rollers (roller

MVs) is not well understood. It is not clear how these values might relate to the soil

properties used in M-E design, e.g., resilient modulus M,. (AASHTO T-307). There
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would be a considerable payoff if roller measured parameters were strongly tied to soil

properties used in M-E analysis and design. To do this, the in situ stress strain field

caused by a roller must be characterized and evaluated with respect to roller MVs.

This chapter presents methodologies and results from an experimental program to

measure the in-situ stress (c) and strain (E) response of soil when subjected to static and

vibratory roller compactor loading. The techniques used to measure in-situ soil stress and

strain are presented in detail. Measurements from three field studies are presented and

interpreted with respect to characterizing the stress-strain field induced by the roller

compactor. In addition to the results and discussion presented here, supplementary

material is provided in Appendix B.

4.1 Field Test Beds

As summarized in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1, three field test beds were constructed

to investigate the stresses and strains induced by different vibratory roller compactors in

different soils. Note that in Figure 4.1 and elsewhere that z is positive downward, x is

positive in the direction of roller travel and y is positive to the roller operator's right (out

of the page).

Table 4.1. Summary of field test beds
Test Bed Thickness Sensors Rollers
Clay (CL) l.Om I layer triaxial o, E

3 layers vertical c, E

2 layers triaxial o, E
1 layer biaxial o.e (sand)
I layer biaxial o.e (silt)

Bomag, Ammann

Sand (SP-SM)
Sand (SM)-over-
silt (ML)

0.47m
1.75m

Bomag, Ammann
Bomag, Dynapac
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The clay test bed was created in a trench approximately 3.5m wide by 30m long

by 2m deep dug into native brown, sandy lean clay (CL per USCS, A-6(5) per AASHTO,

LL=32, PI=14). O.3-0Am thick layers ofa locally available crushed rock ballast material

were subsequently placed and compacted in the trench. Altogether, seven layers of rock

were placed, totaling 104m in thickness. Next, O.2-0.3m thick layers of the previously

excavated CL material were placed and fully compacted. Earth pressure cells (EPCs) and

LVDT -based strain sensors (described in detail below) were installed in the first three

layers of CL material to measure az and lOz, while instrumentation to measure ax,o, and

az and lOx, lOy and lOz was installed in the fourth (and final) layer of CL material (see Figure

4.la).

The sand test bed consisted of two O.25m thick layers of brown, poorly graded

sand (SP-SM per USCS, A-I-b per AASHTO) atop compacted brown, sandy lean clay

subgrade (CL per USCS, A-4(3) per AASHTO, LL=26, PI=lO). A O.25m thick by 5m

... -- z=O.14m, crz, x. y' Fz. x, y
...... -.z=O.36m, 0z, fzz

1.0m
Lean
Clay ..... __.• z=O.80rn, (Jz' f:z

(a)

to. 3m
+sand z=O.23rY!, (iz, x' Ez. J(-_ .." ..... __ ....__ ._- .··_-.z=o. 13m, oz. x, v- ee. x, yQ.5m

Sand to.3msilt
.. _-.__.... z=O.35m, Oz. x. y. Ex. Y z=O.53rT], o"z,x. ~:z,J(-_ ....•--_._----,-_ ......•

Existing subgrade
(Sandy Clay)

Existing
Fill
(silt)

stiff soft

JO '" • Ii.

Ib) (c)

Figure 4.1. Schematic showing soil layering, sensor locations and testing photos from
the (a) clay, (b) sand and (c) sand-over-silt test beds
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wide by 25m long lift of SP-SM material was deposited atop the subgrade, sensors were

installed to measure ax, c, and az and Ex,Ey andc, and the lift was fully compacted. This

procedure was followed for a second D.25m thick layer of the SP-SM material.

Unfortunately, the Ez sensor in the first sand layer malfunctioned. Figure 4.1b shows the

completed test bed and the layer profile with sensor locations.

The sand-over-silt test bed was constructed in a trench approximately 35m long

by 3.5m wide by 2,5m deep excavated into a previously compacted brown sandy silt (ML

per USCS, A-4 per AASHTO, LL=31, PI=l) embankment fill section. One D.3m thick

layer of the previously excavated fill material was placed and compacted with ax and az,

and Ex and Ez sensors in place. Half of the layer was water conditioned to be wet of

optimum moisture (creating a soft subgrade) while the other half was left near optimum

moisture (creating a stiffer subgrade). In-ground instrumentation was installed in both the

soft and stiff sections of the test bed. Subsequently, a D.3 m thick layer of gray silty sand

(screened crushed rock from a local quarry, SM per USCS, A-l-b per AASHTO) was

placed, water conditioned and compacted, again with ax and az, and Ex and Ez sensors in

place in both the soft and stiff subgrade halves of the pit. Following this, six additional

approximately D.3m thick layers of the silty sand were placed, water conditioned and

compacted. No instrumentation was installed in these layers.

Three vibratory rollers were operated over the test beds: an Ammann ACllO,

Bomag BW213 and Dynapac CA362 (Table 4.2). The Ammann and Bomag rollers were

used on the clay and sand test beds. The Bomag and Dynapac rollers were used on the

sand-over-silt test bed. All three rollers allow for real-time control of the eccentric force

and the Ammann roller allows for real-time control of vibration frequency. Passes were
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performed at constant forward velocity Vx at various eccentric forces Fecc and vibration

frequencies Q (Ammann only) over the test beds. Additionally, on the clay and sand-

over-silt test beds passes were performed with the in-ground instrumentation

approximately under the center and edge of the drum. It is worth mentioning the different

types of vibration excitation found in common roller compactors used here. Both the

Ammann and Dynapac rollers featured circular excitation, as illustrated in Figure 4.2a.

Dynamic forces are generated via a rotating eccentric mass assembly inside the roller

drum, according to:

(4.1)

where Fecc is the eccentric force (N), m,e, is the eccentric moment of the eccentric

assembly (kg-m) and Q is the excitation frequency (rad/s). The eccentric moment m.e,

(and thus the eccentric force) is varied by changing the relative position of the two

eccentric weights (angle 8 in Figure 4.2), and in the case of the Amman roller, the

excitation frequency Q. For a given frequency, the eccentric force is minimum when the

two weights are opposite each other (8=1800) and maximum when the two weights are

coincident (8=00). The Bomag roller featured directed excitation whereby the eccentric

force is generated by two concentrically shafted, counter-rotating eccentric weights

according to:

(4.2)

where ex is the orientation angle ofthe eccentric assembly with respect to the horizontal

and others are as previously defined. This excitation results in an eccentric force vector of

constant magnitude. The vertical component of this vector is varied by rotating the
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eccentric assembly between horizontal (a=OO)and vertical (a=900) as shown in Figures

4.2b andc.

Q,....,..
K··tJ.'=OO-«

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.2. Generation of dynamic force by (a) circular excitation, (b) horizontally
oriented directed excitation and (c) vertically oriented directed excitation

Table 4.2. Summary of roller parameters

Roller

Drum
Width,
Radius

(m)

Static
Mass
(kg)

Static
Drum
Linear
Load
(kN/m)

Excitation
Type

Operating
Frequency

(Hz)

Eccentric
Force
(kN)

Bomag,
BW213DH-4
BVC

2.13,
0.75 14,900 42.4 Directed 28 0-365

(6 settings)

Ammann,
ACIIO

0-260
~'.;~' 11,500 35.0 Circular 20-34 (\.00 )

settings
Dynapac, 2.13, 13200 373 C' I 30-331 0-260

362 77 . HCU ar . )CA 0.' (6 settmgs
JDynapac does not vary frequency, small variations in frequency occur naturally with
variations in eccentric force
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4.2 Methodology

The following sections describe the sensors used to measure stress and strain in-

situ during static and vibratory compaction. In addition, sensor accuracy, calibration and

field placement techniques are also discussed.

4.2.1 Measuring Total Stress

Geokon 3500 series semiconductor type EPCs with a 100mm diameter and 10mm

thickness (see Figure 4.3) and measurement ranges of250, 400 and 1000kPa were used in

this study. It has been well documented that a buried stress cell influences the local stress

field and therefore the measurements made may not be representative of the true free-

field values (e.g. Weiler & Kulhawy 1982, Selig 1989, Dunnicliff 1993). Table 4.3

(adapted from Weiler & Kulhawy 1982) lists the factors of error crnsidered by the

authors when selecting and using EPCs for this research.

The geometry and design of the EPCs ensures that errors due to factors 1-4 in

1 0
m

Figure 4.3. Geometry of the Geokon 3500 series EPC
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Table 4.3 are minimized. The thickness to diameter ratio of the Geokon EPCs is 0.1, half

of the recommended maximwn of 0.2. The stainless steel EPCs are filled with

incompressible de-aired hydraulic fluid resulting in a high EPC-soil stiffness ratio and

negligible face deflection. As discussed below, the EPCs used here were calibrated and

field embedded in the same sand. The sand had a mean grain size DsoofO.55mm,

resulting in a d/Dso ratio of 182, greater than the recommended minimwn of 10 to avoid

point-loading effects.

Factors 5 and 6 in Table 4.3 are accounted for via sensor electronics. The

manufacturer stated valid frequency range of the Geokon EPCs is 2000Hz, considerably

higher than typical roller compactor operating frequencies (2G-40Hz) and harmonics of

interest, up to 150Hz (Mooney et al. 2002). The Geokon EPCs include an internal

thermistor, allowing changes in temperature to be monitored. When performing relative

measurements over a short period of time, such as monitoring the stress induced by a

Table 4.3. Factors affecting Earth Pressure Cell measurements (adapted
from Weiler & Kulhawy 1982)

No. Factor Recommendation
I
2
3

EPC aspect ratio'
Point loading effects!
EPC-soil stiffness ratio!

t/d<0.2
d/Dso~IO

(E,o" d:J<O.5
Eceli t

dlLi>5000
NA
NA
d2/D2<0.45
Analytical correction
Lab calibration
z: 4d; x,y: l.5d

4 EPC face deflection'
5 Frequency response!
6 Temperature changes!
7 Stress concentration at EPC edges'
8 Lateral stress rotation'
9 Stress-Strain behavior of soie
10 Proximity of other sensors'
1Errors minimized by cell design
2Errors minimized by lab calibration
3Erros minimized by field placement techniques
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roller compactor, it is not necessary to take temperature into account. However, it is

necessary to attempt to compensate for temperature changes when performing absolute

measurements occurring over longer time periods (e.g. monitoring static earth pressures

due to overburden.) It should be noted here that to the author's knowledge, while some

theoretical and experimental work has been performed (e.g. Sellers 2000, Daigle & Zhao

2003), at this time there is no proven method for correcting EPC measurements for

changes in temperature. The remaining factors in Table 4.3 are taken into account

through laboratory calibration (factors 7-9) and field placement (factor 10) and are

discussed in the following sections.

Analysis has shown that the presence of an EPC in an elastic medium results in

stress concentration at the cell's edges (e.g. Weiler & Kulhawy 1982). Errors due to these

stress concentrations are best avoided by making only a portion of the sensing face active

- i.e. by including a stiff, inactive annulus or ring around the active portion of the sensing

face. In addition, the inclusion of a stiff EPC into soil causes part of the free field lateral

stress to act normal to the face of the cell- a phenomenon known as lateral stress

rotation. Analytical procedures, dependent on a soil's Poisson's ratio, are available to

correct for both of these errors (Weiler & Kulhawy 1982). However, the Geokon EPCs

do not include a stiff, inactive outer rim and precise values for soil's Poisson's ratio are

difficult to establish and can change during compaction. Therefore, as suggested by

Theroux et al. (200 I), the EPCs were calibrated within the soil they will be deployed in,

and at the density the measurements will be made.

The EPCs used in this study were calibrated at the University of Minnesota using

the calibration setup and procedures described in Labuz and Theroux (2005). The
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calibration was conducted with the EPC placed in a clean, dry sand (Dso=0.55). The ratio

of the hydrostatic (fluid) sensitivity (provided by the manufacturer) to the soil sensitivity

(i.e. determined via laboratory calibration), is called the registration ratio R. An EPC is

said to over-register stress if R is greater than one and under-register if R is less than one.

As discussed in the literature, registration ratio's greater than one are typical for stiff

EPCs. The experimentally determined registration ratios for the 250, 400 and 1000 kPa

EPCs used here are 1.175, 1.196 and 1.291, respectively (Miller et al. 2007, Appendix B).

During a typical installation of an EPC in soil, a layer of soil was deposited and

graded. The soil then received one static roller pass (i.e. without vibration). Subsequently,

holes to accept the sensors were excavated by hand. To replicate the EPGsoil stiffness

during calibration, EPCs were placed within a pocket of the same clean, dry sand used

during calibration - typically 50-75 mm of sand surrounded the EPC on all sides. To

measure triaxial normal stress (ax, ay, az) the EPCs were oriented in 3 orthogonal

directions, as depicted in Figure 4.4.

EPCs were spaced no closer than four cell diameters vertically and 1.5 diameters

horizontally to avoid stress shadowing (Weiler & Kulhawy 1982, Dunnicliff 1993).

When more closely spaced measurements were desired, EPCs were staggered in the x-

direction. For example, EPCs used for az measurements at depths ofO.2m and O.4m were

offset in the x-direction by at least 1.5 cell diameters. Similar logic was used for the

spacing of the EPCs to measure ax and ay. The key assumption is that the soil is

homogeneous such that the results can be combined.
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Figure 4.4. (a) profile and (b) plan view ofa typical triaxial stress and strain sensor
installation schematic and (c) photograph of a biaxial installation

4.2.2 Measuring Strain

LVDTs were used to measure strain due to their ability to precisely measure

dynamic and static displacements. The LVDTs used in the study were RDP DCTH200

series instruments with a measurement range of ± 5mm and a frequency range of 0-

200Hz. The LVDTs were outfitted with two 100mm diameter, 3mm thick aluminum

platens (see Figure 4.5). Once installed, the strain sensors had a nominal gage length of

IOOmm.Note that the platen diameter and sensor gage length were designed to match the

geometry of the EPCs. Similar to the EPC installations, the LVDT locations were

excavated by hand after a loose lift was placed. LVDTs were inserted into the soil to
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measure lOx and £y. The output of the sensor itself was used to set the gage length and

insure the range of the sensor had not been eclipsed. Soil was then replaced around the

sensor by hand and the lift was fully compacted with the vibratory roller.

As described by Miller et al. (2007), provided in Appendix B, installation of

LVDTs to measure €z was a multi-step process. After placement of a soil lift, a 120mm

diameter vertical hole was drilled into the soil between 200-280mm deep depending on

the desired measurement location. Note that once fully installed, the center of the

sensor's gage length was approximately 50mm from the bottom ofthis hole. Next, the

bottom half of the LVDT, which includes one aluminum platen and the sensor body, was

placed in the hole. A piece of aluminum pipe, equal to the gage length and capped on one

end, was placed over the sensor body to protect it. The hole was then back-filled, and the

lift fully compacted with the vibratory roller. Next, another 120mm diameter hole was

bored down to the pipe cap. The pipe cap was removed and the second half of the strain

sensor, consisting of the other aluminum platen and sensing rod, was inserted into the

hole. Finally, the hole was back-filled again with soil and fully compacted with the

vibratory roller. This installation technique insures that the soil between and above the

platens is compacted to the same density as the remainder of the lift and that the sensors

range was not eclipsed by the high settlements in early compaction passes.
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(a)

Top platen

(b)

Figure 4.5. Geometry of the LVDT based strain sensors
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4.2.3 Resolution and Accuracy of Stress and Strain Measurements

The EPCs were found to have a theoretical resolution of 0.3% of full scale (e.g. ±

1.2 kPa for the 400 kPa EPC). The resolution of LVDTs was found to depend on the

magnitude of the measured relative displacement. The uncertainty associated with a strain

of 5.0% (the approximate maximum observed in the field) was found to be 0.3% of the

measurement (i.e. 0.15% strain), while the uncertainty associated with a strain of 0.001%

(the minimum observed in the field) was found to be 45.8% of the measurement (i.e.

0.00046% strain). A comprehensive error analysis for both the EPCs and LVDTs was

presented by Miller et al. (2007), see Appendix B.

The accuracy of static stress measurements was evaluated by comparing EPC

readings to overburden pressure. Figure 4.6 presents data from two different cells - one

embedded in sandy silt and one embedded in silty sand. The cells were installed as

described earlier and several layers of soil were subsequently placed overhead. While

daily temperature fluctuations on the order of several degrees Celsius did occur in the

soil, the data presented in Figure 4.6 is at sufficient depth such that the temperature is

10 15 20 25 30 35
av, theoretical (kPa)

Figure 4.6. Comparison of measured and theoretical overburden pressure
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stable (± 0.25°C). The data illustrates that the measured overburden pressures closely

match the theoretical values based on soil density (as measured with a nuclear density

gage). The data in Figure 4.6 exhibits a linear trend whose slope deviates from a I: I line

by 3.1%. It should be noted that the overburden pressures presented here (e.g. up to 30

kPa) represent a small portion ofthe EPC range (7.5% in the case of the 400 kPa range

cell used in the sandy silt and 3% in the case of the 1000 kPa range cell used in the silty

sand material).

4.3 Stress and Strain Due to Static Rolling

Figure 4.7 presents stresses measured under the center of the drum during a static

pass (vx=0.5m/s) by the Ammann and Bomag rollers over the clay test bed. Negative x-

values indicate the roller is approaching the sensors. The roller is directly above the

sensors at x=O, and is traveling away for increasing values of x. Recall that stresses and

strains are measured over a 100mm dimension. Variations over this length scale have

been shown to be minimal (Mooney & Miller 2008). Compressive stresses are positive

here and elsewhere in this chapter. All measurements are relative to the initial conditions

(i.e., stresses are due to the roller alone). The positive residual crx and cry values indicate

that the roller pass induced locked-in horizontal stresses. Other researchers have

discussed this phenomena (e.g. D' Appolonia et al. 1969, Duncan & Seed 1986, Duncan

et al. 1991).

As the roller moves forward the load is not transmitted solely vertically into the

ground. Rather, the load propagates both vertically and horizontally as evidenced by non-

zero stress and strain in all three dimensions at non-zero roller offsets. The heavier
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Bomag roller (Table 4.2) induces both higher peak stresses and wider stress pulses in all

three directions. The peak values of az are proportional to the static drum line load. The

ratios of az to static drum line load are 3.0 and 2.8 kPa/(kN/m) for Ammann and Bomag

respectively.

The development of ax is interesting and can be explained by contact mechanics.

Stress increases as the roller approaches, reaching a peak at x=-O.lm. As the roller moves

into the vicinity of the sensor (x=-O.l to Om) the stress decreases. As the roller travels

away ax increases again reaching a peak at x=O.l m before decreasing for x-offsets greater

than O.lm. It is important to note that the orientation of the ax sensor is similar to that of
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x position of rollerdrumwith respect to sensor (m)

Figure 4.7. az (top), ax (middle) and o, (bottom) at z=0.14m in the clay test bed
measured during static passes of the Ammann and Bomag rollers
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the cry sensor. The decrease in crx when the roller is directly overhead could be due in part

to the high level of transverse loading on the EPC. However, a similar effect is not

observed for cry and therefore this effect is believed to be minimal. Moreover, the results

for crx are consistent with the theoretical stress increases with depth due to the static

loading of a cylinder on an elastic half space presented by Johnson (1987). The increase

in stress with depth is given by:

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

2P
P =-07ra

(4.6)

where p, is the maximum contact stress at the surface, a is half of the contact width

between the cylinder and the surface, z is the depth below the surface and P is the load

applied to the cylinder per unit length. It is important to note here that the actual contact

stress distribution and contact width are largely unknown and are the topics of ongoing

research. Figure 4.8a shows the variation of crx with depth at three discrete values of

horizontal distance from the center ofloading as predicted by Eq. 4.3. For consistency,

stress in Figure 4.8 has been normalized by the maximum surface pressure p, and length

dimensions have been normalized by the half contact width a. During a static roller pass

on the clay test bed (Figure 4.7) it is reasonable to assume z/~1.5 (recall that z=O.14 in

Figure 4.7). Figure 4.8a shows that for x/a=O and zia=I.5, crx is approximately 5% of its
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value at the surface. This explains the low values of Ox measured at x=O in Figure 4.7. As

illustrated in Figure 4.8a, extending elastic theory to non-zero values of x (Johnson 1987)

reveals that Ox is indeed maximum at x/a>O, further corroborating the results in Figure

4.7 where Ox is maximum at x~O.1 and O.lm. At zJa=1.5, Ox decreases for values ofx/a

greater than about I. The asymmetry in Ox about x=O observed in Figure 4.7 can be

explained by considering the rolling nature of the load. The moving roller drum, because

it is indented into the soil, pushes a small bulb of soil ahead of it. This phenomena causes

the soil immediately in front of the drum to dilate and is known as the bow-wave effect.

The bow-wave is clearly evident in the strain measurements and is discussed below. The
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loosening of the soil in front of the drum results in less confinement in the x-direction.

This leads to lower values of Ox as the roller is approaching compared to as the roller is

leaving, when there is no decrease in confinement due to the bow-wave.

The development of Oy is also noteworthy. No direct loading exists in the y-

direction. The stresses present represent confinement and as discussed later, lead to a

plane strain condition at the center of the drum. This finding has important implications

with respect to modeling the roller-soil system and is discussed later.

Figure 4.9 presents strains measured under the center of the drum during a static

pass by the Ammann and Bomag rollers on the clay test bed. Compressive stresses are

positive. A residual compressive strain represents compaction of the soil and a residual

I Bomag I. - - - Ammann

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

s :11~~'" •••••~!-----,-------)~!~--------,---/-~ -------,-----:------,-------)-----,-------.1
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0.8

Figure 4.9. €z (top), lOx (middle) and lOy (bottom) at z=O.14m in the clay test bed from a
static pass by the Ammann and Bomag rollers
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negative strain represents loosening of the soil. The Ez data corroborates the stress data-

peak strains are compressive and are greater for the heavier roller. Due to the bow-wave

effect, soil in front of the drum (x=O.4 to -0.2m) expands vertically before being

compressed as the roller passes over. Both roller passes presented in Figure 4.9 result in

residual vertical extension (i.e., the roller pass loosened the soil). Residual compressive

strains, indicating compaction are also common and are observed elsewhere.

The negative values of Ex (extension) are explained by considering the high values

of az and o, and the low values of ax. The soil is directly loaded in the z-direction and

heavily confined in the y-direction. However as described earlier, there is little roller-

induced confinement in the x-direction for small values of x. Therefore, when the soil in

the 100mm gage length of the strain sensor is below the roller drum it experiences

extension. Values of lOy are at least an order of magnitude less than Ex and Ez, suggesting

plane strain conditions at the center of the drum. This plane strain condition has

important implications and is discussed in more detail later.

4.4 Stress and Strain Due to Vibratory Rolling

Figure 4.10 presents triaxial stress and strain at a depth of z=O.13m in the sand

test bed from a vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=30Hz, Fecc=97kN). The results from the

static are shown for reference. The frequency response of the EPCs is very good,

accurately capturing the cyclic nature of the loading imparted by the vibratory roller. The

roller was operating in partial loss of contact mode during this pass as indicated by o,

falling completely or very nearly to zero. The effects due to static roller weight as well as
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drum vibration are evident in both the stress and strain data in Figure 4.10. The negative

residual values of crx and cry indicate that at least some of the compaction induced locked-

in horizontal stresses (e.g. Duncan & Seed 1985 and Duncan et al. 1991) were released

by the vibratory roller pass. This release of previously locked-in stress results in the high

values of Ex observed in Figure 4.10. A subsequent static pass could serve to re-establish

some of the locked-in horizontal stress released by the vibratory pass (Brandl et al. 2005).

The absolute values of these locked in stresses are not known, therefore it is not possible

to discuss the amount of locked-in stress remaining after the roller pass. The fact that the
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static pass shown for reference
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o, and Ez in the granular material oscillate approximately about the static measurements is

significant. This finding is discussed in more detail later. The plane strain condition at the

center of the drum observed in the static data (Figure 4.9) is also evident in the data from

the vibratory pass where lOy is more than an order of magnitude smaller than Ez and Ex.

The cyclic portion of e, (approximately 2.0xI0-4, oscillating between 14.0xI0·3

and 16.0xlO-3 at x=Om) is much smaller than the mean value (approximately 15.0xl(J3 at

x=Om). That is to say, the strains due to static roller weight alone are greater than the

additional cyclic strain due to drum vibration. This is due to the influence of the curved

drum as explained by Figure 4.8c. At the beginning of a cycle of vibration the drum has

already penetrated the soil due to static roller weight. The subsequent loading and

unloading due to vibration occurs centered around this static deflection. The hardening

response induced by the curved drum results in small cyclic strains. This results also

agrees with the data presented by Brandl & Adam (2000) and Brandl et al. (2005) that

show cyclic surface deflections (due to drum vibration) are on the order of 10-20% of the

total surface deflections (due to drum vibration plus static roller weight).

Figure 4.11 shows C;z measured at two depths in the sand test bed during a

vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=30Hz, Fecc=67kN). The stress decay with depth is

substantial and the peak value of C;z is about 50% less at z=0.35m than at z=0.14m. This

is in agreement with static theory (Equations 3-6, Figure 4.8). In Figure 4.11, zl«

increases from about 1.2 at z=O.13m to 3 at z=0.35m. This results in a decrease in stress

of 47.5% (Figure 4.8b). In addition to decaying with depth, the loads due to both static

roller weight and drum vibration also spread with depth.
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Figure 4.11. o, measured at two depths in the sand test bed during a vibratory
Ammann roller pass (Q=30Hz, F",=67kN)

Figure 4.12 shows the stresses and strains measured under the center of the drum

during static and vibratory (Q=30Hz, Fecc=87kN, vx=0.5m/s) Ammann roller passes. The

measurements are from the clay test bed at a depth of z=0.14m. While it is not common

practice to compact cohesive soils with smooth drum rollers, it is desirable to use the

roller as a measurement tool for QC/QA, and is therefore important to understand the

response of cohesive soils to vibratory roller compactor loading. The cohesive material in

the clay test bed exhibited a softer response than the granular material in the sand test bed

discussed earlier (Figure 4.10). This is manifested in several ways in the response

presented in Figure 4.12. While the level of e, observed in the cohesive material is greater

than that observed in the granular material, {Jz is much less. This softer response implies

more total drum penetration (static + dynamic deflection). This is confirmed by the

surface deflection measurements presented in Brandl & Adam (2000) and Brandl et al.
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(2005). A similar eccentric force is applied over a wider contact width on the softer

granular material compared to the stiffer granular material, and therefore crz is less. In

contrast to the data from the sand test bed presented in Figure 4.10, crz measured in the

clay test bed does not simply oscillate about the stress measured during a static toller

pass. Rather, the mean value of crz is 42% higher than the stress observed during a static

roller pass. This result can be explained by considering the theoretical stress increase with

depth presented in Figure 4.8b. Brandl & Adam (2000) and Brandl et al. (2005) showed

that surface deflections increased with vibration amplitude. This increased surface

deflection leads to increased contact widths between the drum and the soil (Figure 4.8c).

Also recall that due to drum vibration, the contact area changes during a cycle of loading

(Figure 4.8c). Based on data in Brandl et al. (2005), a reasonable approximation of z/a for

the static and vibratory roller passes in Figure 4.12a are 1.5 and 1.1 (varying between

about 1.05 and 1.15 during a cycle of vibration). This decrease in z/a results in an

increase in crz,as depicted in Figure 4.8b, thus explaining why the mean value of stress is

higher than the stress measured during a static pass. Note that the above discussion is also

applicable to cry, and leads to the same conclusions.

As with crz and cry, crx follows the same general shape as the static pass. Similar to

the data in Figure 4.10, some locked-in horizontal stress was released by the vibratory

roller pass, as indicated by the negative residual values of'o, and cry in Figure 4.12. A

subsequent static pass could serve to re-establish the locked-in horizontal stress released

by the vibratory pass (Brandl et al. 2005).
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Figure 4.12. Triaxial o (left) and e (right) at z=O.13m in the clay test bed measured
during a vibratory pass of the Ammann(Q=30Hz, Fecc=87kN), static pass

measurements shown for reference

Similar to stress, the influence of both drum vibration and static roller weight are

evident in the strain data. The finding by Brandl & Adam (2000) and Brandl et al. (2005)

that surface deflection is greater during a vibratory pass than a static pass (mentioned

earlier) is corroborated by the data in Figure 4.12, where the mean value of'e, due to the

vibratory pass is 67% greater than in the static pass. One possible explanation for this is

the known stiffness degradation of cohesive soils during cyclic loading (e.g. Ishihara

1996). The cyclic loading imparted by the drum serves to soften the soil, resulting in a

higher mean strain during vibratory loading than during static loading. Cyclic degradation
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is often accompanied by the generation of excess pore water. Excess pore water pressure

would serve to reduce the effectives stress and thus modulus of the material, leading to

the higher observed strains

The cyclic portion of e, (approximately 2.0xI0·4
, oscillating between 18.0xI0·3

and 20.0xI0·3 at x=Om) is much smaller than the mean value (approximately 19.0xW3 at

x=Om). This result is explained by Figure 4.8c - the hardening response induced by the

curved drum results in small cyclic strains. This result also agrees with the data presented

by Brandl & Adam (2000) and Brandl et al. (2005) that show cyclic surface deflections

(due to drum vibration) are on the order of 10-20% of the total surface deflections (due to

drum vibration plus static roller weight).

Another consequence of the wider contact area is wider stress and strain pulses.

For example, at z=O.13m in the sand test bed, the <Jz pulse is about 0.35m wide while in

the clay test bed at z=0.14m, the stress is about 0.5m wide. Note that the two passes

occurred at the same vx- This implies that the bulb of soil influencing roller-based soil

stiffness measurements is less for stiffer soil.

The decay of stress with depth and the spreading of the load due to the roller with

depth in the clay test bed are shown in Figure 4.13. As described for the sand test bed, the

ratio of zJa increases with depth. The decrease in stress due to increases in zJa predcted

by static theory are in good agreement with the data in Figure 4.13. Also of interest is the

separation between the mean of <Jz due to the vibratory pass and due to the static pass. As

discussed earlier, zJa decreases when changing from a static pass due to a vibratory pass.

Therefore, the mean stress measured during a vibratory pass is greater than during a static

pass. This effect is magnified at depth. In Figure 4.13 at a depth of z=O.l4m, zJa
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decreases from 1.5 to 1.2 for static and vibratory passes respectively. This leads to a

theoretical increase of about 20% in az• However, at z=0.8m, zla decreases from 8.6 to

6.3 for static and vibratory passes respectively. This leads to a theoretical increase ino,
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Figure 4.13. az and €z measured at four depths in the clay test bed during a vibratory
Ammann roller pass (Q=30Hz, Fecc=4IkN)
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4.5 Stress and Strain Under the Center Versus the Edge of the Drum

Figure 4.14 presents peak vertical stresses and strains measured under the center

and edge of the drum from the sand-over-silt test bed. Recall that instrumentation was

installed in one layer of granular material and several additional layers were subsequently

filled and compacted atop the sensors. Measurements from static and vibratory (Q=28Hz,

Fecc=88kN) Bomag roller passes are presented. Figure 4.14 reveals that for both static and

vibratory roller passes, vertical stresses are higher under the center of the drum while

vertical strains are higher at the edge of the drum. Also note that these trends are well

confirmed with data measured at z=O.14m from the clay test bed (see Appendix B).

Data from the clay test bed where triaxial data was taken at z=O.14m also reveals
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Figure 4.14. Vertical stress (a) and strain (b) variation with thickness of material above
sensors at the center and edge of the drum
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that the transverse stress is higher at the center of the drum while transverse strains are

higher at the edge of the drum. This implies that the plane strain condition that exists at

the center of the drum does not exist at the edge of the drum, where there is much less

confinement in the transverse direction. This is an important condition that should be

considered when modeling the roller-soil system. Assuming the problem to be a 2D one

(i.e. plane strain) may not yield accurate results. This finding is also important with

respect to relating roller MY s to in-situ stress-strain soil response. Since all soil under the

drum is not subjected to the same loading conditions, a given roller MY is a composite or

combination of soil responses to the changing loads across the drum. Future research

should be done to characterize the influence of this variable loading across the width of

the drum.

4.6 Variation of Stress and Strain with Feee

Figure 4.15 illustrates the variation of peak crz and Ez (i.e. at x=O) observed in the

sand and clay test beds with eccentric force. The data is from the top layer of

instrumentation (z=O.14m for the clay test bed and z=O.13m for the sand test bed). Data

from multiple frequencies is presented for the Ammann roller. In both test beds, peak crz

stress increases nonlinearly with increasing eccentric force. This behavior is consistent

with behavior of a curved loading surface depicted in Figure 4.8b. Due to the increasing

contact area, stress does not grow as quickly as force. Stress due to the Bomag roller with

directed excitation seems to follow the same trend as that due to the circularly excited

Ammann roller, and the trend lines in Figure 4.13a are for the data from both rollers.

Peak values of crz in both test beds tend to slightly decrease with increasing excitation.
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However, these trends are minor and adequate data does not exist to evaluate this effect

further.

While peak ez in both test beds tends to increase with increasing eccentric force,

different trends emerge due to the different types of roller excitation. Peake, due to the

circularly excited Ammann roller tend to exhibit a concave down trend with increasing

eccentric force. This is consistent with the behavior of a curved loading surface described

earlier. In contrast, the peak ez due to the directly excited Bomag roller exhibit a concave

up trend with increasing eccentric force. This is explained by considering the directed

excitation. At low values of vertical eccentric force the loading is primarily horizontal

and for the most part shear forces are generated. As the vertical component of the

eccentric force increases the load becomes more vertically oriented and increasingly

more compressive forces are generated. This change from primarily horizontal to vertical

excitation is not linear, rather it follows Sin(a) (recall Figure 4.2). The increased static

weight of the Bomag roller also leads to increased peak ex in the clay test bed. This is due

to the increased static strain due to the higher weight (recall Figure 4.9). This effect is not

visible on the sand test bed due to the stiffer response and resulting decreased sensitivity

to roller weight.
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4.7 Discussion

As mentioned in the introduction, there would be considerable payoff if the

relative stiffness measures provided by instrumented vibratory rollers were closely tied to

values used in M-E pavement design (e.g., resilient modulus M,). As specified in

AASHTO T-307, M, is calculated based on the results of dynamic triaxial tests performed

at several different combinations of confining and deviatoric stress. However, those

levels are much lower than the levels due to the vibratory roller compactor measured

here. Peak values of o, presented in Figure 4.12 (sand test bed) are more than 3 times

greater than the greatest value used in determining M, for base materials and peak values

of (Jz in Figure 4.10 (clay test bed) are over 5 times greater than the greatest value used in

determining M, for subgrade materials. In addition, the constant confining pressure in the

M, test does not reflect the complex 3D state of stress induced by the roller. This results

in dissimilar stress paths experienced by the soil during vibratory compactor loading and

triaxial testing to determine Mr. Even if the levels of confining and deviatoric stress

where similar research has shown that different stress paths can lead to different results

(e.g. Seyhan et al. 2005) In order for roller MVs to be useable in pavement design these

differences must be accounted for. In addition, the contact mechanics of the roller-soil

system (contact area and contact stress distribution) must be accurately measured and

modeled. With adequate models in place, the roller compactor would represent a

subgrade and base stiffness measurement device, potentially enabling on-the- fly design

of pavements.
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4.8 Conclusions

A methodology to measure in-situ stress and strain behavior during static and

vibratory roller compaction has been presented. In addition, results from three field test

beds instrumented with in-ground stress and strain sensors have been presented. Several

important conclusions can be made:

• The EPCs employed here were effective at measuring static and dynamic triaxial

stress due to the roller compactor. Several of the sources of error associated with

EPCs are minimized by the design of the EPCs and several others are accounted

for through careful laboratory calibration. Comparison of measured and calculated

overburden pressure reveal the EPC measurements are within 3% of the

calculated values.

• The LVDT-based strain gages employed here are effective at measuring static and

dynamic triaxial strain due to the roller compactor.

• Higher static roller weight results in higher stresses and strains during a satic

roller pass

• Soil in front ofthe rolling drum experiences vertical extension (via the bow-wave

phenomena) before being compressed as the roller passes over.

• Soil experiences extension in the direction of roller travel due to the lack of

confinement and the forward movement of the roller.

• Even though the contact stress and contact area are unknown, the complex

development of ax can be explained by the static, elastic half space theory.

• During a vibratory pass, the influence of the roller's static weight and drum

vibration are clear in the stress and strain measurements. The curved drum
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induces a hardening response and results in the cyclic strain being much smaller

than the mean strain due to static roller weight. In the cohesive material the cyclic

loading results in stiffness degradation leading to a greater contact area during

vibratory loading compared to static loading. This, along with elastic theory, can

be used to explain the higher mean stress during vibratory loading compared to

static loading.

• The granular material in the sand test bed exhibited a stiffer response than the

cohesive material in the clay test bed and did not exhibit stiffness degradation due

to cyclic loading. For a similar level of eccentric force, <Jz was higher (implying a

narrower contact area) and e, was lower.

• Peak <Jz in both sand and clay increased with increasing eccentric force.

Consistent with the behavior of a curved loading surface, <Jz exhibits a concave

down power relationship with eccentric force over the range of data available.

• Peak Ez in both sand and clay test bed increased with increasing eccentric force. In

addition, the heavier Bomag roller resulted in increased levels of's, in the clay test

bed. The effect was not noticeable in the stiffer sand test bed.

• The Bomag roller, which features directed excitation, results in a concave up

power relationship for tz with increasing vertical eccentric force. The Ammann

roller, with circular excitation, results in a concave down power relationship for

strain with increasing eccentric force.
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• Stress and strain levels observed during vibratory compaction are greater than

those used in laboratory M,. testing. In addition, the stress conditions in the ground

are more complex than those used in M,. testing
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CHAPTERS

RELATING IN-SITU SOIL STRESS STRAIN RESPONSE TO VIBRATORY-BASED
ROLLER-INTEGRATED SOIL STIFFNESS MEASUREMENTS

Due to advances in rugged and inexpensive sensors and onboard computing,

instrumented vibratory roller compactors can provide relative measures of soil

(foundation) stiffness in real-time (e.g. Krober et al. 2001, Anderegg & Kaufmann 2004,

Mooney & Rinehart 2007). However, in their current state, the relative stiffness values

(e.g. Evib,k.) measured by the rollers are not well understood. It is not clear how these

values might relate to soil properties used in mechanistic-empirical M-E design such as

the resilient modulus M, (e.g. AASHTO 2002, AASHTO T-307). Further, it is not clear

how roller measured values (MVs) vary with drum vibration amplitude and frequency.

Numerical simulations using linear elastic material to represent soil have shown MV s

have only minor dependence on vibration amplitude (e.g. Adam & Kopf2004, Kopf &

Erdmann 2005). However, other research and the author's experience have shown that in

reality MVs can vary with amplitude (Mooney & Rinehart 2007).

There would be a considerable payoff if roller measured parameters were strongly

tied to soil properties used in M-E analysis and design. To this end, Rinehart & Mooney

(2008) characterized the in-situ stress strain field caused by a vibratory roller. However,

stress-strain paths must be studied to further characterize the soil's response to the

loading imparted by the roller. In addition, the relationship between roller measured

force-deflection (i.e. roller MVs) and soil behavior must be investigated.
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This chapter presents results from an experimental program to measure in situ stress

strain behavior of soil subjected to roller compaction loading (static and vibratory). Stress

strain paths are presented for roller operation on granular and cohesive soils. Their

variation with eccentric force and type of vibration excitation is discussed. Further, in-

situ modulus measures from stress strain paths (e.g. loading modulus) ae compared to

roller MVs. These relationships are the first step in enabling assessment of parameters

used in M-E pavement design- wherein the stiffness or modulus measured by the roller

does not depend on frequency and amplitude and is directly related to the modulus values

used in M-E pavement design. In addition to the results and discussion presented here,

supplementary material is provided in Appendix C.

5.1 Test Program

In ground stress and strain sensors were installed at many depths in three field

test beds (see Figure 5.1 and Table 5.1). Earth pressure cells (EPCs) were used to

measure stress and LVDTs were utilized to measure strain. Both types of sensors are

capable of capturing the static (due to roller weight) and cyclic (due to drum vibration)

response of the soil. In Figure 5.1 and elsewhere in this chapter z is taken to be positive

Table 5.1. Summary offield test beds

Test Bed
Thickness Instrumentation Depth
(m) (m) Rollers

Clay (CL)

Sand (SP-SM)
Sand (SM)
over Silt (ML)

0.47m
1.75m
>5m

LOrn aX>ay, az; ex, loy, e; 0.14
az; ez 0.36, 0.65, 0.80
aX>ay, az; ex, loy, ez 0.13, 0.35

0.23
0.53

Bomag, Ammann

Bomag, Ammann
Bomag, Dynapac
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downward from the soil surface, x is positive in the direction of roller travel and y is

positive to the roller operator's right (out of the page). Normal stress shall be denoted by

cri and normal strain by e, where i=x, y and z. Several roller passes with varying

excitation amplitudes and frequencies were performed over each tea bed. More detail

about the test beds and the sensors employed is available Chapters 3 and 4 and in Miller

et al. (2007).

Table 5.2 lists the parameters for the rollers operated on the test beds. The

different types of eccentric mass excitation found in common vibratory roller compactors

is worth mentioning. Both Ammann and Dynapac utilize circular excitation as illustrated

in Figure 5.2a. Dynamic forces are generated via a rotating eccentric mass assembly

inside the roller drum, according to (5.1):

(5.1)

where Feee is the eccentric force (N), m,e, is the eccentric moment of the eccentric

z
~..... z=O.14m, a~.x.y' l".z,x,y

••. _...• z=O.36m, Gz> t~z

1.0m
Lean
Clay

.•..... _... z=O.65m, 0z' ez
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Table 5.2. Summary of roller parameters

Static
Drum

Drum Drum Static Linear Eccentric
Width Radius Mass Load Excitation Frequency Force

Roller (m) (m) (kg) (kN/m) Type (Hz) (kN)
Bomag 2.13 0.75 14,900 42.4 Directed 28 0-3652

Ammann 2.20 0.75 11,500 31.5 Circular 20-34 0-2773

Dynapac 2.13 0.77 13,200 37.3 Circular 30-331 0-2602

'Dynapac does not vary frequency, small variations in frequency occur naturally with
variations in eccentric force
26 pre-programmed amplitude settings
3100 pre-programmed amplitude settings

assembly (kg-m) and Q is the circular excitation frequency (rad/s). The eccentric

moment m.,e, (and thus the eccentric force) is varied by changing the relative position of

the two eccentric weights (angle 8 in Figure 5.2), and in the case of the Amman roller,

the excitation frequency Q. The eccentric force is minimum when the two weights are

opposite each other (8=180°) and maximum when the two weights are coincident (8=0°).

The Bomag roller utilizes directed excitation whereby the eccentric force is generated by

two counter-rotating eccentric weights as illustrated in Figure 5.2b. This excitation results

in an eccentric force vector of constant magnitude. The vertical component of this vector

is varied by rotating the eccentric assembly between horizontal and vertical, according to:

(5.2)

where a is the orientation angle of the eccentric assembly and others are as previously

defined. Across typical soil rollers, excitation frequencies range from 2()'34Hz and

eccentric forces can range from ()'365kN (Table 5.2).

While thorough discussions about the development of roller MYs are available in

the literature (Krober et al. 2001, Anderegg & Kaufmann 2004), it is also necessary to
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Figure 5.2. Generation of dynamic force by (a) circular excitation, (b) horizontally
oriented directed excitation and (c) vertically oriented directed excitation

briefly discuss them here. Roller MVs have their underpinnings in lumped mass

parameter theory (e.g Yoo & Selig 1979). As shown in Figure 5.3 the roller drum and

frame are separated by a spring and dashpot representing the rubber drum-frame

suspension elements. Similarly, the soil is represented by a spring and dashpot. The force

transmitted to the soil, known as the contact force is, (and equal to the reaction force

applied to the drum by the soil) is calculated according to:

(5.3)

where m-and m, are the mass of the frame and drum respectively, g is acceleration due to

gravity, and 'if and 'id are the acceleration of the drum and frame (dot notation used to

indicate temporal derivatives). For soil rollers frame inertia has been shown to be small

and is typically neglected. By monitoring the position of the rotating eccentric mass and

measuring the drum vibrations it is possible to extract the Fc-zubehavior in real time.

Figure 5.3c shows Fc-ZUpaths for contact (top) and partial loss of contact (bottom)

operational modes. Ammann's measurement value, k, is the secant stiffness from the

point of zero deflection and static force through the point of max deflection, shown as 1Q

in Figure 5.3c (Anderegg & Kaufmann 2004). Bomag extracts a stiffness from the

loading portion of the curve, k, in Figure 5.3c, and inputs it into an elastic model derived

by Lundberg (1939) to calculate a modulus of vibration called Rib (Krober et al. 2001).
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Figure 5.3. (a) roller operating on soil, (b) 2 degree-of-freedom lumped mass model
and (c) contact force-drum displacement paths for contact (top) and partial loss of

contact operation (bottom)

5.2 Roller Induced Stress-strain Field

Before exploring the soil's stress-strain response it is important for the reader to

have a good understanding of the three-dimensional stress and strain field that exists

beneath the vibrating drum. A thorough discussion of the three-dimensional stress state

caused by the vibratory roller is available in Chapter 4. However, several things are

noteworthy and require explanation here.

5.2.1 Three-dimensional Stress-strain State

Figure 5.4 presents triaxial stress and strain data measured at a depth of z=O.13m

in the sand test bed during both static (i.e. without vibration) and vibratory Ammann

roller passes (Q=30Hz, Fecc=67kN). Negative values ofx indicate that the drum is

approaching the sensors. The drum is directly above the sensors at x=Om, and is moving
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away from the sensors for x>Om. The total stress and strain measurements reflect both the

static weight of the roller and the cyclic forces generated by the vibrating drum (Chapter

4). Overburden pressure has been removed so the stress measurements presented here are

due to the roller alone.

Figure 5.4 shows that the sensors feel the influence of the roller before the roller

is directly above them. This is due to the load imparted by the roller not propagating

directly vertically into the soil but rather propagating both vertically and horizontally.

This is true of both circularly and directly excited rollers. Soil in front of the drum

experiences vertical extension before being compressed by the roller. This bow-wave

phenomenon is due to the forward movement of the roller. The bow-wave is observed at
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Figure 5.4. Triaxial stress and strain measured during static and vibratory (Q=30Hz,
Fecc=67kN) passes by the Ammann roller over the sand test bed
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depths greater than O.5m and is present in both the z- and x-direction.

The development of ax is well explained by static theory (Chapter 4). Directly

under the drum at z=O.13m, ax has decayed to approximately 5% of it's value at the

surface (Chapter 4). Moreover, ax increases for non-zero x-offsets up to about O.lm

before decreasing again. The negative residual values of ax indicate that this roller pass

released some horizontal stress locked-in by previous roller passes.

There is no direct loading in the transverse (y) direction and therefore generation

of ay is solely due to confinement. In fact, this confinement leads to a plane strain

condition under the center of the drum, as evidenced by the very low values OfEy• This

plane strain condition does not exist at the edges of the drum (where confinement is low)

and therefore modeling the problem as 2D plane strain may not give accurate results

(Chapter 4).

5.2.2 Total and Cyclic Stress and Strain

While neither smooth drum rollers nor vibration are typically used to compact

clay soils, it is still possible to use an instrumented roller to for measurement of soil

properties (e.g. for QA purposes). Figures 5.5a and b show the measured vertical stress

and strain at a depth of O.14m in the clay test bed due to a vibratory Ammann roller pass

(Q=30Hz, Fecc=87kN). Figures 5.5c and d show the cyclic portion of the measured signal,

computed by subtracting a running average (the thick black line in Figure 5.5a and b)

from the total response (Chapter 4). The cyclic portion of the measured stress is similar in

magnitude to the mean value (i.e. the running average). The cyclic strain however, is on
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the order of 10% of the mean value. This can be explained by the curved drum illustrated

in Figure 5.6. Increased drum penetration into the soil leads to an increase in the contact

area. This results in a nonlinear relationship between applied force and contact stress and

leads to the hardening type response depicted in Figure 5.6 where the effective soil

stiffness increases with increased deflection. The deflections (and in turn strains) due to

drum vibration are relatively small compared to those due to deflection due to static

weight (Chapter 4, Brandl & Adam 2000).

This finding is significant given that roller MV s are determined from drum

vibration measurements alone and are therefore potentially insensitive to deformation due

to static roller weight. Accordingly, roller MY s should reflect the cyclic strain behavior

(Figure 5.5d) throughout the involved soil mass. However, because soil is a stress
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Figure 5.5. Total stress (top left) and strain (bottom left) and dynamic stress (top
right) and strain (bottom right) computed via subtraction of running average
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dependent material, the static-induced stress-strain state clearly influences the soil

response to the roller vibration. The stress and strain induced by static roller weight

represents the initial conditions about which stress and strain due to drum vibration

oscillate. Therefore, it is necessary to have a sound understanding of the soil response to

total and cyclic loading imparted by the roller compactor (Chapter 4).

5.3 Vertical Stress-strain Behavior

It is possible to extract a modulus of vertical deformation for the soil during

vibratory loading from the in-situ stress and strain data. The modulus values extracted are

not constitutive soil properties. They do however allow important insight into the

response of both clay and sand materials and how that response changes with vibration

amplitude.
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5.3.1 Determination of Modulus from In-ground Stress and Strain Measurements

Even though stress and strain sensors were carefully installed in a line

perpendicular to the direction of roller travel, stress and strain data are not necessarily

aligned in time when originally collected due to imprecise sensor placement and not

driving directly perpendicular to the sensor line. As such, it is necessary to align the two

signals (i.e. shift one relative to the other in time) before accurate stress-strain paths can

be plotted.

Figure 5.7a shows one cycle of cyclic vertical stress and strain as collected in

time. The signals are not aligned in time due to the aforementioned factors. As a first

approximation, the peaks of the stress and strain signal are aligned, as plotted in Figure

5.7b. Due to damping however, it is known that the strain response lags the stress

response. In Figure 5.7c, the strain is shifted relative to the stress until a smooth response

is obtained. In this study, data were not shifted any further than necessary to achieve a

smooth response.

Figure 5.7c illustrates the three measures of dynamic modulus that were evaluated

in this study. Eloadis the secant modulus for the loading portion ofthe stress-strain path,

Esecantis the secant modulus from the point of zero cyclic stress and strain through the

point of maximum strain and Ennloadis the secant modulus through the initial unloading

portion of the cyclic stress-strain path. Eloadand Esecantwere found to be relatively

insensitive to the alignment procedure just described, usually varying by less than 5%

across a reasonable range of potential alignments. Eunloadhowever was found to be very

sensitive to this alignment routine. Because of this Eunloadexhibits erratic and

unpredictable behavior and will not be discussed further here. It is important to note that

these are not constitutive modulus values. Rather, similar to roller MVs, they are
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Figure 5.7. 30Hz, l.lmm stress-strain path plotted (a) as collected with time, (b) with
the peak stress and strain aligned in time and (c) the strain lagging stress

measures of the soil's vertical response to the complex 3D stress and strain imparted by

the vibratory roller. Extraction of purely constitutive parameters is beyond the scope of

this thesis.

5.3.2 Qualitative Evaluation of Vertical Stress-strain Response

Before looking at extracted modulus values it is worthwhile to qualitatively study

the stress strain paths themselves. Examination of stress-strain paths due to individual

cycles of loading allows insights to be made regarding the response of clay and granular

soils and how that response changes with Fecc.

Figure 5.8 presents vertical stress strain paths measured during a vibratory Ammann

roller pass over both the sand (z=O.13m, Q=30Hz, Fecc=67kN) and clay (z=O.14m

Q=30Hz, Fecc=87kN) test beds. Three consecutive loops are plotted when the roller is

directly above the sensors. Several differences between the two materials exist. Perhaps
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the most noticeable is the very steep initial response of the clay compared to more

gradual response of the sand. The inertia of an additional mass of soil that oscillates with

the drum is responsible for the steep initial portion of the stress-strain response in Figure

5.8a. Wolf (1994) and Ishihara (1996) indicate that cohesive soils exhibit less radiation

and material damping than granular materials. Therefore, when a granular material with

no or minimal cohesion is loaded (as the drum penetrates the soil) and subsequently

unloaded (as the drum moves upwards) energy is dissipated more completely. Upon

reloading, due to the curved drum and the now unloaded soil surface, the loading area

starts out very small and steadily grows (recall Figure 5.6). A cohesive material

exhibiting less damping tends to dissipate less energy. This results in a certain mass of

soil actually vibrating with the drum. Wolf (1994) termed this additional mass the

"trapped mass" and said it exists as a mass of soil that moves as a rigid body in phase

with a vibrating foundation. Soils with a Poisson's ratio greater than 1/3 can exhibit this

trapped mass (Wolf 1994). Brandl & Adam (2000) discussed this phenomenon with

respect to roller compaction of cohesive materials. The inertia of this additional soil mass

is responsible for the characteristic response in Figure 5.8a.

The strain hardening response exhibited by the granular material in Figure 5.8 is

fundamentally different than that of the cohesive material and is due in part to the

increased confining stresses in the y-direction observed in granular material (Chapter 4).

While perhaps intuitive, the fact that granular and cohesive soils respond differently to

roller compactor loading is not explicitly accounted for by roller MV s. For this reason,

comparing current roller MV s across soil types may not be possible.
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Another noticeable difference between the sand and clay stress-strain paths is the

higher repeatability of the clay paths. The three loops plotted in Figure 5.8 represent

about 8cm of forward travel, likely less than the contact width between the drum and soil.

The consistency of the stress-strain paths for consecutive cycles of loading on cohesive

soils implies that the soil within the bulb of influence uniformly affects the roller MV.

For operation on granular materials on the other hand, the measured response appears to
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Figure 5.8. Vertical cyclic stress-strain paths from a vibratory Ammann roller pass
over the (a) clay (Fecc=106kN) and (b) sand (Fecc=119kN) test beds
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be more heavily dependent on confining conditions, which vary throughout the bulb of

influence. Therefore when operating on granular material, soil in the bulb of influence

may not be uniformly affecting roller MYs. While data is not presented here for brevity,

this finding is consistent for vibration at several frequencies and amplitudes and for both

directed and circularly excited rollers.

Figure 5.9 presents stress-strain paths at z=O.13m in the sand test bed from three

passes by the Ammann roller (Q=30Hz, Fecc=41, 54 an 87kN) and three passes by the

Bomag roller (Q=28Hz, Fecc=88, 175 an 248kN). Note that the plots in Figure 5.9 have

different scales. Comparing roller MYs for different excitation amplitudes (i.e. levels of

Fecc) may prove challenging due to the changing nature of the loading with varying

amplitude and the resulting variation in soil response. Figures 5.9a-c reveal that as Fecc

imparted by the Ammann roller increases the response of the sand exhibits more

hardening. This is consistent with the curved drum induced hardening described earlier.

Note that this hardening response is with respect to the cyclic response (i.e. for individual

cycles of loading) and is not applicable to the total response where a softening trend is

observed. This is discussed in detail later.

The hardening response is less evident for the Bomag roller, particularly for low

values of Fecc- Recall that the Ammann roller has circular excitation. As Feec increases the

nature of the load stays the same. With directed excitation as employed by the Bomag

roller however, the nature of the loading changes from primarily horizontal for low levels

Fecc (therefore primarily shear forces are generated) to primarily vertical for high levels of

Fecc (therefore primarily compressive forces are generated). Rinehart and Mooney (2008)

showed that this resulted in a nonlinear increasing in Ez with increasing Fecc. Therefore,
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Figure 5.9. Stress-strain paths at z=O.13m in the sand test bed from 30Hz
vibratory Ammann roller passes at (a) Fecc=4IkN, (b) Fecc=54kN and (c)
Fecc=87kN and 28Hz vibratory Bomag roller passes at (d) Fecc=88kN, (e)

Fecc=175kN and (f) Fecc=248kN

the strain hardening response is more evident for higher values of Fecc where more

vertically oriented compressive strains are generated.

5.3.3 Quantitative Evaluation of Extracted Modulus

A quantitative evaluation of the in-situ modulus parameters reveals some

important findings with respect to the soil's response to dynamic vibratory loading. These

findings help explain the relationships obtained between in-situ response and roller MY s

presented later.
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The dynamic modulus values (load, secant) described earlier were extracted from

several roller passes over the clay and sand-over-silt test beds at varying levels of

excitation frequency and eccentric force. Figure 5.10 presents in-situ load and secant

modulus values for several passes of the Ammann and Bomag rollers over the clay test

bed. Results are shown at three depths: z=0.14, 0.36, 0.65m. No statistically valid trend

was found in the load modulus data at z=0.14m from Ammann roller passes (filled

symbols). However the load modulus at both z=0.36 and z=0.65m decreases with

increasing eccentric force and the data exhibit concave up power relationships with

eccentric force over the range of data available (R2=0.74 for z=0.36m, R2=0.91 for

z=0.65m). The secant modulus data from Ammann roller passes decreases with

increasing eccentric force and exhibit concave up power relationships with eccentric

force over the range of data available (R2=0.42, 0.70 and 0.91 for z=0.14, 0.36 and

0.65m, respectively). The load modulus data at z=0.14 and 0.36m from the Bomag roller

passes are indistinguishable and linearly decrease with increasing eccentric force

(R2=0.90). The load modulus data at z=0.65m also linearly decreases with increasing

eccentric force (R2=0.96). The secant modulus data from the Bomag roller passes linearly

decreases with increasing eccentric force (R2=0.98, 0.95 and 0.98 for z=0.14, 0.36 and

0.65m respectively). Note that the linear relationships exhibited by the Bomag data are

likely a manifestation of the lack of data at low values of eccentric force. If data at lower

values of Fecc were available it is expected that similar relationships to those in Figures

5.lOa and b would emerge.

Overall, modulus tends to decrease with increasing eccentric force, indicating a

softening behavior for the soil. This softening is also manifested by the higher modulus
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Figure 5.10. In-situ load and secant modulus vs force from the Ammann roller (top)
and Bomag roller (bottom) operating on the clay test bed

values observed at greater depths where the magnitudes of OJ and €i are lower. This

softening response is consistent with the known strength reduction with increasing

deviator stress and strain common to most cohesive soils (e.g. Ishihara 1996, Andrei et al.

2004).

Figure 5.11 presents the variation of in-situ load and secant modulus with Feee for

several Bomag roller passes on the sand-over-silt test bed. Recall that instrumentation

was installed in the first layer of silty-sand material atop the sandy-silt subgrade

(Figure 1c). Several layers of silty-sand were then placed and compacted. In Figure 5.11,

data is shown from roller passes on three layers, with instrumentation at depths ofz=O.23,

0.39 and 0.63m. As illustrated, both the load and secant modulus values seem to be

insensitive to Feee in the first granular layer atop the subgrade (z=0.23m). Similar results
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Figure 5.11. Variation of in-situ (a) load and (b) secant modulus with eccentric
force from Bomag roller passes on the sand-over-silt test bed

(not shown here to be brief) were obtained from the first layer of instrumentation in the

sand test bed (z=0.14m). These findings have important consequences when trying to

relate roller MYs to in-situ soil response. MVs measured when the roller is on a thin stiff

layer atop a softer subgrade may not be representative of the stiffer layer.

In-situ modulus values at the greater depths do vary with Feee. Overall, the secant

modulus is more sensitive to changes in Feee and exhibits a decreasing trend with

increasing Feee. This stress dependent response - i.e., in-situ moduli decrease with

increasing Feee ~ is similar to the response of the clay. This is a separate phenomenon

from the hardening response observed earlier within a single cycle ofloading (Figure

5.8), highlighting the importance of understanding the soil's response to both the total

and cyclic loading from the roller. The softening due to increased strains is an effect of

the total loading imparted by the roller (i.e. due to static weight plus vibration) while the

hardening response manifested in individual cycles of loading is an effect of the curved

drum. Roller MV s may prove to be more reflective of the later. This should be taken into
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account when doing further research aimed at relating roller MVs to modulus values used

in pavement design (e.g. M,).

5.4 Relationships Between In-situ Moduli and Roller MVs

As mentioned earlier, in their current state it is not clear how roller MV s (based

on cyclic soil response only) are related to in-situ soil response. In addition, it is not

known whether the dependence of roller MYs on vibration amplitude is due to the

changing soil response (e.g. stress dependency) or is controlled by the contact mechanics

between the drum and soil. The comparisons presented below and the ensuing discussion

show one case where roller MYs appear to capture the in-situ response, but also highlight

some of the shortcomings of the current MVs and the needs for future research.

Figure 5.12 illustrates the variation of in-situ Eload and Esecan! (Figure 5.7) with

roller measured stiffness (here Ammann ks) from the clay test bed at three depths. The

data was collected at three operation frequencies and four values of Fecc. There is

evidence of subtle trends with frequency but sufficient data does not exist for a full

evaluation. Both the load and secant modulus linearly increase with increasing roller

measured stiffness. This implies that the roller MV is capturing the response of the clay

soil tested here.

In addition, the correlations in Figure 5.12 tend to improve (i.e. R2 increases) with

increasing depth. This finding implies that the roller is less sensitive to the response of

the soil very near the surface. For the data from the clay test bed presented here, roller

measured stiffness is more correlated to the soil's response at z=0.36 aid O.65m than at

z=O.13m. In the clay test bed, roller measured stiffness tended to decrease with increasing
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vibration amplitude. This behavior is consistent with the decrease in modulus with

increasing ad described earlier. It should be noted that the range of data available at this

time is limited. While these trends are valid, investigations should be carried out over

wide range of soil with varying levels of stiffness before definitive conclusions are made.

Figure 5.13 illustrates the variation of in-situ load and secant moduli with roller

measured stiffness (here Bomag Ev;b) on the sand-over-silt test bed. Data is shown from

operation on three layers - instrumentation did not exist at three depths. The in-situ

modulus values are insensitive to changes in roller measured stiffness for operation on

the first layer. This is explained by considering the layering itself. With only one O.3m

thick layer of silty-sand in place atop the soft subgrade, the response of the layered

system is dominated by the relatively soft subgrade. This is corroborated by Figure 5.11,

which showed the response of the first layer of silty sand atop the subgrade was

independent of Fecc, and further substantiated by Figure 5.12 which showed roller

measured stiffness was less sensitive to soil near the surface in the clay test bed. It is also

possible that the stiff layer of silty-sand may be moving somewhat rigidly atop the softer

subgrade and only serving to transfer the load to the deeper, softer layers. However, as

the stifflayer gets thicker (and therefore the sensors move deeper), roller measured

stiffness does correlate to the measured stress-strain response of the silty-sand. This

finding has important consequences with respect to using the roller as a soil stiffness

measurement device. Due to the high level of stress and strain near the surface, MYs in

their current form may be insensitive to soil near the surface. Further, MVs may be very

insensitive to the properties of thin stifflayers above thicker, softer layers. Unfcrtunately,
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stratigraphies such as that in the sand-over-silt test bed are common in the construction of

pavements, e.g. aggregate base course atop subgrade.

Perhaps even more noteworthy than the inability of the roller to sense the stiff

shallow layer is the negative trend of in-situ modulus with respect to roller measured

stiffness. This trend indicates that the roller MV is not indicative of the soil response to

the vibratory loading. It is likely that the effects of the complex contact between the drum

and soil overshadow the soil response. It should be noted that at this time limited data

sets are available and a full evaluation of this finding is not possible. Moreover, to date

the contact area and stress distribution between the drum and soil have not been studied

in detail. The results presented here, along with other research (e.g. Mooney & Miller

2008) have shown the importance of having a thorough understanding ofthe contact

mechanics in dynamic geotechnical problems. It is also well known that a roller senses to

depths beyond the current layer being compacted, called the measurement depth. These

results indicate that the layering present likely has a large influence on the measurement
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Figure 5.13. Variation of (a) in-situ load and (b) secant modulus with roller
measured stiffness (here Bomag Evib) from the sand-over-silt test bed
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depth and roller MYs. Further research in these areas is needed before roller MYs can be

fully related to in-situ response.

5.5 Conclusions

The research presented results in several important conclusions with respect to

soil response to vibratory loading and how roller MYs relate to this response:

• Roller MY s are based solely on the cyclic portion of the contact force-drum

displacement response. In-situ stress and strain measurements reveal that the cyclic

portion of the loading is much different than the total loading. The levels of cyclic

strain (due to drum vibration) are much smaller (e.g. 10%) than the total levels of

strain (due to roller weight plus vibration). This is adequately explained by the

curved surface of the drum. The ratio of cyclic stress to total stress is consistent with

the ratio ofFecc to Fstat. Further, the total stress and strain represent the initial

conditions around which the cyclic portion of the response oscillates. This realization

represents a disconnect between the soil's response to loading by the vibratory roller

and roller MY s which are determined from dynamic drum vibrations alone.

• Sand and clay exhibit fundamentally different response to loading by the vibratory

roller. The response of the clay soil tested here is characterized by the additional

inertia due to the presence of a trapped mass. The granular soil tested here exhibited a

hardening response. The amount of hardening present increased with increasing Fecc.

These responses exist within one loading cycle.

• In both clay and sand, the soil response (as indicated by the extracted moduli)

softened with increasing eccentric force. This softening behavior is consistent with
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the known stress dependent behavior of soils and should not be confused with the

hardening behavior induced by the drum evident in single loading cycles.

• Both the in-situ load and secant modulus have a positive correlation with roller

measured stiffness for the clay test bed where the roller was operated on 1.0m of

compacted clay. The correlations improve with increasing depth. These finding imply

that that roller MV s (based on cyclic drum vibrations) are capturing the response of

the soil, but are less sensitive to soil very near the surface.

• Roller operation on a O.3m thick layer of silty sand material atop softer subgrade

showed that roller measured stiffness is uncorrelated to the in-situ load and secant

modulus. This further shows that roller MV s may be insensitive to the response of

soil very near the surface. When overlying a softer subgrade, the results here also

indicate that a relatively thin and stiff layer may move rigidly atop the underlying soft

material.

• For roller operation on 0.46m and O.7m thick layers of silty sand base material atop a

softer subgrade the load and secant modulus have a negative trend with roller

measured stiffness. This negative trend indicates that the measured drum response is

not indicative of the soil response. This is likely due to the complex and poorly

understood interaction between the drum and soil.
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CHAPTER 6

THE MEASUREMENT VOLUME OF VIBRATORY ROLLER-INTEGRATED SOIL
STIFFNESS MEASUREMENTS

Vibratory roller compactors are now available with instrumentation and onboard

computing that allows for the measurement of soil stiffness or modulus during operation.

Coupled with GPS, this allows for QC/QA with 100% coverage. In addition, the roller

measured values (MV s) could potentially be related to the parameters used in pavement

design (e.g. resilient modulus, 11,.). However, several challenges exist. The

stiffness/modulus measures provided by the rollers and relationships to pavement design

parameters are currently not well understood. Research is ongoing in this area. Chapters 4

and 5 presented results from field investigations into the complex stress and strain

response of the soil to vibratory roller compactor loading. Understanding soil response

and how roller MVs capture that response is important to the meaningful adoption of

instrumented rollers into highway construction specifications.

One area of uncertainty is the measurement volume of the roller. Due to the 3D

propagation of the stress and strain imparted by the roller it is well know that a given

roller MY is a composite measure of a 3D bulb of soil under the drum. Due to the layered

nature of pavement systems, the measurement depth - the depth to which a given roller

MY is representative - is of particular interest. This depth is not well known and how it

varies with vibration amplitude and soil type is not well understood. Further, the

measurement depth of the vibratory roller is likely different than that of common spot test
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devices currently in use in highway construction QC/QA (e.g. nuclear density gage, light

weight deflectometer).

It is also challenging to study the measurement depth experimentally. Building the

very deep test pits (on the order of 2m or more) required to extend beyond the

measurement depth is time consuming and expensive. Further, analyzing the

measurement depth analytically is difficult due to the lack of a clear definition or criteria.

One possibility is setting the measurement depth equal to the depth at which the roller

induced vertical stress is less than 5% of the vertical geostatic stress (i.e. similar to

classical consolidation settlement analysis). Another possibility is setting the

measurement depth equal to the depth at which the roller induced vertical strain has

decayed to 10-6 (i.e., elastic wave propagation). Both of these criteria require estimating

the stress and strains due to the roller and assume that measurement depth is controlled

by total induced stress or strain (due to static roller weight plus drum vibration), not the

cyclic component (due to roller vibration alone). Although at the present time it is not

clear which mechanism governs the measurement depth, Chapter 5 concluded that roller

MV s are a reflection of the cyclic soil response and may be insensitive to the total

loading. The research presented here will show that the cyclic soil response should be

used to determine the measurement depth.

To the author's knowledge, at this time there are no published results dealing with

the measurement volume and only limited results dealing with the measurement depth.

Brandl et al. (2005) presents the results of a study involving the burial of soft mattresses.

Horsehair mattresses were placed on the existing grade and subsequently layers of sandy

gravel material were placed and compacted above the mattresses, eventually to a height
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of approximately 1.05 m. The roller used was a Bomag BW 213 DH-3 with directed

excitation and equipped with the OMEGA value system, which is no longer in

production. Via extrapolation, the study concluded that the measurement depth of the BW

213 DH-3 roller at amplitude setting 3 (vertical vibration amplitude of 0.68 mm) has a

measurement depth of2.1 m in the sandy gravel material. Speaking generally, Sandstrom

and Pettersson (2004) explain that a roller MV is an integral with contributions from

large depths, commonly greater than the induced stress and strain thresholds and the

compaction depth. Being more specific, Anderegg and Kaufmann (2004) state that it is

-commonly accepted that 0.1 mm of vertical vibration amplitude equates to 0.1 m of

measurement depth, however no theoretical or experimental justification is give for this

rule of thumb and no references to other literature are made. In the International Society

for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering (ISSMGE) sponsored procedural

guidelines for "geotechnics in pavements in transportation infrastructure" (Correia et al

2007) the following general guidelines are proposed for the measurement depth of

vibratory rollers:

• for 10 ton rollers the measurement depth is approximately 0.6-1.0 m,

• for 12 ton rollers the measurement depth is approximately 0.8-1.5 m.

No discussion about the origins ofthese guidelines is presented.

This chapter presents results from several field experiments designed to gage the

measurement volume of instrumented vibratory rollers on both sand and clay soils. Roller

MY s were monitored during the construction of very thick test beds, allowing the

measurement depth to be determined experimentally. In-ground instrumentation was used

to measure stress and strain distributions with depth and static, elastic theory is used to
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estimate peak values (i.e. at the surface). In addition, stress and strain measurements are

available at the experimentally determined measurement depth and allow insight into the

mechanism controlling the measurement volume. In addition to the results and discussion

presented here, supplementary material is provided in Appendix D.

6.1 Test Program

The following sections describe the field test beds created to study the

measurement volume of vibratory rollers and the in-situ measurement of soil stress and

strain. In addition, the roller measurement of soil stiffness is briefly discussed.

6.1.1 Field Test Beds

Two field test beds were created to investigate the measurement volume of the

vibratory roller, as shown in Figure 6.1. Both test beds included the build up of a thick

stiff layer over a softer layer. This is one approach to experimentally determine the

measurement depth and is discussed in detail later. In addition, the two test beds also

included Earth pressure cells and LVDTs to measure stress and strain due to the vibratory

compactor, respectively. Both types of sensors are capable of capturing the static (due to

roller weight) and cyclic (due to drum vibration) response of the soil. In Figure 6.1 and

elsewhere in this chapter z is taken to be positive downward from the soil surface, x is

positive in the direction of roller travel and y is positive to the roller operator's right (out

of the page). Normal stress shall be denoted by (Ii and normal strain by {OJ, where i=x, y

and z. Details about the instrumentation and test beds are available in Chapter 4.
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Figure 6.1. Schematic of the clay and sand-over-silt test bed

It is important to verify that the stiff layers constructed in the clay and sand-over-

silt test beds were homogeneous. Density testing with the nuclear density gage and

modulus testing with the Light Weight Deflectometer (LWD) performed atop the stiff

layers in the clay and sand-over-silt test beds showed that the discrete layers of stiff,

granular material are nearly indistinguishable from one another and there is a clear

decrease in modulus at the boundary of the granular material and the clay or silt subgrade

(see Appendix D).

6.1.2 Roller Measurement of Soil Stiffness

While thorough discussions about the development of roller MY s are available in

the literature (Krober et al. 2001, Anderegg & Kaufmann 2004), it is necessary to briefly

discuss them here. Roller MV s have their underpinnings in lumped mass parameter

theory (e.g Yoo & Selig 1979). As shown in Figure 6.2 the roller drum and frame are
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separated by a spring and dashpot representing the rubber drum-frame suspension

elements. Similarly, the soil is represented by a spring and dashpot. The force transmitted

to the soil, known as the contact force fs, (and equal to the reaction force applied to the

drum by the soil) is calculated according to:

(6.1)

where mr and II1dare the mass of the frame and drum respectively, g is acceleration due to

gravity, and Zf and Zd are the acceleration of the drum and frame (dot notation used to

indicate temporal derivatives). For soil rollers frame inertia has been shown to be small

and is typically neglected. By monitoring the position of the rotating eccentric mass and

measuring the drum vibrations it is possible to extract the Fc-Zc1 behavior in real time.

Figure 6.2c shows Fc-Z<Jpaths for contact (top) and partial loss of contact (bottom)

operational modes. Ammann's measurement value, k, is the secant stiffness from the

point of zero deflection and static force through the point of max deflection, shown as l<:1

in Figure 6.2c (Anderegg & Kaufmann 2004). Bomag extracts a stiffness from the

Figure 6.2. Roller, 2DOF model & Fs-Z<Jpaths
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loading portion of the curve, k, in Figure 6.2c, and inputs it into an elastic model derived

by Lundberg (1939) to calculate a modulus of vibration called Rib (Krober et al. 2001).

6.2 Results

To begin understanding what controls the measurement depth of the vibratory

roller and what a typical range of measurement depths is, the following sections present

stress and strain data from in-ground instrumentation as well as roller MV data from layer

build-up experiments. Then o, and Ez levels at the measurement depth are investigated to

allow further insight into the mechanism controlling the measurement depth.

6.2.1 Fields of Stress and Strain Due to the Vibratory Roller

In the following, az and e, data from multiple depths in the clay test bed is plotted

as a field as if the roller drum were vibrating at x=O. Sensors did not exist at multiple x-

offsets, rather the time histories of az and Ez were sampled every O.lm as the roller

approached and then moved away from the sensors. For presentation purposes, the data at

these discrete locations is represented by a circle sized proportionately to the

measurement at that location. In addition, contours of az and Ez are presented for clarity.

Note that no smoothing or extrapolation was performed when creating these contours.

Looking at the stress and strain data in this way gives insight to the bulb of soil

influenced by the roller (i.e. the extents of vertical and horizontal propagation of'o, and

Ez). In addition the fields of total and cyclic stress and strain can be compared. Other

research (Chapter 5) has shown the importance of distinguishing between total (i.e. due to
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static roller weight plus drum vibration) and cyclic stress and strain (i.e. due to drum

vibration alone) when discussing roller MYs.

Figure 6.3 presents total and cyclic az and Ez data measured under the center of

the drum during a vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=30Hz, Fecc=87kN) over the clay test

bed. The strain data has been magnified by a factor of 10 for clarity. Filled circles

indicate negative strains (e.g. due to the bow-wave effect). Note that no smoothing or

interpolation has been performed in constructing the contours of c, and !Oz. D' Appolonia

et al. (1969) presented az data for a vibratory roller towed behind a bulldozer. The roller

had a static linear load of approximately 29kN/m. The eccentric mass oscillated at

27.5Hz but unfortunately the Feec is unknown. In general, the data in Figure 6.3a matches

the o,ata presented by D' Appolonia et al. (1969) well through the regions where sensor

data is available.

Due to the relatively narrow drum/soil contact area and high forces generated by the

roller drum, both az and Ez exhibit primarily vertical propagation. Never-the-less, Figure

6.3 shows that soil in front of and behind the drum does experience roller-induced

stresses and strains. As such, it is reasonable to assume that roller MVs are not just

influenced by soil directly beneath the contact area, but that there is a bulb (or volume) of

soil that influences roller MVs. Further, this bulb of soil is not necessarily the same as the

bulb that is influenced by the roller. Roller MY s are a reflection of cyclic drum response

only and not total strain (Chapter 5). Therefore, it is expected that even though the roller

is influencing soil within a bulb of some threshold total stress or strain level, MVs will be

more representative of the soil within a bulb of some threshold cyclic stress or strain

level.
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Figure 6.3. Peak total and cyclic (Jz (top) and total and cyclic €z (bottom) measured
during a vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=30Hz, Fecc=87kN) over the clay test bed

(Note: strain data magnified by a factor of 10 for clarity)

Comparing the total and cyclic stress responses in Figure 6.3 (top left and right

respectively) shows that the cyclic bulbs (i.e. the area of soil influencing the roller MY)

are much smaller than the total stress bulbs. For example, the 50kPa contour of total

vertical stress extends from x=-0.2 to O.l5m at z=0.14m, while the 50kPa contour of

cyclic stress extends from x~O.1 to 0.1 at z=0.14m. The area enclosed by the 50kPa

contour of total stress is approximately 10 times greater than that for the cyclic stress.

Similarly, the peak total strains are much greater than the peak cyclic strains. For

example, the 0.0025 contour of total strain encloses approximately the same area as the

0.0005 contour of cyclic strain - a factor of five smaller. This finding indicates that the

bulb of soil influencing the roller MY is small relative to the bulb of soil influenced by

the roller. Note that while research has shown in-situ stress and strain vary across the
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width of the drum (Chapter 4), there is insufficient data available at this time to comment

on the 3D soil volume.

Figure 6.4 presents total and cyclic stress and strain data measured during a

vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=30Hz, Fecc=l77kN) over the clay test bed. As in Figure

6.3, the strain data has been magnified by a factor of 10 for clarity and filled circles

indicate negative strains. A comparison of Figures 6.3 and 4 reveals that the bulbs of

cyclic stress and strain are more sensitive to Fecc than the bulbs of total stress and strain.

The bulbs of 50kPa total and cyclic <Jz increase about 10% and 112%, respectively for a

103% increase in Fecc. Similarly, the bulb of 0.0025 total Ez increased 25% and the bulb
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during a vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=30Hz, Fecc=l77kN) over the clay test bed

(Note: strain data magnified by a factor of 10 for clarity)
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of 0.0005 cyclic Ez increased 117% for the 103% increase in Feee. While the bulbs grow

vertically and horizontally with increasing Fece, this finding seems to imply that the

measurement depth could be highly dependent on Feee (and therefore vibration

amplitude). However this relies on the measurement depth being defined by an absolute

value of stress or strain, as opposed to a relative value (e.g. a percentage of the peak

value) and as will be shown later, this is likely not the case.

6.2.2 Stress and Strain Profiles with Depth

Here it is useful to look at the distributions of (Jz and Ez with depth in the clay and

sand-over-silt test beds. Elastic theory can be applied to estimate peak values ofo, and Ez

(i.e. at the surface and slightly below the surface, respectively). Achenbach (1999)

demonstrated that elastic theory considering static loading can be used for dynamic

loading when the travel time for stress waves through the volume of involved soil is

much less than the duration of the load pulse. For LWD testing on the soils herein, shear

wave velocities of 125-250 m/s were observed during MASW testing. With a depth of

interest of 1.65m (i.e. the greatest depth of instrumentation), the calculated travel times of

6.6-13.2ms are 2.5-7.6 times lower than the excitation period of 33-50ms (20-30Hz).

Therefore, static analysis using the measured dynamic force provides a reasonaile

approximation to which the dynamic stress measurements can be compared.

Figures 6.5a and b present peak total (Jz and Ez measured during several Ammann

roller passes with Q=30Hz and varying Feee on the clay test bed. Figures 6.5c and d

present peak total (Jz and Ez measured during several Bomag roller passes with Q=28Hz
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and varying Fccc on the sand-over-silt test bed. Recall that in the clay test bed

instrumentation was installed at four depths. However in the sand-over-silt test bed,

instrumentation was only installed in the first layer of sand and subsequently six more

layers were placed and compacted, for a total of seven. Figures 6.5c and d depict data

recorded during roller operation on layers four through seven, after the layer of sand was

of sufficient thickness to neglect effects of the layering itself on the stress distribution

(e.g. Burrnister 1943, Fox 1948). The stress distributions presented in Figure 6.5 are

based on the theory of a cylinder resting on an elastic half space (Johnson 1987). The

increase in vertical stress L'1az is given by:

L'1<J = 2P I
z ita ~a2 + Z2

(6.2)

where z is the depth below the ground surface, a is the half contact width between the

drum and soil and P is the load per unit length applied to the cylinder. The applied force

P was set equal to the contact force between the drum and the soil, as estimated from

vertical drum displacement, machine properties, Q and Fecc (Anderegg 1997). The contact

width 2a is unknown. In the solution for L'1az, a was treated as an iteration variable and

used to minimize the error between the measured data and the theoretical distribution.

The profiles of total £z with depth were calculated based on a stress dependent modulus E

according to:

(6.3)

where am is the mean effective stress including geostatic confinement.o, is the deviator

stress applied by the roller, and k1-k3 are constants. Andrei et al. (2004) indicated that

increasing E with increasing am (i.e. positive k2 values) and decreasing E with increasing
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ad (i.e. negative k3 values) were the dominating effects for granular and cohesive

materials respectively. Accordingly, k1and k, were set equal to zero for the cohesive and

granular soils tested here, respectively. Roller induced aj dominate geostatic stress;

though soil is unsaturated, pore water/air pressure was not measured and not considered

here (a=a' assumed).

The value of o, at the surface decreases with increasing Feee in the clay test bed

and increased with increasing Feee in the sand-over-silt test bed. These findings are

explained by considering the curved drum and the different responses of the cohesive and

granular soils. As the force applied by the vibrating drum increases, the soil response of

the clay soil softens (Chapter 5). This results in a nonlinear increase in surface deflection

with increasing force. Increased surface deflection leads to an increase in contact area due

to the curved loading surface. The decreasing value of o, at the surface of the clay test

bed is a manifestation of the contact area increasing faster than Feee. The silty sand

material exhibits a stiffer response. Chapter 5 showed that the increase in contact area

with increasing Feee is less pronounced in stiffer materials. This results in less increase in

contact area with increasing force and therefore an increase in az at the surface with

increasing Fecc-

Inspection of Figure 6.5 allows several important insights regarding measurement

depth. First, as noted earlier Feee has little effect on the shape of the distribution of total az

and Ez with depth. The distributions for the different values of Fecc are nearly parallel.

Second, increases in az and Ez at depth are not proportional to increases in Fecc- In the clay

test bed a 210% increase in Feee resulted in 63% and 61% increases in az and Ez,
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respectively at a depth of z=0.65m. In the sand-over-silt test bed a 280% increase in Feec

resulted in 35% and 26% increases in o, and lez, respectively at a depth ofz=0.87m. This

suggests that the measurement depth may not be very sensitive to vibration amplitude.

Figure 6.5 also reveals that strain decays much more rapidly in the clay material than in

the sand material. This implies that measurement depths could be less in cohesive

material than granular material in general.

Figures 6.6a and b present peak cyclic az and lez measured during several

Ammann roller passes with Q=30Hz and varying Feccon the clay test bed. Figures 6.6c

and d present peak cyclic az and lez measured during several Bomag roller passes with

Q=28Hz and varying Fee<:on the sand-over-silt test bed. While the magnitudes of cyclic

az and lez are sensitive to Fecc,the distributions themselves are nearly parallel. This

finding implies that measurement depths may not be sensitive to vibration amplitude if

the controlling mechanism is a relative measure of stress or strain rather than an absolute

measure. Theoretical distributions were not fit for the cyclic data due to the unavailability

of a suitable contact force and width.
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6.2.3 Soft-over-stiff Layer Build-up Studies

One approach to experimentally investigate measurement depth is to monitor

roller MVs as layers of a stiff material are placed and compacted above a softer material.

As the stifflayer thickens, it will have increasingly more influence on the roller MV.

Accordingly, roller MYs will increase with increasing thickness of the stifflayer until the

softer underlying material no longer has an influence on the MV. At this point the roller

MY versus stiff layer thickness plot will plateau, allowing the measurement depth to be

determined. This type of study was conducted in the clay and sand-over-silt test beds.

The uniformity of the stifflayer (as shown by MASW testing, discussed earlier) means

that the results presented in Figures 6.7-6.9 cannot be attributed to a gradual increase in

the stiffness of the granular layers themselves, but rather are a manifestation of the

measurement depth of the roller.

Figure 6.7 shows Ammann ks values as layers of crushed rock were compacted

above a clay subgrade. As illustrated, the MV versus stiff layer thickness plot plateaus at

about Im, indicating that the roller is no longer sensing the softer clay below the stiff

rock. This experiment shows that the measurement depth of the Ammann roller is about

I.O-I.2m when operating in a uniform layer of crushed rock. Within the O.I-O.2m

precision offered by this approach (i.e. half a layer), there does not appear to be any

dependence of this measurement depth on Fecc (or vibration amplitude).

Figure 6.8 presents Bomag Evib data measured on seven layers of silty sand

compacted atop a sand silt subgrade. Measurements at zero height above subgrade were

taken during roller passes on the subgrade itself, before any sand was placed. As

indicated by the Evib values on the subgrade, the data in Figure 6.6a was collected over

an area where the subgrade was relatively stiff (near optimum moisture) while data in
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Figure 6.8b was collected over an area where the subgrade was relatively soft (2-3% wet

of optimum moisture). Similar to Figure 6.7, the MY versus stiff layer thickness plots

tend to plateau between 1.0 and 1.2m, indicating that the measurement depth of the

Bomag roller is about 1.0-1.2m when operating on a uniform layer of silty-sand. Again,

there is no clear variation of the measurement depth with vibration amplitude. The earlier

finding that the cyclic strain bulbs increase with increasing amplitude does not seem to

correspond to an increase in measurement depth. This suggests that the mechanism

controlling measurement depth is relative stress or strain (e.g. % of peak values) not total

stress or strain.

Figure 6.8 also shows that the stiffness contrast between the stiff and soft layers

does not affect the measurement depth. This is further highlighted in Figure 6.9 Wlere

Evib measured over the stiff and soft subgrade areas at a single amplitude are plotted as

the thickness of the stiff layer increases. Figure 6.9 illustrates that the soft and stiff

subgrades affect the progression of the measurement value differently, but once the
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measurement depth is reached its effects are gone completely - Evib measured over the

area with the stiffer subgrade are statistically the same as those measured over the area

with softer subgrade. Further, the measurement depth is the same fur areas with stiff and

soft subgrade.

6.2.4 Stress-strain Levels at the Measurement Depth

The in-ground instrumentation employed in the sand-over-silt test bed allowed for

the levels of (Jz and tz to be determined at the measurement depth (i.e. as determined in

Figures 6.8 and 9). Analysis revealed that there was not a consistent level of stress or
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strain that corresponds to the measurement depth. However, looking at values in terms of

a percentage of peak value (based on elastic theory) did reveal corsistent trends. Table

6.3 summarizes (Jz and £z measured at a depth of 1.1m relative to peak values based on

elastic theory. Only slight variations existed with amplitude and data in Table 6.3 are an

average of data from the three amplitudes, Fecc=88, 175, 248kN. Table 6.3 shows that at a

depth z equal to the measurement depth the total stress and strain in the homogenous
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layer have decayed to about 17% and 25% of their peak values respectively. These values

represent criteria for determining measurement depth.

Figure 6.10 presents the variation of measurement depth with theoretical vibration

amplitude from the clay and sand-over-silt test beds. Here, theoretical amplitude is

defined as lIloeo/l11d.Actual amplitudes (e.g. calculated by integrating measured drum

acceleration) would be higher. Measurement depths were determined from the crz and Ez

profiles (Figure 6.5) and the total stress and strain criteria discussed previously. Figure

6.10 shows that the measurement depth of a vibratory roller is less in clay than in sand

and that there is only a weak dependence on vibration amplitude.

6.3 Discussion

The results presented here indicate that the measurement depth of a roller

operating on a thick, homogenous layer is predictable and is not heavily dependent on

vibration amplitude. However, it is clear from this research that the effects oflayering

can have a significant effect on the roller MVs. For example, Figures 6.&-6.9 illustrate

Table 6.3. crz& Ez values from sand-over-silt test bed at the
measurement depth

Material O'z,t/oz,p Ez,tlEz,p O'z,Cyc/oz,p Ez,eye/Ez,p
Sand over .162 .26 .104 .143stiffer sub grade
Sand over .175 NA .109 NAsofter subgrade
Stiffer .124 NA .088 NAsubgrade
Softer .114 .106 .071 .035subgrade
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that the ability of the roller to sense thin stiff layers atop softer subgrades is a function of

the ratio of the modulus of the two layers. At this time it is not clear how thin layering

affects the measurement depth. Further, static models are not suitable for capturing the

behavior of thin, stiff layers atop subgrade during vibratory loading. Given the lack of a

suitable model, it is difficult to predict the measurement depth on these types of layered

systems. These findings represent a challenge with respect to implementation of the

instrumented roller into QCIQA practices. Thin stiff layers atop softer subgrades are a

common occurrence in the construction of pavements, e.g., aggregate base course over

subgrade, and therefore more research should be done in this area.
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604 Conclusions

The research presented in this chapter results in several important conclusion with

respect to the measurement volume (and measurement depth) of the instrumented

vibratory roller compactor:

• The bulb of cyclic stress and strain is much smaller than bulb due to total

stress and strain.

• Based on the layer build-up experiments, the measurement depth is about 1-

1.25m in the granular materials tested here. Based on the distributions of

stress and strain with depth, the measurement depth is about O.22-0Am for

clay material tested here. The shallower measurement depths in cohesive

material are the result of the faster stress and strain dissipation with depth.

• Through in-ground instrumentation it was possible to determine the stress and

strain levels at the measurement depth. The results indicate that the stress and

strain relative to the peak value (e.g. at the surface) is more important when

predicting measurement depth than the magnitude of stress and strain

themselves. For the silty sand material used in the sand-over-silt test bed, the

measurement depth was reached once the stress had decayed to about 17% of

its total peak value and once the strain had decayed to about 25% of its total

peak value.

• Static elastic theory does a good job of predicting stresses due to the vibratory

roller in both the cohesive and granular materials tested here. In the cohesive

material, strains were well predicted by assuming a deviator stress dependent
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modulus function. In the granular material strains were well predicted by

assuming a confming stress dependent modulus function.

• Stress and strain decay are not strongly dependent on amplitude. Therefore,

MD is not strongly influenced by amplitude. This was confirmed by the

results in the layer build up experiments stress and strain distributions with

depth from the clay test bed.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE RESEARCH

Several specific conclusions are made at the end of each of Chapters 2-6. The

major conclusions that represent significant contributions to fields of roller vibration

monitoring and Continuous Compaction Control are summarized below. In addition,

several recommendations for further research are identified.

7.1 Conclusions from Roller Instrumentation

The important conclusions from monitoring roller vibration during earthwork

compaction are summarized below:

• The roller instrumentation system and subsequent data analysis presented here has

revealed two different fundamental vibration modes, namely translation about the z-

axis and rocking about the x-axis. As such, accelerometer locations on both the drum

and frame are important and can be chosen to emphasize (or de-emphasize) a given

fundamental mode.

• The measurement of eccentric position and the determination of phase lag was found

to be very important in properly characterizing the contact force between the drum

and the soil and in understanding fundamental roller and soil responses. Further, drum

vibration characteristics (e.g. vertical drum acceleration, phase lag) were found to be

sensitive to changes in underlying soil stiffness. Drum acceleration increased with

increasing soil stiffness when excitation frequencies were greater than the drum-soil
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natural frequency. Conversely, drum acceleration decreased with increasing soil

stiffness when operating at excitation frequencies lower than the system's drum-soil

natural frequency. With constant m.e.; phase lag always decreased as the underlying

soil stiffened. The drum-soil natural frequency varied from approximately 15 Hz to

27 Hz throughout the construction site as soil was compacted. As would be expected,

the sensitivity of these vibration characteristics was greatest near resonance. Away

from resonance, e.g., 70 Hz excitation frequency evaluated here, roller vibration

characteristics were insensitive to underlying soil stiffness. Roller-determined soil

stiffness k, values were found to be m,e, dependent; k, generally decreased with

increasing m.e; owing to the stress-dependent nature of soil stiffness and possibly

changing measurement depth.

• The vibratory roller was found to be an effective proof rolling instrument. Providing a

continuous record of underlying soil stiffness, the roller uncovered soft spots (verified

with DCP testing) that were missed by traditional static proof rolling.

• Heterogeneity of the underlying material (e.g., moisture or lift thickness variability

and near surface bedrock or stiff layers) presents a significant challenge to roller-

based measurement. The research presented here shows that heterogeneous conditions

will render the interpretation of the stiffness records difficult without other

information such as results from spot tests.
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7.2 Conclusions from Measuring Vibratory Roller Induced Stress and Strain

The important conclusions from the deployment of in-ground instrumentation to

measure the stress and strain induced in the soil during vibratory roller compactor loading

are summarized below:

• Soil in front of the rolling drum experiences vertical extension (via the bow-wave

phenomena) before being compressed as the roller passes over. Further, soil

experiences extension in the direction of roller travel due to the lack of confinement

and the forward movement of the roller.

• During a vibratory pass, the influence of the roller's static weight and drum vibration

are clear in the stress and strain measurements. Total and cyclic stresses are

proportional to the drum's static linear load and Fecc. The curved drum induces a

hardening response and results in the cyclic strain being much smaller (e.g. 10%) than

the mean strain due to static roller weight plus drum vibration. Further, the total sress

and strain represent the initial conditions around which the cyclic portion of the

response oscillates. Roller MV s are based solely on the cyclic portion of the contact

force-drum displacement response and are therefore capturing only a portion of the

total response. This realization represents a disconnect between the soil's response to

total loading by the vibratory roller and roller MVs which are determined from

dynamic drum vibrations alone.

• The granular material in the sand test bed exhibited a stiffer response than the

cohesive material in the clay test bed and did not exhibit stiffness degradation due to

cyclic loading. For a similar level of eccentric force, C;z was higher (implying a

narrower contact area) and Ez was lower.
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• Even though the contact stress and contact area are unknown, static, elastic theory

sufficiently predicts soil stresses. The complex development of crx as a roller passes

over is well explained by theory. Further, in the clay test bed the higher mean values

of crz observed during a vibratory pass compared to a static pass are well explained by

considering stiffness degradation along with elastic theory.

• Stress and strain levels observed during vibratory compaction are significantly greater

than those used in laboratory Me testing even when using low lIloeovalues. In

addition, the stress path is much different than that used in M;. testing.

7.3 Conclusions from Relating Roller MVs to In-situ Soil Response

The important conclusions from the analysis performed to relate roller MY s to

modulus extracted from the in-situ stress-strain paths are summarized below:

• Sand and clay exhibit fundamentally different response to loading by the vibratory

roller. The response of the clay soil tested here is characterized by the additional

inertia due to the presence of a trapped mass. The granular soil tested here exhibited a

hardening response. The amount of hardening present increased with increasing Feec.

These responses exist within one loading cycle. In both clay and sand, the soil

response (as indicated by the extracted moduli) softened with increasing eccentric

force. This softening behavior is consistent with the known stress dependent behavior

of soils and should not be confused with the hardening behavior induced by the drum

evident in single loading cycles in granular materials.

• Both the in-situ load and secant modulus have a positive correlation with roller

measured stiffness for the clay test bed where the roller was operated on 1.0m of
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compacted clay. The correlations improve with increasing depth. These finding imply

that that roller MVs (based on cyclic drum vibrations) are capturing the response of

the soil, but are less sensitive to soil very near the surface (within 1()'15 em).

• Roller operation on a O.3m thick layer of silty sand material atop softer subgrade

showed that roller measured stiffness is uncorrelated to the in-situ load and secant

modulus. This further shows that roller MV s may be insensitive to the response of

soil very near the surface. When overlying a softer subgrade, the results here also

indicate that a relatively thin and stiff layer may move rigidly atop the underlying soft

material. For roller operation on 0.46m and O.7m thick layers of silty sand base

material atop a softer subgrade the load and secant modulus have a negative trend

with roller measured stiffness. This negative trend indicates that the measured drum

response is not indicative of the soil response. This is likely due to the complex and

poorly understood interaction between the drum and soil.

7.4 Conclusions from the Roller Measurement Depth Investigations

The important conclusions from the investigations regarding the measurement

depth of the vibratory roller are summarized below:

• Based on the layer build-up experiments, the measurement depth of the vibratory

roller is about 1-1.25m in the granular materials tested in the sand and sand-over-silt

test beds. Based on the distributions of stress and strain with depth, the measurement

depth is about O.22-0.4m for clay material tested in the clay test bed The shallower

measurement depths in cohesive materials are the result of the increased stress and

strain decay with depth.
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• Through in-ground instrumentation it was possible to determine the stress and strain

levels at the measurement depth. The results indicate that the stress and strain relative

to the peak value (e.g. at the surface) are more important when predicting

measurement depth than the absolute magnitude of stress and strain themselves. For

the silty sand material used in the sand-over-silt test bed, the measurement depth was

reached once the stress had decayed to about 17% of its total peak value and once the

strain had decayed to about 25% of its total peak value. Further, stress and strain

decay is not strongly dependent on vibration amplitude. Therefore, measurement

depth is not strongly influenced by vibration amplitude. This was confirmed by the

results in the layer build up experiments and the stress and strain distributions with

depth from the clay test bed. The bulb of cyclic stress and strain induced by the roller

are much smaller than the bulbs of to total stress and strain. The smaller cyclic bulbs

are more representative of the measurement volume of the vibratory roller.

7.5 Opportunities for Further Research

Instrumented rollers designed to provide real-time measurement of soil stiffness

are commercially available. However, there are opportunities for further research

regarding more complicated drum behaviors (e.g. rocking motion superimposed over

vertical translation induced by soil heterogeneity). Accurately modeling these more

complicated drum behaviors would allow for more robust monitoring systems to be

developed.

In general the in-situ stresses observed in the field were at least 3-5 times greater

than those used in laboratory testing to determine Mr. Further, the 3D stress state induced
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by the roller is different that that used in triaxial lab testing. These differences should be

accounted for when trying to relate roller MV s to resilient modulus, M,- (or the results of

other lab tests to determine soil performance in pavement structures). Further research is

needed in this area. It is possible that more advanced lab-testing techniques (e.g. Seyhan

et al. 2005) could account for some of these differences. More advanced roller-soil

system models could be employed to account for these differences.

Roller MY s are a reflection of the cyclic soil response and the total loading

represents the initial conditions around which the soil oscillates. The roller MY s may not

reflect this reality. Analysis of soil stress-strain paths due to the vibratory loading

revealed that the roller is less sensitive to soil near the surface. Further, in-ground

instrumentation of a thin, stiff layer atop a softer subgrade confirmed that it is difficult to

sense these thin layers and indicated that the stiffer layer may move somewhat rigidly

atop of the softer subgrade. Further research is needed in this area. Specifically,

numerical simulation of the vibrating and rolling drum operating on layered systems

should be pursued. While field investigations are valuable, the number of variables

involved makes interpreting the results difficult. Numerical simulations will allow for

detailed parametric studies that would be cost prohibitive (in terms of time and money)

and technically challenging to perform in the field. Results should strengthen the

relationships between roller MYs and soil response presented here and may enable the

real-time determination of constitutive soil properties.

The research presented here represents the first attempt to characterize the

measurement volume ofthe vibratory roller (note that very limited published results do

exist regarding the measurement depth). In general, the research presented here indicates
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that when operating on thick (>lm) layers of uniform material the measurement depth

(and volume) is predictable. However, when thinner layers exist (as they almost always

do in pavement construction) the problem becomes more complicated. The static, elastic

models used to predict stress and strain seem to break down when subsurface includes

thinner layers with high stiffness contrasts. This is another area where numerical

modeling offers potential for the advancement of the state-of-the-art. As indicated earlier,

detailed parameter studies could be performed numerically that are cost prohibitive to do

in the field. Characterizing the measurement volume and the relationship between roller

MY s and soil response for operation on layered systems represent the greatest challenges

to the adoption of Continuous Compaction Control, CCC (and eventually Intelligent

Compaction, IC) into u.s. construction practice. The research presented here provides

valuable data and insight into the soil response that can be used to help verify future

numerical models.
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Abstract

This paper presents roller vibration data captured during compaction of a

heterogeneous test bed, When operated near the sensitive resonance frequency, drum

vibration amplitudes and phase vary considerably geometrically within a single pass and

to the same order of magnitude as that observed when the soil undergoes considerable

compaction and stiffening.

Introduction

Owing to a shift from empirical to mechanistic-based design, the desire for

performance-based specifications, and the general desire to improve earthwork quality
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control/quality assessment, various techniques that measure soil stiffness and/or soil

modulus are gaining considerable attention in the U.S. Vibration-based monitoring during

roller compaction is one promising approach, enabling the continuous monitoring of

mechanistic soil parameters. Though first introduced in Europe over 20 years ago (e.g.,

Forssblad 1980), very little published research exists (e.g., Anderegg & Kaufmann 2004,

Mooney et al. 2005).

The premise of vibration-based monitoring is quite straightforward. Vibration

amplitude and phase of various roller components (e.g., drum, frame) are monitored in

one, two or three dimensions. Then, with an effective model of the roller-soil system or

through heuristics, soil properties or parameters can be extracted (e.g., Anderegg &

Kaufmann 2004, Thurner & Sandstorn 2000). That said, the implementation of vibration-

based monitoring is more complicated. As well-described by Yoo & Selig (1979), the soil

compaction process is quite complex with a moving roller coupled to a non-uniform

"involved" soil mass, i.e., the soil entering the system is not at the same state as the soil

leaving the system.

Further complicating vibration-based monitoring is the various additional causes

of heterogeneity involved. The lift thickness and moisture content of placed soil can vary

considerably. As shown by typical construction practice in Figure A.I, the nature by

which soil is deposited and brought to the target moisture content is inherently

nonhomogeneous; hence, one would expect vibration monitoring to yield nonuniform

data. An additional source of heterogeneity, particularly in cut sections, is the presence of

near-surface bedrock that can greatly influence vibration response.
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This paper presents roller vibration data collected during compaction of a

heterogeneous soil test bed. Lift thickness and moisture content varied throughout the

testbed; and a near-surface varying bedrock was present.

Figure AI. Example of common non-uniform construction practice

Test Procedure

Field data was collected on an active earthwork construction project in Denver,

Colorado using an instrumented Ingersoll-Rand double smooth drum (DD-138HFA)

vibratory roller. The 135-kN roller provides impact vibration to the soil via eccentric

mass rotation within the IA-m tall, 2.I-m wide drum. The frequency range is 0-70 Hz

and the eccentric amplitude varies from approximately 1-2 kg-m ol where co is the

rotational frequency. Full specifications can be found at www.road-

development.irco.colll. Three-dimensional drum and frame vibration was monitored

using ±5g and ±IOg ICSensors accelerometers. The position of the rotating eccentric

mass, and thus the eccentric forcing function, was monitored using Turck Hall effect

(HE) sensors. All data, including excitation frequency and roller velocity from the vehicle

BUS, was captured via an onboard IOTECH data acquisition system and laptop computer

at a per-channel sampling frequency of 2.25 kHz. The complete details of the

instrumentation and data acquisition system are described in Rinehart & Mooney (2005).
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The results presented here were collected during compaction of an 8o-m long test

bed. The fill soil used throughout this study was a poorly graded sand (SP per USCS; A-

l-b per AASHTO). The grain size characteristics of the SP material are as follows:

Dso=0.5l mm, percentage of particles passing the #200 sieve=4.97, Cu=6.91,

CuCD60/D1O)=47.9, and Cc(DJO/D60DIO)=3.08.The standard Proctor maximum dry unit

weight was found to be 20.1 kN/mJ (per ASTM D698), and the optimum moisture

content was 10.1%. Fill placement was followed by nine passes of the instrumented

roller. Within each pass, the roller was operated at constant forward velocities (ranging

from 0.5-1.5 mls). Excitation force amplitude and excitation frequency were varied from

pass to pass (see Table 1). Dynamic cone penetration testing was performed prior to pass

1 and following pass 9.

Table A.I. Summary of Test Bed Passes and Drum Acceleration Data

v Vertical Acceleration Horizontal Acceleration
Pass f(Hz) Amplitude

az *(g) (J a, (g) ax *(g) (Ja
x
(g)(mls) C.O.v. C.O.v.

1 70 low 1.5 6.17 0.152 0.025 5.46 0.113 0.021

2 20 low 1.5 0.78 0.123 0.158 0.54 0.106 0.196
3 45 high 1.5 8.29 0.158 0.019 7.39 0.085 0.012
4 45 high 1.5 8.39 0.188 0.022 7.43 0.106 0.014

5 45 high 1.5 8.38 0.213 0.025 7.45 0.115 0.015

6 70 low 1.5 6.49 0.205 0.032 5.55 0.142 0.026

7 20 low 1.5 0.65 0.136 0.209 0.38 0.142 0.374

8 0 low 1.5

10-70
9 low 0.5

sweep

*These data represent the average single amplitude
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Test Results

Figure A.2 illustrates peak vertical (z) and horizontal, in direction of travel, (x)

acceleration amplitudes measured during low amplitude, 20-Hz excitation at v= 1.5 mls

(75-mm impact spacing) along 50-m of the test bed. Following a positive down and

positive forward sign convention, maximum positive vertical acceleration occurs when

the drum has reached the height of its trajectory, and maximum positive horizontal

acceleration occurs when the drum has reached its most aft position. Conversely, negative

vertical acceleration is associated with the maximum compression of the soil and

associated rebound. The rms noise in any single data point is 15 milli-g, and with a

sampling frequency of 2.25 kHz, over 100 data points were captured per cycle. Hence,

the variability in acceleration amplitude along the test bed is much greater than noise .

...... ,

30 35 60 65

-~5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75
Distance (m)

Figure A.2. Pass 2 (a) peak vertical drum acceleration and (b) peak horizontal drum
acceleration amplitudes
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To smooth some of the cycle-to-cycle variability yet not lose important

information, an averaging window function was employed. Taking an average of the data

in Figure A.2 every 0.5 m with a 2-m long window yields the drum acceleration data

presented in Figure A.3. Also shown in Figure 3 are the drum acceleration amplitudes

determined during pass 7, after three passes of high amplitude 45-Hz compaction. In

most regions along the test bed, vertical and horizontal drum acceleration decreased by

varying amounts (see Fig. 3c). Decreases in horizontal drum acceleration occurred

simultaneously with decreases in vertical drum acceleration (Fig. 3c) with the exception

of a region from 31-34 m. It is interesting to note that horizontal drum acceleration

changes were more pronounced and thus could be deemed more sensitive to changes in

soil stiffness in this particular test bed.

Table A.I contains a summary of all runs for the test bed, where az and ax are the

vertical and horizontal mean single amplitude responses respectively, (Ja and (Ja are
, x

the standard deviations of the vertical and horizontal means respectively, and c.o.v. is the

coefficient of variation defined as the standard deviation normalized by the mean. The

coefficient of variation of each time history was computed to quantify heterogeneity. As

summarized in Table A.l, the 20 Hz passes (2 and 7) have a higher c.o.v. than the higher

frequency passes. This is due to the increased sensitivity to underlying soil properties

experienced when operating near resonance.

The phase lag of the drum displacement with respect to the excitation force is

presented in Figure A.4 for passes 2 and 7. As illustrated, during pass 2 the drum

displacement lags the forcing function by approximately 90-120°. Phase lag decreases to

90° or below for most of pass 7. The majority of the soil experienced a decrease in phase
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lag as the soil was compacted. As described in detail elsewhere (Mooney & Rinehart

2005), the decrease in vertical drum acceleration is consistent with lumped parameter

model response when the excitation frequency is below resonance. Frequency sweep data

from this test bed and others at this construction site revealed resonant frequencies in the

22-28 Hz region for amplitude 1 excitation. Phase lags in excess of 9Cf (e.g., for pass 2)

are inconsistent with excitation frequencies below resonance according to lumped

parameter vibration theory. Given the fact that the resonant frequency increases as the

underlying soil is stiffened, it is plausible that the resonant frequency was less than 20 Hz

during pass 2 and greater than 20 Hz during pass 7. While this circumstance explains the

observations, there was insufficient data to fully evaluate this possibility.

Dynamic cone penetration (DCP) testing was performed at the 33-m and 68-m marks

prior to pass 1 and following pass 9. The dynamic penetration index (DPI) measured in

mm/blow vs. depth profiles were correlated to falling weight deflectometer

backcalculated resilient modulus (M,) via the relationship (Chen et al. 2005):

M, (MPa) = 537.8*DPlo6645 (A.1).

These results, presented in Figure A.5, lend some insight into the variability in observed

response. Recall from Figure 2 that the vertical drum acceleration did not exhibit any

change at 33-m yet the horizontal drum acceleration decreased 40%. At x=68 m, the

vertical and horizontal drum acceleration amplitudes decreased approximately 15%. Per

the DCP results (Fig. A.5a), some stiffening occurred at x=33 m to a depth of 75 mm

with little change at depths greater than 75 mm. If anything, some loosening may have

occurred at a depth of 250-mm. A fair amount of stiffening occurred at x=68 m to a depth

of 200-mm (Fig. A.5b); however, the DCP data suggests some loosening of material at a
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Aigure A.3. Pass 2 and pass 7 (a) averaged vertical drum acceleration amplitudes, (b)
horizontal drum acceleration amplitudes and (c) percent change in peak-to-peak

acceleration from pass 2 to pass 7
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Figure A.4. Pass 2 and pass 6 (a) averaged drum displacement- forcing function
phase lag and (b) percent change in phase lag from pass 2 to pass 7
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depth of 3S0-mm. There is not enough evidence to link the increase in near-surface

modulus at x=33 m to the decrease in horizontal drum acceleration.

The M, profiles suggest that the upper 300-mm of soil at x=33 m is considerably

stiffer than the soil at x=68 m. Hence, the resonant frequency of the roller/soil system is

greater at x=33 m than at x=68 m. Assuming that both resonant frequencies are greater

than the 20 Hz excitation frequency, the stiffer soil would be further from resonance and

thus would exhibit a lower acceleration response. Again, it should be noted that the phase

data for pass 2 contradict lumped parameter vibration theory in this case.

o

5: ----~~.. ...
.~

·-··f~--·a 200g
"' 250 --ao 300

350 I~==::====t::=::=j
400 --- Pre Pass I

450

500

100

150

50

Mr(MPa)

100 200

Mr(MPa)

o 50 100
o -1-------1-:---+-------1

50 t------"...-~'£i--___:_--__j

100

150

150 150 200
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9

~ 200 +---+--&1'J---+-----j
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i
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Figure A.5. Resilient modulus profile correlated from dynamic cone
penetration test results from (a) x=33 m and (b) x=68 m

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the roller compactor is most sensitive to

underlying stiffness when operated near resonance as has been shown in the data

presented here. On the contrary, when operated at frequencies much greater than

resonance, the roller is insensitive to changes in underlying soil conditions. Figure A.6

illustrates this point by presenting low amplitude 70 Hz excitation data from passes 1 and
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Figure A.6. Pass 1 and pass 6 (a) averaged vertical drum acceleration amplitudes, (b)
averaged horizontal drum acceleration amplitudes and (c) percent change in peak-to-

peak acceleration from pass I to pass 6

6. As illustrated, not only is the drum acceleration insensitive to soil stiffening due to

compaction, it is insensitive to the heterogeneity along the test bed.

Conclusions

The data presented here illustrates that subsurface heterogeneity during earthwork

compaction caused by varying lift thickness and moisture as well as varying depth to near

surface bedrock can strongly influence vibration based monitoring of roller compaction.

Further, the spatial variation in response within a single pass was found to be on the same

order of magnitude as changes due to compaction (e.g. stiffening). The corroboration of

drum acceleration response with dynamic cone penetration testing data helped to
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understand and interpret the observed behavior in a heterogeneous environment. Finally,

it was observed that operation close to resonance (e.g. 20 Hz) results in heightened

sensitivity to both changes in underlying soil due to compaction and spatial heterogeneity

than operation far from resonance (e.g. 70 Hz).
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This paper was originally published in the conference proceeding of Geo-Denver

2007 and provides more detail regarding the theoretical resolution of the EPCs and

LVDTs and about the field placement techniques employed in the research presented in

this thesis.
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ABSTRACT

Little research has been done to understand the behavior of the soil during

vibratory compaction and quality assurance and quality control (QNQC) testing with

light weight deflectometer (LWD) devices. A better understanding of the dynamic

behavior of the soil in response to the loadings imparted by these devices will aid in the

development of continuous compaction control (CCC) as well as the refinement and

acceptance of rapid spot test devices such as the LWD. To this end, earth pressure cells

(EPCs) and modified linear voltage displacement transducers (LVDTs) were installed

between lifts of lightly plastic clay to measure in-situ stress and strain. With these

sensors, the ground response was subsequently recorded during vibratory compaction. In
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addition, data was recorded during post compaction QAlQC testing with a prototype

LWD device. The importance of EPC spacing, laboratory calibration, and field

installation along with LVDT modification and field installation are discussed in detail.

Preliminary vertical stress and strain results from a single layer study are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The majority of the theory and implementation of continuous compaction control

(Cf'C), in which parameters of vibratory roller compactor machine vibration are

calibrated to predict soil properties, has been developed in Europe over the last 25 years.

However, as pavement design has become increasingly mechanistic in the US and

abroad, there has been an increased impetus to further the understanding of the dynamic

vibratory compactor-soil system and thereby improve the understanding of the roller-

estimated soil properties. Similarly, there is an increased desire to improve the

understanding of the results from the Light Weight Deflectometer (LWD), which is

commonly used to assess earthwork compaction. Interestingly, the theoretical

development of the LWD and the instrumented vibratory compactor has primarily

Figure B.l: Example EPC and LVDT used
in this study
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focused on the devices themselves and has not put emphasis on understanding the soil

response. A more thorough understanding of the soil response to these devices will help

in understanding the results they produce, and eventually, how those results relate to the

parameters used in pavement design (e.g. resilient modulus). To understand the ground

response due to vibratory compaction and LWD testing, earth pressure cells (EPCs) were

used to measure stress and modified linear voltage displacement transducers (LVDTs)

were used to measure strain (see Figure 8.1). It is the authors' intention within this paper

to describe the sensor selection, modification, calibration, field installation procedures

and the associated errors. Rigorous analysis of the data collected will be presented

elsewhere.

Measuring dynamic stress and strain in-situ presents a number of issues that must

be taken into account. The sensors need to be rugged and durable, yet sensitive and

responsive enough to measure stress and strain frequencies of 20 - 40 Hz and strains on

the order of 10-2 - 10-6. Weiler and Kulhawy (1982) state that minimizing the impact on

the stress field in the surrounding soil due to the inclusion of the EPC itself is of

particular concern. Labuz and Theroux (2005) demonstrate the need and recommend

methods to perform laboratory calibrations of EPCs in soil. The design and calibration of

EPCs is discussed in detail later in this paper. Directly measuring strain is also

complicated, and while commercial devices do exist, there are few published results

dealing with the direct measurement of static and dynamic in-situ soil strain. The sensors

developed by the authors are LVDTs fitted with a rugged casing and platens (see Figure

8.1) that enable the measurement of static and dynamic strain over their gage length.

Issues associated with their design and placement are also discussed in detail.
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Data from the in ground sensors during both vibratory compaction and LWD

testing is presented herein. The data presented demonstrates the efficacy of the sensors

themselves and allows investigations into the nature of the two loadings (i.e. translating

source forced vibrations and impulse loading). An analysis of the errors associated with

the two sensors is also presented.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Measuring In-situ Soil Stress

Sensor Selection

There are several commercially available EPCs which vary significantly. The

mechanisms for measuring the stress on the face of the cell include flexible diaphragms

utilizing either bonded resistance strain gages or vibrating wire strain sensors, liquid

filled pistons and diaphragms utilizing external pressure transducers, and configurations

using piezoelectric crystals inside the cell. Depending on the configuration, cells can have

either one or two sensing faces. As comprehensively presented in Weiler and Kulhawy

Table B.l. EPC Factors Considered
No. Factor
1 Thickness to diameter aspect ratio
2 Soil-EPC stiffness ratio
3 Diaphragm deflection
4 Stress concentration at EPC edges
5 Point loading effects
6 Lateral stress rotation
7 Stress-Strain soil behavior
8 Placement effects
9 Proximity of other cells
10 Frequency response
11 Maximum pressure limit
12 Temperature changes
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(1982), many of the effects on the stress field within the soil due to the EPC can be

minimized by controlling cell geometry, while others can be taken into account through

careful laboratory calibration (e.g. Labuz and Theroux 2005). Based on the literature, the

authors considered the factors (and their associated errors) listed in Table B.l when

selecting and using EPCs during this research study (Weiler and Kulhawy 1982, Filz and

Brandon 1994).

Geokon 3500 series semiconductor type EPCs (see Figure B.2) were used in this

study. The thickness to diameter aspect ratio of the Geokon EPCs is 0.1, easily less than

the recommended maximum of 0.2. The EPCs are made of stainless steel and filled with

a de-aired hydraulic fluid, thus resulting in a satisfactory soil-EPC stiffness ratio and an

Figure B.2: Geometry of the Geokon 3500
series EPC
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allowable amount of diaphragm deflection. The cell diameter is sufficient to avoid point

loading effects due to individual particles in the calibration and placement sand

(D50=0.55mm). The manufacturer stated frequency response of the Geokon EPC is 2000

Hz which is suitable for the intended applications. In addition, the inclusion of a

thermistor inside the cell allows changes in temperature to be taken into account.

Therefore, the geometry and construction of the cells ensure that the errors associated

with factors 1,2,3,5, 10, and 12 from Table B.I are minimized (Weiler and Kulhawy

1982). The remaining factors from Table B.t are discussed in the Sensor Calibration and

Sensor Placement sections below.

Sensor Calibration

Geokon EPCs are provided with a theoretical hydrostatic calibration. However, this

calibration neglects behaviors unique to soil such as geometric damping, granular

interaction, hysteresis, and the aforementioned stress concentration and rotation effects.

Therefore, as suggested by Theroux et al. (200 I), it is necessary to calibrate the EPCs

within the soil they will be deployed in, and at the density the measurements will be

made.

The EPC's used in this study were calibrated at the University of Minnesota using

the calibration setup and procedures described in Labuz and Theroux (2005). This

calibration helps ensure that factors 4, 6, 7, and 8 are corrected for. This research study

included a total of 14 EPCs with four different pressure ranges, (100, 250, 400, and 1000

kPa). Due to time constraints and limitations of the testing apparatus only two EPCs were

calibrated: one 100 kPa range and one 400 kPa range. However, the manufacturer's
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sensitivity for all EPCs within a given pressure range is the same, and other researchers

have shown extremely uniform results when performing soil calibrations for multiple

EPCs within a single pressure range (Gregory Wachman, personal communication, July

8, 2006). The calibration was conducted with the EPC placed in a clean, dry sand at

maximum density. Figure 8.3 shows calibration results for a cell with a maximum

pressure range of 100 kPa. In Figure 8.3 the Soil Sensitivity matches a I: 1 line because it

represents the calibration of the EPC pressure to the applied pressure. When an EPC is

placed in soil, the sensor attracts stress and therefore the manufacturer's sensitivity

results in an over-estimation of stress (due to the factors mentioned above, e.g. stress

concentrations at the edge of the cell, rotation of lateral stress onto the face of the cell).

The ratio of the manufacturer's sensitivity to the soil sensitivity, or registration ratio R,

for the 100 kPa cell in Figure B.3 is 1.153. The registration ratio for the 400 kPa EPC is

1.196. During calibration both cells were loaded and unloaded twice to ensure

repeatability. The maximum hysteresis found was 0.5 % of the sensor's full scale, but

was deemed to be due to the stress-strain nature of the soil, not the EPC itself. With this

data as well as data provided by University of Minnesota researchers for a 160 kPa

Geokon EPC (Gregory Wachman, personal communication, July 8, 2006), the over-

registration ratios of the 250 kPa and I MPa cells were determined via linear

interpolation to be 1.175 and 1.291 respectively.

Sensor Placement

To replicate the soil-cell stiffness during calibration, the sensors were placed in

the ground within a pocket of the same clean, dry sand used during calibration (Theroux,
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et al. 2001). Note that the sand reaches its maximum dry density during vibratory

compaction; therefore the calibration will be accurate for all measurement runs with the

vibratory roller and testing with the LWD after the lift is fully compacted, but will not

necessarily be valid during compaction of the lift itself.

Test beds were typically built in the following fashion: 1) a 250-300 mm thick lift

of soil was placed; 2) to make the soil workable, it was statically rolled one time with the

compactor; 3) the sensor locations were then excavated by hand and the EPC' s were

placed within the sand pocket (typically, 50 - 75 mm of sand surrounded the EPC on all

sides). In order to measure triaxial stress the EPCs were oriented in 3 orthogonal

directions, as depicted in Figure B.4. The orientations will be referred to as vertical

(increasing with depth), longitudinal (parallel to the direction of travel), and transverse

(perpendicular to the direction of travel); 4) the hole was loosely filled with soil and the

lift was fully compacted with 4 to 8 more passes of the vibratory roller. Vibration

amplitude for the compaction passes was set based on the lift thickness and soil type and
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limited by the maximum range of the EPCs (thereby satisfying the requirements of factor

11 in Table B.l). Most studies involved multiple layers, and logically, the layers

constructed first in a multi-layer system are eventually the deepest layers, and will

experience less stress during the measurement passes on a fully constructed test bed.

While it does limit the maximum vibration amplitude during compaction of the early

layers, it is desirable that the EPCs in lower layers have a smaller range than the EPCs in

the top layers.

The last factor from Table B.l that is pertinent during construction of a multi-

layer test bed, is sensor spacing (number 9). The rigid EPC creates an apparent stiff roof

for the soil below, resulting in a so-called stress shadow beneath the cell. If another cell is

(a) side view '£

~~v

(b) top view

~£I O£v

~Ol ~ov

Figure B.4: Typical triaxial stress and
strain sensor layout
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placed within this shadow it will not produce accurate results (Dunnicliff 1993). Weiler

and Kulhawy's (1982) suggestion of a minimum spacing of four cell diameters in the

vertical direction and two cell diameters in the longitudinal and transverse directions to

avoid stress shadowing was followed throughout this study. However, more closely

spaced measurements than allowed by these criteria were desired. With 100 mm diameter

cells and 250-300 mm thick layers of soil a cell could be placed every other layer.

However, by staggering EPCs, it was possible to measure stress in every layer. For

example, in a 5-layer test bed the vertical sensors in layers I, 3, and 5 are in one line and

the vertical sensors in layers 2 and 4 are in a separate line a reasonable distance away.

Similar logic was used for the spacing of the longitudinal and transverse direction cells.

Measuring Strain

Sensor Design

LVOTs were chosen to measure strain due to their ability to precisely measure

dynamic and static displacement. The LVOTs used in the study were RDP OCTH200

series. The range of the sensor was ± 5 mm with a worst-case non-linearity of 0.1% of

full scale (O.Olmm). The response of the sensor is valid over the frequency range of 0 -

200 Hz.

To ensure full coupling to the soil the LVOTs were outfitted with two 100 mm

diameter, 3 mm thick aluminum platens (see Figure 8.5). One platen was attached to the

end of the sensor barrel, while the second platen was threaded onto the end of the sensing

rod, resulting in a gage length of approximately 100mm. A piece of pipe was then

attached to the top platen. This pipe slid over the sensor barrel with very narrow
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clearance to protect the rod and the opening in the sensor barrel in which the rod was

inserted. A layer of high vacuum grease was placed between the pipe and sensor barrel to

further protect the hole from soil particles and moisture and to reduce friction between

the two halves of the sensor. Note that the platen diameters and gage length were

designed to be the same size as the EPCs. This is desirable since the EPCs measure an

Figure 8.5: (a) an unmodified LVDT, (b) a
fully assembled strain sensor, and (c) the

two halves of a strain sensor
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average stress over the 100 mm diameter and the LVDT' s measure strain over the 100

mm gage length. The LVDTs were placed in the three orientations described earlier (see

Figure B.4) in order to measure triaxial strain.

Sensor Placement

Installation of the transverse and longitudinal LVDTs coincided with installation

of the EPCs. Similar to the EPC installations, the sensor locations were excavated by

hand and the LVDTs were placed within the soil. The output of the sensor itself was used

to set the gage length and insure the range of the sensor had not been eclipsed (e.g.

nominally, a 5 V output corresponds to a 100 mm gage length). Soil was then loosely

filled in around the sensor and the lift was fully compacted with the vibratory roller.

Installation of the vertical LVDTs was a multi-step process. Please refer to Figure

B.6 for illustrations of the procedure outlined in the following. I) First, the 250-300 mm

thick lift of soil was placed on the test bed and statically rolled with the vibratory roller,

and a lIS mm diameter hole was drilled into the soil approximately 200 mm deep. 2)

Next, the bottom half of the LVDT (Figure B.5c), which included one aluminum platen

and the sensor body, was placed in the hole. A piece of aluminum pipe, equal to the gage

length and capped on one end, was placed over the sensor body to protect it. 3) The hole

was then filled in, and the soil fully compacted with the vibratory roller. 4) Next, another

lIS mm hole was bored down to the pipe cap. 5) The temporary pipe cap was removed

and the second half of the LVDT, consisting of the other aluminum plate and sensing rod,

was inserted into the hole. 6) Finally, the hole was re-filled with soil and fully compacted

with the vibratory roller.
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ERROR ANALYSIS

Stress Measurement Error Analysis

The sensitivity calculated during calibration of the EPCs includes errors due to the

accuracy of the EPC itself and the pressure transducers used in the calibration chamber,

as well as the data acquisition system. The soil sensitivity is given by Equation (B. 1):

(B.l)
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where m is the sensitivity of the EPC in kPa/volt, y is the pressure transducer output in

kPa, and x is the EPC output in volts. Using typical error propagation techniques (e.g.

Bevington 2003), the uncertainty of this sensitivity is given by Equation (B.2):

(B.2)

where O"m is the uncertainty in the sensitivity, O"y is the uncertainty in the calibration

chamber pressure transducer output (given by the manufacturer to be 0.5% of full scale)

and O"x is the uncertainty in EPC output (given by the manufacturer to be 0.25% of full

scale). Here 0" is one standard deviation and error is assumed Gaussian. Along with these

uncertainties and a total system noise floor of ±lmV, the soil sensitivity of the EPCs was

found to have an uncertainty of 0.27% of full scale of the sensor (e.g. ± 0.27 kPa for the

100 kPa EPC).

While careful calibration can correct for many ofthe errors discussed previously,

the literature indicates that errors resulting from inexact field placement overshadow the

relatively small uncertainty associated with the sensors and the calibration described

above. Based on data from repeated calibration tests performed by University of

Minnesota researchers (Gregory Wachman, personal communication, July 8, 2006) we

estimate the error in the sensitivity to be 1.5%. Given that all cells within a single

pressure range have the same nominal sensitivity, the variation in their calculated

sensitivities in soil is do to small differences in cell placement (e.g. unlevel placement,

differences in sand pocket stiffness). Therefore it is reasonable to expect the stress

measurements from the 100 mm diameter Geokon EPCs used herein to be accurate to
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within ±1.5% of the measured value. It should be noted that field placement mirrored

placement in the calibration chamber and was conducted very carefully.

Strain Measurement Error Analysis

The LVDTs measure the relative displacement between the two platens.

Subsequently, strain is calculated from the relative displacement between the platens and

gage length via Equation (B.3):

(B.3)

where e is the soil strain, M is the relative displacement between the platens, and Lo is

the gage length (determined in the lab by recording the output of the LVDT at a known

gage length and then extrapolating this known reference to the actual voltage measured

in-situ). Both the relative displacement and gage length have uncertainties, which

propagate though to an uncertainty in the calculated strain, according to Equation (BA):

(BA)

where o, is the uncertainty in the calculated soil strain, (J~L is the uncertainty in relative

displacement M (controlled by sensor output noise and data acquisition system

resolution) and (JLo is the uncertainty in gage length (non-linearity of the sensor plus

uncertainty of measured gage length). It follows from Equation (4) that the uncertainty in

the strain calculation is dependent upon the magnitude of relative displacement measured.
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Taking into account the errors described above, the uncertainty associated with a strain of

10-2 is 1.4 %, while the uncertainty associated with a strain of J(J4 is 4.6 %.

EXAMPLE FIELD RESULTS

Static and Dynamic Stress and Strain Due to Roller

Figure B.7 shows the in-situ vertical stress and strain in a low plasticity clay at a

depth of 150mm during a static pass (i.e. no vibration) with a roller compactor (static

weight = 113.4 kN). Positive values represent compression for both stress and strain. The

pressure due to the overburden has been subtracted out; therefore an EPC reading of zero

coincides with no additional vertical stress due to external loading. The peak stress in

Figure B.7 is 71.2 kPa and the peak strain is 9.0x1O-4. A thorough analysis is beyond the

scope of this paper, however it is interesting to note that while there is little or no

permanent (i.e. residual) vertical stress due to the static roll, there is permanent strain. In

this case, the strain is tensile, indicating that the static roll served to loosen the soil at a
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Figure B.7: In-situ vertical stress and strain depth from a static pass
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depth of 150mm.

Figure B.8 shows data from the same sensor locations as in Figure B.7, but for a

vibratory pass of the roller compactor. The frequency of vibration was 25 Hz, and the

theoretical vertical drum displacement amplitude was 0.8 mm. For this vibratory pass the

peak vertical stress was 180.9 kPa and the peak strain was 9.2xI0-J. As with the static

pass, is appears that the soil was loosened by the vibratory pass. This is possibly due to

the high number or passes experienced by the soil at this location and the shallow depth

of the sensors. It is also of interest that the ratio of maximum static to maximum dynamic

stress is about 0.4 while that of strain is about 0.1, indicating that the stress increased by a

smaller percentage than the strain from the static pass (Figure B.7) to the vibratory pass

(Figure B.8). A full analysis of these results is ongoing and will be presented elsewhere.

The uncertainty associated with these values is described in detail in the Error Analysis

section.
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Figure B.8: In-situ vertical stress and strain from a 2S Hz vibratory pass
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Dynamic Stress and Strain Due to LWD

Figure B.9 shows the dynamic stress and strain at a depth of 130 mm due to a

prototype LWD device. The stress and strain time histories clearly show the impulse

nature of the loading. The load impulse at the ground surface is 14.5 ms long with a

maximum load of 8.6 kN imparted to a circular plate 200 mm in diameter. The maximum

stress at a depth of 130 mm due to the LWD loading is 116 kPa. The relative

displacement of the LVDT at a depth of 130 mm was 0.09 mm resulting in a strain of

9.0xlO-4. Figure B.9 also shows that the soil experiences permanent deformation due to

the loading, in this case compressive.

CONCLUSIONS

In-situ measurements of soil stress and strain during vibratory compaction and

LWD testing are possible with readily available sensors. A large number of sources of

error exist in these measurements and to ensure accurate data, sensor selection,
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Figure B.9: In-situ vertical stress and strain due to LWD loading
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calibration and placement must be properly performed. Further, it is valuable to have a

strong understanding of previous research so that sources of error specific to your

application may be accounted for.

The sensors were able to measure the in-situ soil stress and strain states under a

variety of loadings, (e.g. pseudo-static, cyclic, impulse). The data obtained from the in-

situ sensors during vibratory compaction exhibited both the static loading due solely to

the weight of the compactor and the dynamic loading due to the drum vibrating atop soil.

The data also displayed the translational nature of the loading. Data obtained during

LWD testing showed the impulse load from the device. Error propagation analysis

confirms that the stress and strain measurements obtained from the in-situ sensors are

accurate to a reasonable degree and that the errors due to calibration and other sensor

inaccuracies are smaller than those due to in-situ soil effects. In-situ stress and strain

sensors will help better the understanding of the dynamic behavior of soil. An increase in

understanding will lead to refinement in vibratory compaction and LWD testing

technologies and analysis.
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Figures B.lO - RI3 present time histories from static roller passes over the sand

and sand-aver-silt test beds.
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Figure RIO. O"z, O"x and o, measured at z=O.13m in the sand test bed during static Bomag
(vx=0.45m/s) and Ammann (vx=O.6m/s) roller passes
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Figures B.14 - B.18 present triaxial o, and Ez data measured at z=0.13m during

vibratory roller passes over the sand test bed. Roller, Q and Fecc are noted in the figure

captions.
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Figure B.14. Triaxial stress (left) and strain (right) measured at z=0.13m in the sand test
bed during a vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=30Hz, Fecc=33.3kN) ; static pass shown

for reference
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Figure B.16. Triaxial stress (left) and strain (right) measured at z=O.l3m in the sand test
bed during a vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=20Hz, Fecc=30.7kN) ; static pass shown

for reference
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Figure B.I? Triaxial stress (left) and strain (right) measured at z=O.13m in the sand test
bed during a vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=28Hz, Fecc=88kN) ; static pass shown for

reference
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Figure R18. Triaxial stress (left) and strain (right) measured at z=O.13m in the sand test
bed during a vibratory Bomag roller pass (Q=28Hz, Fecc=248kN) ; static pass shown for

reference
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Figures B.19 - B.24 present triaxial crz and Ez data measured at z=O.35m during

vibratory roller passes over the sand test bed. Note that the tz sensor at O.35m

malfunctioned during testing. Roller, Q and Fecc are noted in the figure captions.
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Figure B.19. Triaxial stress (left) and strain (right) measured at z=O.35m in the sand test
bed during a vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=30Hz, Fecc=33.3kN); static pass shown

for reference
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Figure B.20. Triaxial stress (left) and strain (right) measured at z=O.35m in the sand test
bed during a vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=30Hz, Fecc=97.2kN); static pass shown

for reference
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Figure B.21. Triaxial stress (left) and strain right measured at z=O.35m in the sand test
bed during a vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=20Hz, Fecc=13.6kN); static pass shown

for reference
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Figure B.22. Triaxial stress (left) and strain (right) measured at z=O.35m in the sand test
bed during a vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=20Hz, Fecc=30.7kN); static pass shown

for reference
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Figure B.23. Triaxial stress (left) and strain (right) measured at z=O.35m in the sand test
bed during a vibratory Bomag roller pass (Q=28Hz, Fecc=88kN); static pass shown for

reference
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Figure B.24. Triaxial stress (left) and strain right measured at z=0.35m in the sand test
bed during a vibratory Bomag roller pass (Q=28Hz, Fecc=248kN); static pass shown for

reference
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Figures B.24 - B.30 present triaxial {Jz and Ez data measured at z=O.14m during

vibratory roller passes over the clay test bed. Roller, Q and Fccc are noted in the figure

captions.
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Figure B.25. Triaxial stress (left) and strain (right) measured at z=O.14m in the clay test
bed during a vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=30Hz, Fecc=40.9kN) ; static pass shown

for reference
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Figure B.26. Triaxial stress (left) and strain (right) measured at z=O.14m in the clay test
bed during a vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=30Hz, Fecc=176.5kN) ; static pass shown

for reference
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Figure B.27. Triaxial stress (left) and strain (right) measured at z=O.14m in the clay test
bed during a vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=20Hz, Fecc=1O.2kN) ; static pass shown

for reference
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Figure B.28. Triaxial stress (left) and strain (right) measured at z=0.14m in the clay test
bed during a vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=20Hz, Fecc=113.7kN) ; static pass shown

for reference
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Figure B.29. Triaxial stress (left) and strain (right) measured at z=O.14m in the clay test
bed during a vibratory Bomag roller pass (Q=28Hz, Fecc=88kN) ; static pass shown for

reference
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Figure B.30. Triaxial stress (left) and strain (right) measured at z=0.14m in the clay test
bed during a vibratory Bomag roller pass (Q=28Hz, Fecc=365kN) ; static pass shown for

reference
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Figures B.31 ~ B.35 present crz and €z measured at z=O.13, 0.36, 0.65 and 0.80m

in the clay test bed during vibratory roller passes. Roller, Q and Fecc are noted in the
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Figure B.3l. crz (left) and Cz (right) measured at z=0.14, 0.36, 0.65 and 0.8m during a
vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=30Hz, Fecc=176.5kN) ; static pass shown for reference
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Figure B,32, crz(left) and tz (right) measured at z=O.l4, 0,36, 0,65 and 0,8m during a
vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=20Hz, Fece=10,2kN) ; static pass shown for reference
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Figure B.33. crz (left) and t:z (right) measured at z=0.14, 0.36, 0.65 and 0.8m during a
vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=20Hz, Fecc=113.7kN) ; static pass shown for reference
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Figure B.34. (Jz (left) and Ez (right) measured at z=0.14, 0.36, 0.65 and 0.8m during a
vibratory Bomag roller pass (Q=28Hz, Fecc=88kN) ; static pass shown for reference
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Figures B.36 - B.38 present crz and Ez data measured during vibratory roller

operation on 7 layers of silty sand in the sand-over-silt test bed. Roller type, Q and Feee

are noted in the figure captions. Recall that, as discussed in Chapters 4-6, instrumentation

did not exist at multiple depths in the sand-over-silt test bed and therefore data from

different depths in Figures B.36 - B.38 are from roller operation on different lifts of soil.
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TablesB.2 - B.3 summarize peak values of triaxial stress and strain measured

under the center and edge of drum during vibratory roller passes over the clay test bed.

The data below is supplementary to the discussion of the state of stress under the roller

drum presented in Section 4.4.

Table B.2. Peak ez measured under the center and edge of the drum during vibratory

Under Edge of Drum Under Center fo Drum
Depth (m) ez• peak ex. peak loy,peak ez. peak Ex. peak ty, peak

0.14 0.0356 -0.0179 -0.0153 0.0201
0.36 0.0057 0.0035
0.65 0.0019 0.0018
0.8 4.7E-05 3.9E-05

-0.0169 3.8E-05

Ammann roller passes over the clay test bed (Q=30Hz, Fecc=87.0kN)

Table B.3. Peak Ez measured under the center and edge of the drum during vibratory

Under Edge of Drum Under Center fo Drum
Depth (m) ez, peak ex, peak loy.peak ez, peak ex. peak loy,peak
0.14 0.0455 -0.0590 -0.0196 0.0303 -0.0233
0.36 0.0072 0.0043
0.65 0.0031 0.0025
0.8 0.0001 2.6E-05

0.0010

Bomag roller passes over the clay test bed (Q=28Hz, Fecc=88kN)
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Figures C.2 - C.9 present crz-Ez paths measured at three depths during vibratory

roller passes over the clay test bed. Roller type, Q and Feee are noted in the figure

captions. Paths are presented when the roller is directly above the sensors.
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Figure C.2. Vertical crz-Ez paths measured at z=0.14, 0.36 and 0.65m in the clay test bed
during a vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=30Hz, Feee=40.9kN)
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Figures C.l 0 - C.12 present crz-Ez paths measured at z=O.13m during vibratory

Ammann roller passes over the sand test bed. Q and Fecc are noted in the figure captions.

Paths are presented when the roller is directly above the sensors.
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Figure C.l O.Vertical crz-Ez paths measured at z=O.13m in the sand test bed during a
vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=20Hz, F,cc=13.6kN)
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Figure C.12. Vertical crz-Ez paths measured at z=0.13m in the sand test bed during a
vibratory Ammann roller pass (Q=20Hz, Fecc=30.7kN)
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Figures C.13 - C.18 present crz-Ez paths measured at z=O.13m during vibratory

Bomag roller passes over the sand test bed. Roller type, Q and Fecc are noted in the figure

captions. Paths are presented when the roller is directly above the sensors.
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Figure C.13. Vertical crz-Ez paths measured at z=0.23m in the sand-aver-silt test bed
during a vibratory Bomag roller pass (Q=28Hz, Fecc=88kN)
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Figure C.14. Vertical crz-Ez paths measured at z=O.23m in the sand-over-silt test bed
during a vibratory Bomag roller pass (Q=28Hz, Fecc=175kN)
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Figure C.15. Vertical cr,-Ez paths measured at z=0.39m in the sand-over-silt test bed
during a vibratory Bomag roller pass (Q=28Hz, Fecc=88kN)
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Figure C.16. Vertical crz-Ez paths measured at z=0.39m in the sand-over-silt test bed
during a vibratory Bomag roller pass (Q=28Hz, Fecc=175kN)
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Figure C.17. Vertical \Jz-Ez paths measured at z=O.63m in the sand-aver-silt test bed
during a vibratory Bomag roller pass (Q=28Hz, Fecc=88kN)
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Figure C.18. Vertical \Jz-Ez paths measured at z=O.63m in the sand-aver-silt test bed
during a vibratory Bomag roller pass (Q=28Hz, Fecc=175kN)
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Figures C.19 andC.20 present the variation of the extracted in-situ modulus Eload

and Esecant with Fecc as well as with Ammann k,All data is from the sand test bed and is

supplementary to the discussion presented is section 5.3.3 and 5.4
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test bed
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Figures D.l - D.3 present the results of spot tests performed during the layer build

up experiments in the clay and sand-over-silt test beds, and confirm that the stiff layers

were uniform.

Figure D.l. Results from LWD testing during the build up of rock layers in the clay test
bed (note that the O.19m and 0.44m points are reflective of the measurement depth of the

LWD itself)
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Figure D.2. Results from LWD testing during the build up of sand layers in the sand-
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As discussed in Chapter 6, elastic theory is used to predict the distributions of

stress and strain with depth due to the vibratory roller compactor. However, this requires

knowledge of the contact force between the roller drum and the soil. This data is not

known exactly, but can be estimated with data provided by Ammann's commercially

available ACE system (Anderegg 1997). Data provided includes excitation frequency Q,

vibration amplitude A (as determined from integrating measured drum acceleration),

eccentric moment lIIoeo, and k.. Table D.l summarizes the calculation of the contact force

from Ammann roller passes on the clay test bed. Table D.2 summarizes the calculation of

the contact force from Ammann roller passes on the sand test bed. A thorough derivation

of the equations used is available in Anderegg 1997. Unfortunately, insufficient data is

available to estimate contact force from the other rollers employed here.

Table D.I Summary of provided and calculated data used to estimate contact force for
Ammann roller passes over the clay test bed
Frequency k. A moeo

(HZ) (MN/m) (mm) (kg-m)
Ftotal

(kN)
20 35 O.~ DB
20 36 0.78 1.2
20 34 1.05 1.7
20 W 2.~ 7.2
25 33 0.49 0.9
25 34 0.81 1.4
25 29 0.94 1.9
25 25 2~ 7.2
30 33 0.52 1.2
30 30 0.78 1.5
~. 28 1.~ 2.4
30 28 196 5.0

Feec (N)
Phase
(deg)

10232
19329
26151
113698
23095
35531
47966
177653
40931
53722
86979
176516

179
185
191
156
203
209
201
179
203
219
205
196

Fdy" (N)
12505
29726
39051
46981
21556
34334
38617
57206
27176
32071
53109
91570

86
103
113
121
95
108
112
131
101
106
127
165
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Table D.2 Summary of provided and calculated data used to estimate contact force for
Ammann roller passes over the sand test bed
Frequency ks A moeo

(HZ) (MN/m) (mm) (kg-m)
Ftotal
(kN)

20 51 0.46 0.9
20 48 0.69 1.3
20 50 1.08 1.9
25 50 0.45 0.9
25 45 0.85 1.7
25 48 1.19 2.4
30 45 0.43 0.9
30 53 0.86 1.9
30 50 1.26 2.7
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F.cc (N)
13644
20466
30698
23095
40860
58625
33257
66513
97212

Phase
(deg)
114.05
119.68
117.16
161.42
187.07
181.70
19516
188.69
191.29

Fdy" (N)
1804
1114
443
19003
42394
58771
25728
54310
78399

75
75
74
93
116
132
99
128
152



Similar to Figures 6.3 and 6.4, Figures 0.4 - 0.7 present stress and strain fields

due to the vibratory rollers operating on the clay test bed. In Figures 0.4 ~ 0.7 Ez data has

been multiplied by a factor of 10 for clarity.
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Figure 0.4. Peak total and cyclic O'z (top) and Ez (bottom) measure during a vibratory
Ammann roller pass (Q=20Hz, Fecc=26.2kN) over the clay test bed
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Figure D.S. Peak total and cyclic o, (top) and f.z (bottom) measure during a vibratory
Ammann roller pass (Q=20Hz, Fecc=1I3.7kN) over the clay test bed
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Figure D.6. Peak total and cyclic <Jz (top) and £z (bottom) measure during a vibratory
Ammann roller pass (Q=28Hz, Fecc=88kN) over the clay test bed
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Figure 0.7. Peak total and cyclic crz (top) and tz (bottom) measure during a vibratory
Ammann roller pass (Q=28Hz, Fecc=365kN) over the clay test bed
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Figures D.8 - D.9 present peak crz and Cz measured during static roller passes over

the clay and sand-over silt test beds. Theoretical distributions of crz and Cz with depth as

discussed in Chapter 6 are also shown.
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Figure D.8. peak total (a) crz and (b) €z measured during Ammann and Bomag static roller
passes over the clay test bed, estimated theoretical distributions shown for reference
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